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Abstract 
Existing 3D human face modelling methods are confronted with difficulties in 
applying flexible control over all facial features and generating a great number of 
different face models. The gap between the existing methods and the requirements of 
emotional bio-robots applications urges the creation of a generic 3D human face 
model. This thesis focuses on proposing and developing two new methods involved 
in the research of emotional bio-robots: face detection in complex background 
images based on skin colour model and establishment of a generic 3D human face 
model based on NURBS. The contributions of this thesis are: 
• A new skin colour based face detection method has been proposed and 
developed. The new method consists of skin colour model for skin regions 
detection and geometric rules for distinguishing faces from detected regions. By 
comparing to other previous methods, the new method achieved better results of 
detection rate of 86.15% and detection speed of 0.4-1.2 seconds without any 
training datasets. 
• A generic 3D human face modelling method is proposed and developed. This 
generic parametric face model has the abilities of flexible control over all facial 
features and generating various face models for different applications. It includes: 
o The segmentation of a human face of 21 surface features. These surfaces have 
34 boundary curves. This feature-based segmentation enables the independent 
manipulation of different geometrical regions of human face. 
o The NURBS curve face model and NURBS surface face model. These two 
models are built up based on cubic NURBS reverse computation. The 
elements of the curve model and surface model can be manipulated to change 
the appearances of the models by their parameters which are obtained by 
NURBS reverse computation. 
o A new 3D human face modelling method has been proposed and implemented 
based on bi-cubic NURBS through analysing the characteristic features and 
boundary conditions of NURBS techniques. This model can be manipulated 
through control points on the NURBS facial features to build any specific 
face models for any kind of appearances and to simulate dynamic facial 
expressions for various applications such as emotional bio-robots, aesthetic 
surgery, films and games, and crime investigation and prevention, etc. 
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1.1 Background 
CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Human faces, as a nonverbal communication organ, are important for transferring 
information from one person to another. Facial expressions continually change 
throughout a conversation and these are constantly monitored by the recipient. 
According to Mehrabian (Mehrabian, 1968), of the information that is described in 
language by people" ...... 7% is conveyed by words; 38% by the vocal tones and 55% 
by facial and body expressions". This study indicates the importance of human faces. 
With the rapid development and applications of computer-based technology, a lot of 
research have been carried out to study human faces and to build three dimensional 
(3D) face models for various applications, especially for emotional bio-robots, 
aesthetic surgery, crime detection and computer game etc. Since the first facial 
model was introduced by Parke (1972), numerous and verisimilar face models have 
been proposed and developed using a variety of approaches (Decarlo et al., 1998; 
Vetter and Blanz, 1998; Shan et al., 2001; Ansari and Mottaleb, 2003; Chaumont and 
Beaumesnil, 2005; Kim and Choi, 2008; Van et al., 2011). Except the motivation of 
the applications, the human faces with certain pattern and abundant individual 
diversities are ideal experimental objects to test 3D modelling algorithms and 
methods. 
3D modelling techniques have been widely applied in Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). There are several software such as 3ds 
Max (Autodesk., 2009), CA TIA (Systemes, 2002), Maya (Autodesk., 2(09), 
SolidWorks (Corp, 2009), and Rhino (2009) which can be used for 3D modelling. 
Various 3D applications are seen in our daily lives. Producers create 3D models for 
various film and TV productions to bring immersed sense for audiences (Fox, 2011). 
1.1 Background 
Computer engineers introduces "3D" face models to create vivid characters in video 
games (Cnix, 2009). In virtual community, 3D face models can enhance the user 
experience significantly (Research, 2009). Moreover, 3D face model has the 
potential to be applied for web applications as well (Anaface.com., 2009). 
Emotional bio-robot is an important application area of 3D modelling. Emotional 
bio-robot refers to robots which look like human beings that have a torso, anns, legs, 
and head. In addition, not only do they appear in the shape of humans, but can even 
act like humans in the way they move their body, speak, or even demonstrate 
complicated expressions (Takahashi et al., 2007). The "human-like" automaton, 
which was dedicated to King Mu of Zhou by an ingenious craftsman named Van Shi, 
is regarded as the world's first recorded bio-robot (described by Lie Zi in 250 
BC) (BtUmm and Bozic, 2009). Ever since, although the similar idea of a bio-robot 
has existed for a long time, bio-robot has progressed relatively slowly through 
history. 
The research of emotional bio-robots has been significantly influenced by the 
development of 3D modelling techniques. Significant developments of emotional 
bio-robot research have been made in recent decades (Hashimoto et al., 2006; 
Takahashi and Sato, 2010). This research has fundamentally supported the evolution 
of studies in entertainment, teaching activities, and medical therapy. One approach of 
designing the facial models of bio-robot is to include bones and muscles as human 
faces, whereby the more artificial muscles that are incorporated, the more realistic 
the face models are. In light of this trend, Hanson (2008) has demonstrated his own 
delicate Bio-robot which could speak and show fewer expressions, enabled by their 
high-tech polymer FrubberTM (Mahyar., 2008). Later another realistic bio-robot, 
which looks like the renowned scientist Albert Einstein, was invented by Hanson in 
collaboration with the Institute for Neural Computation at the University of 
California (Fox, 2009). The Robotic Einstein uses approximately 32 motors to 
control 48 muscles on its face to reflect emotions by mimicking lifelike expressions 
such as raising the eyebrows, wrinkling the nose, or smiling (Lawsky, 2009). 
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However, even though several large strides have been made, the emotional bio-
robot's capability of showing expressions is still limited. As shown in Figure 1.1 and 
Figure 1.2, human faces can be divided into several regions which contain different 
muscles under the skin. The expressions are too complicated to simulate because 
even the minor expressions involve multiple muscles. Difficulties also exist in 
transferring expressions of one bio-robot to another because there is no parametric 
representation of the face models. 
Figure 1.1 Human face anatomy 
Source: http://dyfcl.w9.dvbbs.net/Article _ Show.asp? Art icleID=3087 
Figure 1.2 Facial muscles 
Source: http://www.hypnox.ca/sciencedetail .htm 
There are several requirements for emotional bio-robots such as motion intelligence 
and expre sions. The intelligence of a bio-robot means it is capable to speak, make 
deci ion and detect objects in environment especially human faces . So the emotional 
bio-robots need the ability of face detection. Besides, the expressions are useful for 
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bio-robots to communicate with human beings emotionally. To build an emotional 
bio-robot with human-like face, an important step is to design the face by a surface 
model. The 3D data is necessary for building a surface model. Currently, there are 
two methods to obtain required 3D data. The one is to use 3D scanner, the other is to 
extract information from detected faces in two dimensional (20) images. 
For 3D face modelling, the most intuitive method to obtain 3D data of a human face 
is to scan the face by 3D scanning equipment. This is the active vision method that 
retrieves 3D data points on human faces by laser scanner or structured lights (Geng, 
2011). Then the 3D face models can be constructed based on the data points using a 
computer. However, the 30 equipment is usually expensive. The number of the 
collected data of the geometrical points from a face is normally very large, so it is 
difficult and time-consuming to build a face model from these points directly. The 
obtained data are scattered points so that the face model is represented by triangular 
patches rather than a true surface model. These factors restrict the use of the scanning 
method. 
To extract 3D information from 20 image is another way to obtain 3D data. Because 
20 image data is easy to obtain following the rapid development of the boom period 
of the personal digital equipment market in recent years, scholars have begun to 
explore methods of constructing 30 face models from 2D images (He et al., 2008; 
Mena et al., 2008). But it is still a challenging problem to recover 3D coordinates 
from images because images only contain 20 information. To investigate the 
problem of 30 information extraction, face detection would be the first step that 
should be studied. 
Face detection refers to the process of detecting human faces in the input images. It 
is an important technique involved in emotional bio-robot. The appearance and the 
ability of recognising human beings are two sides of emotional bio-robot research: 
the appearance determined by the face modelling method defines how a robot 
presents in the world and the ability of recognise human beings determine how the 
robot observes the outside world. The environment in which the bio-robot is used is 
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usually complicated. In this case, the ability of detect human faces from complex 
background is very important for emotional bio-robot. 
The 3D face model required by emotional bio-robots should be capable of generating 
faces with arbitrary appearances through manipulating the facial features. The 
previous modelling methods only provide mechanisms to represent a 3D face from 
data points (Ahlberg, 2001; He and Qin, 2004). They were not mainly designed for 
representing facial features and especially their boundary information. Another 
approach for 3D face modelling is for professional engineers to design the model 
using 3D modelling software. But the accuracy will depend on the experience of the 
engineers. It is not easy for an ordinary person to create a face model. 
Based on the analysis above, it can be easily seen that without a generic 3D face 
model, the manufacture of emotional bio-robot would a time consuming job for 
engineers to create robots with different faces. At this moment, the design process of 
robots' faces requires experts or experienced computer engineers to carry out. Hence, 
it is necessary to propose a new method for building a generic 3D human face model. 
A generic 3D face model can be used to help the engineers design and develop 
emotional bio-robots rapidly even when the robots' faces are not similar to any 
existing human beings, because the appearances of the robots can be easily changed 
by morphing some facial features of the generic model. 
To summarise, as discussed above the requirements of emotional bio-robots make it 
necessary to establish a generic 3D human face model. Furthermore, to distinguish 
human faces from other objects is essential ability for a bio-robot to perform more 
humanistic as human beings and provide numerous functions. Therefore, this thesis 
will focus on two closely related problems: propose and develop a new face detection 
method and a generic 3D human face model. 
1.2 Motivation 
With respect to the two tasks of face detection and generic 3D generic face model of 
emotional bio-robots discussed above, the existing methods for dealing with these 
two tasks have problems as follows: 
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• For face detection, most existing methods are proposed based on training 
samples (Shavers et aI., 2006; Zhang et aI., 2008; Maglogiannis et ai., 2009). 
To build such a huge library, the permission from the participants should be 
obtained because of the issue of privacy. As soon as permission is obtained, 
time is still required to collect thousands of human face pictures. It is a 
complicated and time consuming process to obtain all the necessary 
permissions and to take all of the pictures. The performances of existing 
methods are affected by occlusions and illuminations. 
• Different applications have different requirements with respect to 3D face 
models. Specifically, instant messaging applications or interactive online 
games may only require the contour of the faces to reflect the characteristics 
of a role. So 3D face model used in computer games are not necessary to be a 
true 3D model. Aesthetic surgery simulation requires accurate 3D model that 
is difficult to build using the existing methods. Emotional bio-robot focuses 
on the ability of deforming and flexible control over all facial features in 
order to show various expressions. Although the requirement of accuracy is 
lower than aesthetic surgery, it is still a challenging problem to generate a 
great number of robots with subtle differences of face appearances. In some 
situation, people may want that designed robots do not like any persons in the 
world, which would be a difficult task without a generic 3D face model. 
• In some cases, the target people cannot present for scanning, even an image 
of the target person is difficult to obtain. For example, the clear frontal 
images of terrorists are rarely circulated in ordinary circumstances. So it is 
not feasible to build 3D face models using scanning or the image based 
methods. Hence, the advantage of generating face models for special target 
from a generic 3D face model is obvious. 
The problems discussed above are the motivations of this thesis. The new face 
detection method and the proposed generic 3D face modelling method to solve those 
problems should have the following properties: 
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• It can be used to detection human faces without any training samples in 
colour images with complex background. It should be capable to deal with 
different occlusion and illuminations. 
• It should be easy to obtain the source data for modelling. The face surfaces 
should be fully modelled in 3D. 
• The generic 3D face model should incorporate flexible manipulations for 
each of the facial features. This will enable a specific person's face to be 
modelled with facial expressions. Moreover, a generic model will allow 
engineers to model different human faces for different requirements. It can 
also be used to generate faces that do not look like any persons in the world. 
• The approach should be able to deal with asymmetric faces, which means that 
the regions of the face can be simulated separately. These properties are 
necessary because the differences between facial features cause diversity of 
appearances of human faces. This is an important advantage of a generic 
parametric 3D face model. 
1.3 Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to research, design, and develop a new method for building a 
generic 3D human face model and a method for face detection in complex 
background. To fulfil the aim, the objectives of my thesis are as follows: 
• To analyse the geometric structure and features of the human face, and 
explore potential applications of 3D face modelling for emotional bio-robots, 
aesthetic surgery, games and crime investigation and prevention. 
• To propose and develop a face detection method that is based on skin colour 
information of the input image with complex background. This algorithm can 
be used for face detection by emotional bio-robots. It can also be applied for 
extracting the feature points from input image to generate a specific 3D face 
model. 
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• To investigate and evaluate existing methods of 3D human face modelling for 
various applications, especially for emotional bio-robot design and 
development. 
• To explore the B-Spline (Basis Spline) technique and its extended form 
representation NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) for investigating 
the feasibility of apply B-Spline technique for building parameterised face 
model. 
• To propose and develop a new method for generic 3D human face modelling 
based on NURBS techniques, including the curve model and surface model. 
• To design and implement a software environment for verifying and validating 
the proposed method of constructing a generic 3D face model and a face 
detection algorithm. 
This thesis will seek to make several original contributions to the new knowledge. 
The expected outcomes include: 
• To propose and develop a new face detection method in colour images based 
on skin colour information, which can be used to provide face detection 
function for bio-robot to locate human faces in the images captured by 
camera. The other potential application of this method is for capturing facial 
feature boundaries data to build specific face model. 
• To propose and develop a new method for building a generic 3D face model, 
using a curve model and a surface model. The generic face model can be then 
used to construct any human face model. The facial features of the built 3D 
human face model can be manipulated to represent different expressions 
through. The control points, knot vectors and weight coefficients on the curve 
and surface models. 
• To determine the control points, knot vectors and weight coefficients, a 
reverse computation algorithm of NURBS curves and surfaces will be 
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proposed and developed for building a generic 3D face model. This reverse 
computation algorithm can be used to reversely determine the necessary 
parameters to evaluate the curves and surfaces, including the control points, 
knot vectors, and weight coefficients from the data points of a human face. 
• To design and implement software environment to verify and validate the 
proposed new generic 3D face model. This software environment enables the 
users to validate the functions provided by the generic 3D face model, such as 
facial feature deformation and generating specific human faces. 
Among these expected outcomes, the contributions to new knowledge generation are: 
• A new skin colour based human face detection method in complex background 
images will be proposed and developed. The proposed algorithm is consists of 
skin colour model for detecting skin regions and the geometric rules for 
distinguishing faces from detected regions. 
• A new method will be proposed and developed for generic 3D human face 
modelling. Based on this method, a generic 3D human face model will be 
designed and developed. This model is geometrically parameterised and flexibly 
controlled by users, and hence can be used to build various 3D face models for 
different applications. It includes: 
o A human face will be divided into 21 surface features. These surfaces have 34 
boundary curves. This featured-based segmentation enables the independent 
manipulation of different geometrical regions of human face. 
o The NURBS curve face model and NURBS surface face model will be 
specially designed and developed. These two models are built up based on a 
new cubic NURBS reverse computation algorithm. 
o A new method for building generic 3D human face models will be proposed 
and implemented based on bi-cubic NURBS through analysing the 
characteristic features and boundary conditions of NURBS technology. This 
model can be controlled through control points on the boundary NURBS 
curves to build any specific face models for any kind of face appearances and 
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to simulate dynamic facial expressions for various applications such as 
emotional bio-robots, aesthetic surgery, game and crime investigation and 
prevention etc. 
1.4 Methodology 
This thesis focuses on the establishment of a face detection method and a generic 3D 
human face model for design and development of emotional bio-robots. A literature 
review is needed in order to gather knowledge which will contribute to the aims of 
this thesis. It explores the information related to 20 image processing for face 
detection, NURBS techniques, 3D representing and manipulation. 
The research process is both exploratory and experimental. For this thesis, a research 
routine of theoretical investigation, proposition of new algorithms and their 
implementation through computer programming will be adopted. 
For face detection, a number of skin colour pixels will be collected. The statistical 
information of these skin colour pixels will be analysed. Based on the analysis, a new 
2D skin colour based human face detection method will be proposed based on 
theoretical study and literature review. To improve, verify and validate the proposed 
method, a demo programme will be design and implemented in Matlab. 
For 3D face modelling method, a new method and two algorithms will be firstly 
proposed through theoretical study of 30 geometry computation, NURBS 
technology and systematically literature review. Then this method will be used to 
build a generic 3D face model. A software environment will be design and developed 
in C++ to modify, verify and validate the proposed method. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the algorithms and 
approaches related to this thesis. PopUlar face detection approaches are classified into 
four main categories, and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. 3D 
modelling methods are also explored in the chapter after examining approaches to 
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3D data acquisition. The applications of generic 3D face model for emotional bio-
robots and other directions are discussed as well in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 discusses related work about face detection and NURBS techniques. The 
transformations between different colour spaces are deduced for constructing skin 
colour models used for face detection in the thesis. Popular image processing 
techniques including smoothing, edge detection, binarisation, and morphological 
operations are also described. This chapter also introduces the method to build up 
skin colour models through studying the characteristics of skin colours. In the second 
part of this chapter, the NURBS techniques are discussed. As the generalised 
representation of Bezier and B-Spline, NURBS has geometric invariability and affine 
invariability to make it suitable for 3D modelling. The process of forming a surface 
from curves is introduced at the end of the chapter. 
In Chapter 4, a new face detection method based on skin colour model is proposed 
and implemented. Two colour spaces are combined together to provide strong rules 
to restrict the skin colour representation. Firstly, all face candidates are segmented by 
the skin colour model. Then, geometrical properties of the eyes region are used to 
verify the face candidates and improve the efficiency of the algorithms. The 
implementation and evaluation are carried out. By comparing to other previous face 
detection methods, the figures shows that the new proposed method can achieve 
comparable detection rate (86.15%) and detection speed (0.4-1.2 seconds) without 
any training samples. This new method could be applied to emotional bio-robots for 
detecting human faces, which could enhance the functionalities of emotional bio-
robots. 
In Chapter 5, the author proposes and implements a new method for building a 
generic 3D human face model. Firstly, based on the face characteristics analysis, the 
author defines 34 NURBS curve features and 21 surface features on a human face. 
Then, the chapter introduces the design of classes and data structures that hold the 
information of NURBS curves and surfaces. Next, the author proposes and develops 
reverse computation algorithms for both NURBS curves and surfaces. An example of 
NURBS curve reverse computation process is represented to test the performance of 
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reverse computation algorithm. The times spent on reverse computation never exceed 
16 milliseconds. Finally, the generic 3D face model is established based on the 
reverse computation method. The advantages of the proposed method for building a 
generic 3D human face model are discussed by comparing to two typical existing 3D 
modelling methods. 
Chapter 6 shows the integrated implementation to verify the approach of constructing 
the generic 3D face model. Based on the OpenGL and .NET framework, the 
application provides a group of interactive interfaces for model manipulation and 
facial feature deformation. This work is for demonstration, verification and 
validation of the proposed 3D modelling methods. 
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the while thesis. The contributions and the limitations 
are critically reviewed. The further work to improve the quality of my thesis is also 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter provides a literature review about the two tasks of emotional bio-robots: 
face detection and 3D human face modelling. Section 2.1 presents the historical 
developments of face detection approaches, Section 2.2 critically discusses the 3D 
data acquisition methods, and Section 2.3 reviews 3D modelling techniques 
including Bezier B-Spline and NURBS. The applications of 3D face modelling are 
discussed in Section 2.4. 
2.1 Face Detection Approaches 
The face detection is a research area that involves in human-computer interaction, 
pattern recognition, and computer vision (CV) or machine vision. It is the 
fundamental and preliminary step of other human face processing techniques, such as 
face recognition, facial feature extraction, 3D face modelling, and 3D facial 
expression recovery. Generally speaking, face detection is the process of looking for 
human faces in the input images or video clips as well as outputting the information 
(locations. sizes, poses, etc.) of detected faces. 
The face detection was initially introduced as a key problem inherent in automatic 
face recognition systems (Talele and Kadam, 2009; Or and Wilson, 2010). As the 
initial phase of any face processing system, the incipient face recognition problem is 
based on the hypothesis that a frontal "mugshot" picture, which is a photograph of 
someone's face region, especially a criminal's, or one taken for official purposes, 
with strong constraints has been obtained. However, given the rapid developments of 
image recording equipments, this assumption is no longer valid. To detecting human 
faces from image remains challenging because no prior knowledge exists about the 
sizes, positions, directions, or poses of the possible faces. Moreover, different facial 
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expressions, occlusions, and lighting conditions make the task much more difficult to 
handle. Thus, face detection is now studied as an independent problem separate from 
face recognition. 
The face detection is currently attracting the research interests of a number of 
universities and institutes throughout the world such as the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), Carnegie Mellon University, Yale, Cambridge, Oxford, China 
Academy of Science, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Tsinghua University, 
and Peking University etc. In addition, numerous international conferences relate to 
face detection techniques, such as the International Conference on Pattern 
Recognition (lCPR) , Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 
International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), European Conference on 
Computer Vision (ECCV), International Conference on Image Processing (lCIP), 
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TP AMI), and 
International Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition (FG). Several 
popular face databases have been established to support these research efforts as well 
as benchmark the algorithms and methods, such as FERET (NIST., 2008), 
CVL (Peer, 2003), Yale (Georghiades, 2005), Multi-PIE (CMU., 2009), ORL (Lab, 
2006), and CAS-PEAL (CAS., 2005) etc. 
According to Yang et al. (1999), in terms of the input sources, face detection can be 
classified into two categories: still image face detection and video sequences face 
detection. But these two categories can be integrated if the frames of the input video 
sequences are considered as a series of still images. Thus, only the face detection in 
still images is discussed in this thesis. 
Technically, the face detection is a pattern-matching problem reflecting two minor 
problems: the need to determine if faces occur within an input image and, if the 
answer is yes, the need to extrapolate the face area(s) from the entire image. Several 
issues should be considered to address this demand: 
-Information regarding whether the input image contains human face(s) or not is 
unpredictable; thus, the algorithm should be capable of dealing with both 
conditions separately. 
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-The human face is not a fixed pattern as it readily affected by different races skin 
colour ages and emotions. 
- Various accessories such as beards, glasses, hair, and hats make it difficult to 
detect human faces effectively. 
- Du to the environmental illumination, even pictures of the same person vary 
becau the human face has three dimensions. 
All exi ting face detection methods use particular strategies based on various facial 
feature to determine whether an input image contains a human face or not. The face 
detection method could be classified into several categories according to the 
featur th are based on, as shown in Figure 2.1. Popular face detection methods 
and algorithm can be categorised as ( I) geometrical knowledge based methods· (2) 
templat matching method · (3) statist ical learning based methods; and (4) skin 
colour ba d method. The remaining parts of this section review the developments 
and tudie for each category. 
Geometrical 
KnowIed,e based 
Methods 
Face 
Detection 
Template 
Matchln, 
Methods 
I.. ) 
Statistical Learnlnc Skin Colour based 
based Methods Methods 
Figure 2.1 Categories of Face Detection Methods 
2.1.1 Geometrical Knowledge based Methods 
Geometrical knowledge ba ed methods are based on the general characteristics of 
human facial featur . Typical human facial features are generalised and encoded to 
form a uni r al face rule library that can be used to sift all facial feature candidate 
r gion fr m the input image (Yap et aI., 2009). These candidate regions are then 
in ti gat d according to th common geometrical rules of human faces. It is suitable 
to u the ge metrical relation hip between loca l features of human faces to detect 
face in input imag a c rta in patterns related to local features of human faces do 
, i t (Tal I and Kadam 2009). Th e patterns include the contour of human faces 
hi h i n rmall con idered a an e llipse; the edge of facial features v hich can be 
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fitted by parabolas; the eyes, which always appear symmetrically in the top half of 
any human face; and the line through the centres of mouth and nose, which is 
perpendicular to the line through the centres of two eyes. A face candidate is 
considered to be found while the relative distances and locations between those facial 
features meet the conditions listed above. These face candidates will be verified one 
by one to determine if they contain faces or not. 
The ellipse contour of the human face is very important geometrical information for 
detecting faces (Huang and Su, 2004; Hsu et al., 2010). Tan and Wang (2000) extract 
the edge information from the histogram quanti sed input images, then try to recover 
the ellipse shape by connecting those edges using generalised Hough transformation 
and optimised energy functions. However, this method is a kind of semi-automatic 
method because the number of the faces should be known before detection. So this 
method can only used to detect if there exist any faces in an image, but cannot be 
used to find out automatically how many faces and the other features/organs such as 
eyes, nose and mouth etc. 
Yang and Huang (1994) propose the mosaic image method for face detection. They 
first decompose the input image into three layers, from lower resolution to higher 
resolution based on the greyscale value distribution of human faces. Each layer is 
then divided into a group of small grids of the same size. The value of each grid is 
assigned to the mean of values of all pixels within the boundaries of the grid. These 
grids are checked by a set of rules to evaluate the probability of being a human face. 
Next, by halving the side length of the grid, they construct the next level of the 
mosaic image, within which the facial features like eyes, nose, and mouth are 
searched. Finally, all human face candidates in the input images are verified using 
edge tracking in the binarised images obtained from the first two steps. Singh (2007) 
uses similar method to recognise faces by a registration and blending procedure 
through multiple images. For these methods, as the probability between the input 
image and the gallery of mosaic image are calculated during the detection step, a 
gallery of mosaic image is required. It is time consuming and difficult to develop the 
gallery of mosaic image. So its application is very limited. 
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Kotropoulos and Pitas (1997) introduce a rule-based method that localises facial 
features using the projection function. The value at position (x,y) in m x n greyscale 
image is denoted by /(x,y). The horizontal and vertical projections are defined as 
IH(x) = L ;=1 1(X,y) and Iv(y) = L~=11(x,y). The left and right edges of the face can 
be detected by looking for the local minimal values of I H . Similarly, the top and 
bottom edge of the face can be obtained by looking for the local minimal values of 
I v. The positions of local minimal values of IH and I v are also used to localise facial 
features like the lips, nose centre, and eyes, comprising the whole face. 
Feng and Yuen (1998) developed a method that they named Variance Projection 
Function (VPF), which is a variation of the projection function (Kanad, 1973). This 
method makes use of the horizontal and vertical projections of the greyscale input 
image followed by fitting the edge of facial features to detect faces and get better 
result (Figure 2.2). 
Figure 2.2 VPF method developed by Feng and Yuen 
The geometrical knowledge-based methods are easy to implement as these methods 
require only simple lower level infonnation of input image for face detection. For the 
frontal face images, Feng and Yuen (Feng and Yuen, 1998) offer an effective 
verification mechanism with the lower failure rate. Nevertheless, this type of method 
cannot provide good solutions for images taken from other perspectives. Moreover, 
uch method also have strict restriction for the input images, which both the in-
plane and out-of-plane rotation angles of the face should be small. 
Another problem of thi type of method is that it is difficult to convert human 
kn wledge into unambiguou rules for the face detection. These methods are not 
uni er al algorithm because the effectiveness is strongly based on the set rules of 
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prior knowledge. On the one hand, a face candidate cannot pass the test ofthe well-
defined rules that are too strict; on the other hand, the failure rate rises significantly 
when the pre-defined rules are too loose. 
2.1.2 Template Matching Methods 
Template matching is another popular technique used in face detection methods. This 
technique is based on the fact that the contours of the human face as well as the facial 
features (including eyes and the mouth) are approximate ellipses. Thus, face 
candidates can be located by scanning the input images and matching the regions to a 
pre-defined face template. 
Sakai et al. (1969) constructed a face template with eyes, nose, mouth, and face 
contour to detect human faces from frontal face images. Each sub-template is defined 
using segmentation lines of human faces. The segmentation lines of the input images 
are extracted using the maximum gradient variation method to match the sub-
templates by calculating the similarities between them, one after another. These 
similarities can be used to evaluate the probability of a face candidate being a real 
human face. Although it is useful to detect faces in frontal face images, the gradient 
based method restricts the application of this method to colour images. 
A hierarchical template matching method was proposed by Miao et al. (1999). Using 
this method, the input image rotates from -20° to 20° in 5° increments in the first 
stage. A Laplacian operator is then used to extract edges and obtain a multiple 
resolution image sequence. The pre-defined face template is composed of the edge 
information of six facial features: two eyebrows, two eyes, nose, and mouth. Finally, 
face candidates are verified through a heuristic search of the boundaries. However, 
like other template matching methods, this method often outputs wrong faces in 
some situations such as the initial position of the template mismatches the position of 
a face if the template is not place accurately. So this method is also limited in 
practical applications. 
Liang et al. (1999) introduced the method of average face template matching. By 
considering the special role of eyes' position in the humanities-based process of face 
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recognition, their method applies an eye template as the initial filter before detecting 
and localising faces in the input image using multiple face templates with different 
width-height ratios, as shown in Figure 2.3. They process the input images using a 
fixed compression ratio to tackle the problem of detecting faces in various 
resolutions. However, this method can only be used for detecting single face by 
mUltiple face templates. 
1 :0 .9 1 :1.0 1:1.1 1 :1.2 1:1.3 
Figure 2.3 Liang et al.'s eye template and multiple face templates 
Yuille et al. (1992) developed a deformable template method for facial features 
extraction. The deformable template method (Jain et al., 1998) includes an adjustable 
parametric template, which reflects the shapes of target objects and its energy 
function designed based on the greyscale information of the input images and shapes 
of target objects. The concept involves evaluating the energy function and adjusted 
the parameters of the template while moving the parametric template in the input 
image . The deformable template is determined by its position and parameters. The 
template and the face shapes are considered to be well matched while the energy 
function reaches its minimum. Hence, a face is detected. This method is suitable for 
dealing with objects of different scales and poses because the parameters of the 
deformable template are adjustable. However, the accuracies of the pre-defmed 
template methods vary as there is no constraint of parameters. 
The Active Shape Model (ASM) coined by Cootes et al. (1995) can be used to 
achieve a higher accuracy for face detection because it makes use of constraints 
between facial features to restrict the searching shape parameters to reasonable 
shape by training the template models. Cootes and Edwards (1998) subsequently 
de eloped the Active Appearance Model (AAM) based on ASM. In contrast to ASM, 
AAM can achieve higher approximate accuracy by combining the shape variation 
model and texture variation model with prior knowledge to guide the optimisation 
proce . 
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Hou et al. (2006) refined the ASM method based on the gradient statistical 
characteristics and texture shape constraints. Wu et al. (2008) improved ASM's 
result and robustness by searching the facial feature points processed by Gabor 
wavelets transformation to reduce the dimensions. Other researchers (Fan et al., 2009; 
Lu et ai., 2010) have also proposed improved algorithms based on ASM and AAM. 
The algorithms cannot be used to achieve good results when they are applied to 
pictures taken in high luminance. So it means these algorithms are still sensitive to 
luminance variance. 
As no prior knowledge exists about the size and position of the input images, 
template matching methods need to scan the input images using standard face 
templates of different scales and calculate the correlation between the current sub-
region and the templates. The correlation determines whether the current sub-region 
is a face candidate or not. All possible face candidates need to be further verified 
based on other features. The results highly depend on the pre-defined template. All 
the parameters of the face template need to be adjusted dynamically during the 
process of the algorithms of this approach, so that this approach is computation-
intensive and time-consuming. 
2.1.3 Statistical Learning based Methods 
Methods based on statistical learning consider the face region to be a fixed pattern. 
Some classifiers are constructed by training them with numerous positive (face) and 
negative (non-face) samples. These classifiers can be used to detect faces by 
determining the pattern to which all possible face candidates belong. Actually, the 
problem of the face detection is converted into a dichotomy problem of statistical 
patterns. Along with the development of the computation abilities of modern 
computers. these methods have attracted more and more attention. Seven popular 
statistical learning-based methods are: (1) Artificial Neural Network (Zhang and 
Fulcher, 1996; Garcia and Delakis, 2004; Nazeer et al., 2007); (2) Principal 
Component Analysis (Gottumukkal and Asari, 2003; Lang and Gu, 2009; Paul and 
Gavrilova, 2011); (3) Linear Discriminate Analysis (Kim et al., 2003; Kobayashi and 
Zhao, 2007); (4) Support Vector Machine (Hyungkeun et al., 2004; Shavers et al., 
2006; Zhang et al., 2008); (5) Bayesian Classifier Model (Liu, 2003; Choi and Oh, 
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2005; Park et ai., 2005; Matsui et a/., 2008); (6) Hidden Markov Model (Nefian and 
Hayes, 1998; Nefian and Hayes, 1999; Nefian and Hayes, 2000; Bicego and Murino, 
2004; Aleksic and Katsaggelos, 2006); (7) Adaboost (Lang and Gu, 2009; Du et a/., 
2010; Ma and Du, 2010). 
(I) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
ANN hides the statistical characteristics patterns implicitly in its structural 
parameters as it has unique advantages to represent complicated and difficult patterns 
used to describe human faces explicitly (Nazeer et al., 2007). Nazeer's ANN system 
was developed for learning the complex conditional density patterns of both face and 
non-face samples. One advantage of this ANN system is that it can be easily 
constructed as classifiers. The problems introduced by assuming those densities 
manually can be avoided. 
Rowley et aJ. (1996) proposed a two-phase neural network-based face detection 
system. The first phase of the system is the neural network classifiers determining 
whether an input image with a fixed size is a face or not. The second phase is 
duplication testing and merging process based on a single layer neural network. This 
system can only handle frontal face without rotation. Afterward, Rowley et al. (1998) 
developed a refined method that can deal with human faces with arbitrary rotation 
angles. However, their method requires a great number of sample images to train the 
neural network in advance. 
Bakry and Stoyan (2004) developed a fast neural network-based face detection 
method taking into account symmetry. New image is generated by rotating the input 
image symmetrically. Then, by examining the correlation property of the new image 
in frequency domain, this algorithm achieves equivalent results with relatively a 
small number of training samples and neurons in the hidden layer. The problem of 
training samples still exists because it is necessary for training the network. 
(2) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
peA (8akry and Zhao, 2006) is a classic algorithm for pattern recognition. It 
implements optimal analysis and reconstruction of human faces by mapping high 
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dimensional face vectors to a sub-space composed of several eigenvectors-also 
known as Eigenface (Turk and Pentland, 1991 )-through Karhunen-Loeve (K.L.) 
transfonnation. The method based on Eigenface is divided into two steps: (1) The 
K.L. transfonnation is applied to the matrix constituted by a large number of sample 
face vectors; the sub-space fonned by the eigenvectors is called Eigenface. (2) 
During the detection step, the input image is projected to the sub-space to reconstruct 
a face represented by the sub-space. The level of a desired signal to the level of 
background noise (signal-to-noise ratio, SNR) between the input image and the 
reconstructed image is the calculated. The input image is considered to be a face 
while the SNR is bigger than a specific threshold. The problem of this method is that 
it is difficult to detennine the threshold. It is usually chosen based on personal 
preferences. 
Sung and Poggio (1998) at MIT created a face sub-space using "face" and "non-face" 
samples with a resolution of 19x 19 pixels. A PCA algorithm is applied to the vector 
of 19x 19 dimensions composed by pre-processed positive and negative samples. 
Then, using a K-Means cluster algorithm (Mahajan et ai., 2009), they established six 
"face" clusters and six "non-face" clusters which surround the "face" clusters in the 
feature space, so that the boundaries of "face" and "non-face" patterns are clarified 
clearly. A multiple layer perceptron is trained by the distances from the samples to 
the clusters' centres. To address the difficult problem of developing rules of choosing 
the "non-face" samples. they introduced a bootstrap method in which they initialise a 
classifier using only "face" clusters to detect a group of images. All error results, 
which are "non-face" but classified as a "face", are added into the pool of "non-face" 
samples. The new "face" and "non-face" classifiers are then used to detect the input 
images again. This process repeats until abundant "non-face" samples are picked up. 
The problem of this method is that both the positive and negative samples should be 
pre-processed for training the classifiers. Those samples need to be resized to the 
nonnalised resolution for detection. 
(3) Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) 
The peA (or Eigenface)-based approach creates the sub-space according to 
representation ofthe original dataset; it usually does not lead to the best classification 
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results as it does not take into account the differences of inter-classes and intra-
classes. The Fisher face method was proposed to address this flaw. Unlike the 
Eigenface method, LDA - which is based on the theory of Fisher Linear Discriminate 
Analysis (FLDA) (Principe et al., 1997) - can achieve minimal inter-class divergence 
and maximal intra-class divergence. Therefore, the sub-space generated by 
FLDA (Kobayashi and Zhao, 2007) is more suitable for the pattern recognition 
problem than PCA because it is designed for best separability. 
Yang et al. (2000) developed the classic FLDA method by classifying "face" and 
"non-face" samples into 25 classes using a Self-Organising Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 
1995). The projection matrix of each class's inter-class divergence and intra-class 
divergence is computed. The faces are detected by sliding a rectangle window on the 
input image and calculating the probability by maximum likehood estimation. 
(4) Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
SVM proposed by Vapnik (1995) is another statistical theory. Vapnik argues that the 
minimal empirical risk cannot always ensure minimal expected risk; thus, he 
developed the theory of Structural Risk Minimisation (SRM) as well as the concept 
of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dimension (YCD). He demonstrated that the minimal 
expected risk can only be achieved when the SRM and VCD reach their minimums. 
The SVM method was used to achieve some good results for face detection when 
tested by Osuna et al. (1997). Their method processes each 19x 19 test window using 
SVM to distinguish "face" or "non-face". However, SVM training process needs to 
solve the problem of Quadratic Programming (Qian and Zhanbin, 2008), which is a 
computation-intensive process. The training speed depends on the number of support 
vectors. So the execution time of this method can be reduced by reducing the number 
of support vector, but the detection accuracy of the method will decrease at the same 
time. 
(5) Bayesian Classifier Model (BCM) 
BCM is a classifying method based on the probability model (Matsui et al., 2008). It 
checks all possible image windows according to the posterior probability that a 
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region of the imputed image belongs to a face pattern. Schneiderman and 
Kanade (1998) from CMU proposed the face detection method based on posterior 
probability. Their method converts the problem of evaluating posterior probably to 
likelihood solving problem by Bayesian theory. Due to the difficulty of evaluating 
posterior probability, they introduced a ratio parameter as the indicator of the 
detector sensitivity. Each 64x64 pattern region is divided in to 16 sub-regions. The 
complexities of "face" and "non-face" pattern distribution expressions are reduced 
by several assumptions, such as the individuality of sub-regions. Finally, these 
expressions are encoded as a sparse histogram that can be used to check if a region 
contains human face. For this method, the training samples are necessary and there 
must be an extra image size standardisation step. 
(6) Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
HMM is another probability-based method used for face related research (Samaria, 
1993; Ballot, 2005). Many hidden states are evaluated to form a pattern. HMM is 
trained according to the traditional inter-states probabilities from samples represented 
as observation sequences. The process ofHMM training can be used to maximise the 
training dataset's probabilities by adjusting the parameters of HMM. The categories 
are determined according to the output probabilities. 
Nefian and Hayes (1999) represented the human face as a 2D embedded HMM based 
on the fact that the order of features in a frontal face image preserves the changeless 
nature structure in both top-to-bottom and left-to-right directions. They use 20 
discrete cosine transformation (OCT) coefficients as observation vectors. A set of 
images with different people need to be collected to train the HMM. This method is 
only useful to process frontal face image. 
Chen and Qi (2002) proposed a self-organised HMM method for face detection, 
training the HMM using multi-view face samples to obtain the initial estimated 
parameters. The weak connexions between states are then pruned to make the 
network self-organised as a Multi-Path Left-Right model. The faces are detected 
using HMM, whose parameters are re-exterminated by Expectation-Maximisation 
algorithm. 
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(7) Ada Boost 
The boosting method is a statistical learning method that combines weak classifiers 
into strong classifiers (Dong et al., 2004; Wu et aI., 2008). The basic concept is to 
assign greater weights to the failure training samples so that the learning algorithm 
focuses on the failure sample more than other samples (Liu et al., 2009). The strong 
classifiers consist of several selected weak classifiers for detection. 
Viola and Jones (Viola and Jones, 2004) proposed a real-time face detection system 
based on integral image, cascade classifiers and AdaBoost algorithm. The framework 
includes three parts. First, the Harr-like features are used to represent faces, 
developing the integral image to enable rapid feature evaluation. Second, some 
strong classifiers are constructed by weighted voting from several important weak 
classifiers selected by the AdaBoost algorithm. Finally, the strong classifiers are 
connected as a cascade classifier that can speed up the detection process effectively. 
Zhang et al. (2002) developed this method and built up the first real-time multi-view 
face detection system. 
Li and Zhang (2004) proposed a coarse-to-fine, simple-to-complex pyramid face 
detection system named "FloatBoost". Unlike the AdaBoost method, FloatBoost 
adds a feedback mechanism after each iteration step. The FloatBoost is better than 
AdaBoost because it aims to minimise the failure rate during the learning process. 
These authors also proposed an improved training model to achieve a lower failure 
rate using fewer weak classifiers. 
In summary, the method based on statistical and machine learning (Figure 2.4) is a 
popular face detection method due to the following merits: 
(I) It does not rely on the prior knowledge and parameters model so that it can 
avoid the faults caused by inaccurate and incomplete knowledge. 
(2) The parameters of model are learned from samples so that it is more reliable 
and robust by expanding the samples library. 
(3) This method has proven to be effective for detecting human faces from 
images with complex background. 
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Statistical LearulDg base Methods 
for Face Detection 
Figure 2.4 tatistical Learning-based Methods for Face Detection 
thod aloha some di advantage: 
(I) Th r quir d training amples hould be consistent to build up the statistical 
mod I. Ithough it i ea y to collect "face" amples, the "non-face" samples 
are dim ult t collect. 
(2 thi m thod r quire an exhaustive search for all possible detecting 
hi h introduces extensive computation, the speed of statistical 
learnino ba d method till has the potential to be impro ed. 
( u to th limitation ofdet cting speed it is hard to u e all information of the 
high r oluti n imag . The common way to balance this issue is to reduce the 
r lution of the d t cting window. 
(4 h inti rmation u d for training the model is usually high dimensional 
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2.1.4 kin Colour based Methods 
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v ith a ta ilit in ift col ur pace which does not vary along with the size, 
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posture, or emotions of the faces in input images (Hore and Ingole, 2010). Although 
individual differences exist, the study indicates that the main factor influencing the 
human skin colour in input images is luminance, but not chrominance (Graf et aI., 
1995; Graf et al., 1996). Jones and Rehg (2002) collected thousands of pictures of 
human skin regions that contain millions of pixels to establish histogram models of 
"skin" and "non-skin" classes. By comparing the performances of skin colour model 
and Mixed Gaussian Model, they concluded that both the detect accuracy and 
computation complexity of the skin colour model are superior to Mixed Gaussian 
Model (Jones and Rehg, 2002). Thus, skin colour is an effective property for human 
face detection. 
The skin colour feature is represented by the skin colour model, which closely relies 
on various colour spaces. Two criteria relate to choosing suitable colour space: (1) Is 
there a certain colour model that can demonstrate the distribution of skin colour in a 
given colour space? (2) Can the "skin" region be effectively distinguished from the 
non-skin region in the given colour space? Popular colour spaces used for human 
face detection include RGB, nRGB, and YCbCr (Vezhnevets et al., 2003). Gaussian 
Model, Mixed Gaussian Model, and Histogram Model are common methods in this 
category. 
As the colour information of input images is intuitive, researchers have proposed 
various approaches for face detection based on colour information. Y 00 and 
Oh (1999) fitted regions segmented by skin colour pixels' connectivity using ellipses. 
They detect faces based on the ratio between the lengths of the major axis and the 
minor axis of each ellipse. Cai and Goshtasby (1999) obtained skin colour regions by 
gradually dilating the local maximum of likelihood computed using pixel values and 
the skin colour model. The greyscale mean face template is used to verify if a skin 
region contains a human face. Hsu et al. (2002) detected face regions in the YCbCr 
colour space obtained using the light compensation technique and nonlinear colour 
transformation. They then verify each region and locate facial features according to 
eye and mouth maps. Lee et al. (1996) proposed an automatic face detection system 
in a complex background based on motion and colour information. 
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The skin colour based methods have two advantages. First, compared to other 
methods discussed above, skin colour based methods are very fast. The searching 
space is significantly reduced as the possible face regions are picked from input 
images using the skin colour model. Second, because this type of method only relies 
on skin colour, it can be robustly applied in a wide range of applications. However, 
the application of this method is limited because it is difficult to summarise a generic 
skin colour model for different human races. Moreover, the skin colour 
representation may vary and be sensitive to the light, shadow, and occlusion 
conditions. 
2.2 3D Data Acquisition 
3D data acquisition is an important step for 3D modelling. It is not only the first step 
of digitalising the objects surfaces, but also a key factor of choosing proper methods 
and algorithms for 3D surface representation and error analysis (Nadia and Bonanni, 
2010). The methods for 3D data acquisition can be divided into two main classes: 
contact measuring method and non-contact measuring method. Contact measuring 
method appeared earlier than the non-contact measuring method. Zhang et al. (2004) 
have reviewed methods for 3D modelling of biological objects. 
For the contact measuring method, a probe moves on the surface of the target object 
point-by-point to collect 3D data. This method results in higher accuracy and is 
effective for objects with less characteristic surfaces. However, the system is usually 
expensive. The measuring process takes time to carry out and may cause damage to 
the objects. Moreover, human aid is necessary in most situations. 
Non-contact measuring is a type of high speed 3D measuring method boosted by the 
developments of CV techniques (Xiao et aI., 2007). This method is suitable for 
complex. surface measurement because there is no need for any 'probe' to come into 
contact with the objects. 
2.2.1 3D Scanning 
The 3D scanning method was developed in the 1990s. It is a type of active stereo 
vision methods. The data obtained using these 3D scanners - so called "clouds" - is 
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compl t 3D information including 3D coordinates, colours, and textures rather than 
th profil imag of an object. The number of points in "clouds" varies from 
hundr d f thou and to millions. Based on these 'clouds", different algorithms are 
d elop d t build a 3D model. Waters and Terzopoulos (1991) built up a complete 
r al i ti mod lIing and animation of human faces using scanned data from the 
ph ical ba d approach. Lee et al. (1995) obtained the entire information for a 3D 
fa t P of equipment. Guebter (1998) tracked 182 colour points on the 
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th exact face model. This method proved to be effective in 
g tting go d r ult . \-I veer, extra processing had to be applied to eliminate colour 
human fa 
inti rmati n fr m the te ture data to get the final textured model. 
flll mm rial examples of 3D scanning systems include Cyberware (2010) 
(Figur 2. (20 I 0) and Bumblebee (Grey, 2010) (Figure 2.6) stereo 
i ion applications can apply in different resolution requirement 
th r luti nand pr 
f th fac mod I generated using a 3D scanner depends on 
ion of the canner. The system has to scan several times to 
m del of different people. Moreover, 3D scanning systems 
ar u uall 0 the u age of them is restricted. Another limitation is that 
th p r n v h ,ant mak a face model must be present for face scanning. 
igure 2.5 ben-yare 3D face and face system 
eft : ann r; Ri ht : ample scanned data with more than 1,400,000 polygons 
igur _. Bumbl bee ' 8 t r am ra sy tem 
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3D Object in the Scene 
Figure 2.7 tru tured light imaging system 
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2.2. ] rna e ba ed Method 
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multi pi im I pdt parameteri e a 3D face model of an faces 
tr tin fa ~,tur pint fr m the multiple images. Th model i morphed to 
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match different views of face images until the specified energy function is minimised. 
The shape and texture are then pasted to the general model to make it more vivid. 
Due to low computer speed and computation ability, these early-stage methods are 
semi-automatic, and a user assistant is necessary to label corresponding feature 
points. Akimoto et al. (1993) proposed a personalised geometric face modelling 
method using an automatic facial feature point extracting algorithm. The shape 
information for faces was extracted by matching face contour to a dynamic template. 
Pidhin et al. (2002) used similar techniques to label more than 100 feature points in 
the face pictures taken from five different viewpoints to recover the face pose and 
absolute 3D coordinates. In this way, the personalised 3D model could be deformed 
from the standard model using the interpolation of discrete data. Liu et al. (2001) 
used face video as input; they reconstructed a 3D face model related to the video by 
locating the corner points and labelling five key points (two inner-eye corners, one 
nose peak, and two comers of the mouth) in two adjacent frames. Lee and 
Nadia (2000) developed a 3D face reconstruction method from two orthogonal 
images. This method located facial feature points by constructing both frontal and 
profile structured Snake models to accomplish the rapid modelling of a human face. 
Horase and Yin (1996) proposed a method to construct an individualised 3D face 
model from frontal and side view of face images. A Local Maximum-Curvature 
Tracking (LMCT) algorithm was developed to extract facial feature points to 
generate a 3D model. These methods could reconstruct 3D face models automatically, 
but they are personalised models and can only use for individual models. Especially, 
some of the 3D models generated are not a true 3D surface model. They are simply a 
triangulation patches. 
To sum up, 3D data acquisition methods are varied with their own merits and 
disadvantages. The 3D scanning method is accurate, but the scanning equipment is 
usually expensive and the method of representing the surface from scanned data is 
triangular patches, which means the obtained model is not a true 3D model. A more 
realistic and accurate model can only be obtained with massive triangles and vertices, 
which will increase the computation complexity at the same time. Image based 
methods can use photos taken by cameras, but there are very strict requirements for 
the image qualities. Therefore, the existing methods can only be used to obtain the 
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information for generating the face models of individuals because there is no generic 
model for independent face features manipulation. 
2.3 3D Modelling 
3D modelling refers to the process of modelling the 3D surfaces of the target objects. 
The result of 3D modelling is a mathematical representation of the obtained surfaces 
which can be displayed by computers. The rapid development in 3D data acquisition 
technology makes the 3D modelling an active research topic for 3D 
animation (Waters and Terzopoulos, 1991), 3D games, aesthetic surgery, and 
biomimetics (Zhang et al., 2004). This section reviews several popular methods used 
for 3D modelling. 
In addition to 3D data acquisition, surface representation is another important step 
for 3 D modelling. All surfaces can be classified into two categories. The first is the 
kind of surfaces that can be composed by primitive analytic elements including plane, 
cylinder, cone, and sphere. This type of surface is widely used to design machine 
components because boolean operations such as addition and subtraction, 
conjunction, disjunction, and complement can be easily applied to obtain complex 
shapes. The second type is called free form surface. It is in general geometry shape 
and too complicated to be decomposed into primitive elements. It is obvious that the 
human face belongs to the latter one, due to the complex structure of human faces. 
The popular surface models used for surface representation include triangular 
patches, parametric surface, subdivision surface, implicit surface, and deformable 
surface. 
2.3.1 Triangular Patches Method 
The triangular patches method is a surface approximation method. Although the each 
triangle can be expressed in 2D, numerous triangles in 3D can be connected together 
to approximate an arbitrary surface. A famous triangular patches face model is 
CANDIDE (Rydfalk, 1987), 'which uses hundreds of triangles to represent a 3D 
human face with several simple facial features. The deformations of the face are 
obtained using global and local action units (AUs); the global ones correspond to 3D 
rotation and the local ones control different expressions. There are three versions of 
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the CANDIDE model besides the original one. The original CANDIDE model does 
not define action units. Figure 2.8 shows the differences among these versions. 
Figure 2.8 Appearances of variations of CANDIDE model 
The original CANDIDE model contains 75 vertices and 100 triangles. CANDIDE-l 
contains 79 vertices, 108 triangles, and 11 action units. CANDIDE-2 includes hair, 
teeth, and shoulders so that the number of vertices and triangles increases to 160 and 
238, respectively, but it only has six action units. CANDIDE-3 is derived from the 
original CANDIDE model. It has 113 vertices and 168 triangles. There are 65 action 
units to correspond to facial animation parameters defined by MPEG-4 (Table 2.1). 
In the triangular model developed by Peng et aT. (2006), there are 11,362 triangular 
and 22,720 vertices initially. They reduced the number significantly to 202 and 400, 
respectively. However, it is clearly that the triangular patches method is only the 
approximation of the surface of human face, not the true 3D model. Because it is a 
convenient way to represent a surface in 3D through approximating it by lots of 
triangles, the accuracy of the model depends on the number of triangles. The more 
triangles are used, the more accurate the models are. So it is virtually impossible to 
graphically adjust the features as they are actually scattered points. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of different versions of CANDIDE parametric model 
Model Vertices Trian les Action Units 
CANDIDE 75 100 N/A 
CANDIDE-l 79 108 11 
CANDIDE-2 160 238 6 
CANDIDE-3 113 168 65 
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2.3.2 Statistical Model based Method 
The most successful statistical model based method is the morphable model method, 
which reconstructs individual 3D face models automatically. Blanz and Vetter (1999) 
established a pixel-level 3D prototype face database. A morphable face model was 
derived by transforming shape and texture into a vector space representation. They 
obtained the basis of the linear classes by applying the PCA to the 3D face database. 
Different faces and expressions can then be modelled using linear combinations of 
the prototypical faces from the database. The shape and texture constraints studied 
from the face database were used to guide the modelling and matching algorithms. 
The fundamental of the morphable model is the concept of linear combination. 
Ullman and Basri (1991) and Shashua (1994) indicated that arbitrary images of an 
object can be represented by the linear combination of the images of the object taken 
from three different viewpoints under the condition of orthographic projection and 
without considering the self-occlude. Choi et al. (1991) and Poggio and 
Brunelli (1992) found an image representation method to decompose an image into 
two separate groups: geometric shape vectors and texture vectors. Thus, a group of 
images could be represented by the linear combinations of these vectors. The linear 
object classes proposed by Poggio and Vetter (1992) described the necessary 
condition for a 3D object to be a linear object cla~s. The human face was proved to 
be a linear object class by approximation. Jones and Poggio (1998) used the 
morphable model to represent different objects like face, car, and handwritten 
numbers, achieving good results. Compared to other modelling methods, the 
morphable model based method is automatic and rapid. However, there are still some 
problems to be considered. These methods are not suitable for complex lighting 
conditions. The statistical model based method is based on lots of collected human 
faces in the database, so the accuracy replies on the scale of the database. The 
constructed model is individual model, rather than a generic model. 
2.3.3 Parametric Surface Method 
Parametric surfaces have been the main tools used to represent geometric shapes and 
surfaces. With the development of Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) and 
lofting requirements of aircraft and watercraft manufacturing, researchers have 
sought to find effective representing methods to describe various curves and surfaces 
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by computers. Bezier surface and B-Spline surface are typical methods of parametric 
surface. In particular, NURBS, which is a generalised form of B-Spline, has been 
chosen as a STEpl standard for describing geometric shapes mathematically in the 
industry after decades of development. 
(1) Bezier Method 
Although the Bezier method was first developed by Casteljau (1959), it is named 
after French engineer Pierre Bezier (1972), who published this method in the famous 
UNISURF (Bezier, 1986) CAD system at Renault. Bezier curve and surfaces can be 
easily evaluated by their control points, which enables engineers to design and model 
complex surfaces very quickly (Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10). Bezier method has been 
widely used in industry as it has the properties of geometric invariability and affine 
invariability. The geometric invariability means that the representation of parametric 
curves or surfaces does not depend on the choice of a coordinate system. In other 
words, the properties of parametric curves or surfaces can remain unchanged against 
any rotation and translation of the coordinate system in which they are located. The 
affine invariability means that the representation of parametric curves or surfaces 
does not change for arbitrary affine translation. 
Typical applications of Bezier method include surface design for airplanes and ships, 
costume design, computer animation, font design, and 3D modelling because of the 
following characteristics: (1) arbitrary shapes can be approximated by Bezier curve 
manipulation; (2) it is easy to control the Bezier curve by adjusting its control points; 
(3) there is no singularity in Bezier curves; (4) the whole Bezier curve sits inside the 
convex hull fonned by its control points; and (5) the Bezier curve is tangent to the 
first and last edge of its control polygon . 
• • • • 
• 
• • 
Figure 2.9 Three examples of Bezier curves: quadratic. cubic and quartic 
I STEP: STandard Exchange of Product data model. It's an international industry standard for 
products model data exchange. 
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Figure 2.10 Two examples of rectangular and triangular Bezier patches 
There are some researches that attempt to model human face by Bezier method. Li 
and Jiang (2003) used two kinds of approaches to defonn a 3D face mesh model. 
They polished the model through the Bezier method to obtain a realistic 3D face 
model. Yin and Gao (1998) presented a 3D face model using Bezier surface patches 
to approximate the facial geometry structure. They also model several facial features 
by triangular meshes to embed facial expressions. Similarly, Yan and Zhang (2000) 
presented a method using Bezier patches to create a virtual 3D model of a human 
face and body. After extracting the front and profile of facial feature points from two 
orthogonal input images, Bezier patches are applied to create a specific human face 
model. Some expression is synthesised as well by moving the control points. Morera 
et al. (2007) developed the "geodesic Bezier curve", which is a type of generalised 
Euclidean curve based on the Bezier curve. Compared with the traditional Bezier 
curve, the geodesic Bezier curve is smoother and easier to apply operations 
interactively, such as cutting or filling and texture mapping or colouring. Su and 
Kumar (2005) use quartic triangular Bezier patches to interpolate and approximate a 
triangle mesh model. They apply a hierarchical approximation to obtain all features' 
infonnation, including edges and vertices, and then re-calculate the features on the 
interpolated Bezier patches model. Based on the retaining feature edges, the 
approach enables the tangent values of the adjacent non-characteristic edges to 
change smoothly. Thus, the accuracy of approximation is significantly improved 
while the original shape infonnation is effectively retained. Bajaj et al. (1995) 
described a surface reconstruction method from dense regular sampled data using 
implicit Bemstein-Bezier patches without imposing any restrictions about convexity 
or differentiability on the original dataset. Their approach proved to be simple and 
efficient, providing a unifonn method for both CAD model and scalar field. Guan 
and Zhang (2008) proposed a 3D facial feature points localisation method based on 
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the local search and global restriction pattern of ASM. They constructed the local 
surface model using Bezier surfaces obtained from matrix decomposition that can 
precisely represent 3D surfaces of the human face. Their method localises 3D feature 
points of human faces by combining the global shape model and local surface model. 
However, the computation of local surface features is rather heavy so that the 
localisation time of feature points still has the potential to speed up. 
Although the Bezier curve and surface have many geometric advantages, the shape 
of the Bezier curve and surface will change by moving any control point. The 
combination of Bezier curves is comparatively complex. Because the order of the 
Bezier curve and surface is determined by the vertices of its control polygon, this 
method will be numerically unstable and computationally intensive when the order 
number becomes larger. Hence, researchers have proposed a B-spline method to 
overcome the weaknesses of the Bezier method while retaining its merits. 
(2) B-Spline Method 
The standard B-Spline algorithm was first proposed by De Boor (1972). Gordon and 
Riesenfeld (1974) subsequently applied B-Spline theory for shape description. Based 
on the finding that Bezier is a special case of B-Spline, these authors proposed a 
generalised representation to unify Bezier and B-Spline theory, successfully 
overcoming the local manipulation problem of Bezier while preserving its 
advantages by replacing the Bernstein basis functions with B-Spline basis function. 
Knot insertion, put forward by Boehm (1980) and Cohen (1980), is one of the most 
important techniques in B-Spline theory. Another important technique is the degree 
elevation technique proposed by Forrest (1972) and Prautzsch (1991). These 
researchers' work has led to the B-Spline method being widely used in the 
expression and design of free fonn curves and surfaces. 
By comparing with Bezier method, B-Spline method is more suitable for 3D 
modelling because the shape of the surface can be locally changed by moving any 
control points, which is called local support property. Eck and Hoppe (1996) 
introduced an automatic B-Spline surface reconstruction technique from arbitrary 
topology data. The method first established a network of B-Spline patches, then 
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refined the network adaptively in order to reduce the error to the user-specified 
tolerance. This method has been tested on both synthetic and real datasets. Yin and 
Xie (2005) applied the B-Spline interpolation technique to two input images to 
generate the morphing images between them. He and Qin (2004) introduced a 
modelling method based on the triangular B-Spline surface. Compared with other 
surface reconstruction method, the method-relying only on less user interaction-
can generate a specified model using a single B-Spline surface. He et al. (2008) 
described a 3D facial reconstruction method using Radius Basis Function (RBF) and 
B-Spline. First, they adopted stereo vision to extract 3D feature points; next, a face 
model with obvious contour feature was established by computing RBF for regional 
facial feature points of frontal and profile face images. Finally, the B-Spline method 
was used to reconstruct 3D facial surfaces. Wei et al. (2007) presented a method for 
3D facial expression based on the space vector of the shape statistical model. The 
statistical model is established through control points ofB-Spline surfaces in training 
dataset. Then, a model fitting procedure is applied to display 3D facial surfaces with 
various expressions. 
The local support property of B-Spline method provides more control flexibility of 
the surface model. The shape of the surface can be graphically modified by moving 
the control points. However, existing B-Spline face modelling methods either 
consider the human face as a single surface, or are based on statistical information. 
These methods are not suitable for controlling the facial features independently and 
generating a great number of face models. So it is necessary to propose and develop 
a new generic method for 3D face modelling. 
(3) NURBS 
Industrial shape design always deals with many shapes represented by quadratic 
curves, including multi-arcs, elliptical arcs, parabolic arcs, and other conic arcs and 
line segments. Quadratic surfaces such as cylindrical surface, conical surface and 
round torus are also very common in mechanical parts and plastic products. B-Spline 
method encounters difficulties in representing these quadratic curves and surfaces. 
The initial solution to solve this problem is to adopt an implicit equation, which 
results in the problem that two different mathematical models exist at the same time 
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to describe the same geometric model. Versprille (1975) first put forward the rational 
B-Spline method. NURBS was subsequently studied in depth (Piegl, 1987; Piegl, 
1989; Piegl, 1989; Piegl, 1991; Tiller and Piegl, 1997). NURBS has the ability to 
accurately represent regular curves and surfaces, so that unified mathematical models 
can be used to describe both regular curves and surfaces and free curves and surfaces; 
the weight coefficient facilitates controlling the shape by comparing it to Bezier and 
B-Spline. Because of these outstanding advantages of NURBS, it has not only 
become the international standard for industrial product data exchange, but is also the 
only mathematical method to describe the geometry of industrial products. 
Eventually, it became the most popular modem surface modelling technique. 
NURBS provides more flexible control than B-Spline by introducing the weights, so 
it has been widely applied for complex objects 3D modelling. Xiao et al. (2006) built 
a 3D face model combining NURBS and MPEG-4, establishing the association with 
control points of NURBS surfaces and the standard feature points defined by MPEG-
4. Van and Zhang (2000) used the 3D point cloud dataset of "SizeChina" survey to 
establish a homologous 3D face and face model. Their study analysed the average 
face and facial features parameters of Chinese males and females using the PCA 
method through the statistical dataset. Different face models can be generated by 
adjusting the width and height of the face as well as facial height and the parameters 
of facial features, including the forehead, cheek, and jaw. Carswell and Lavery (2006) 
proposed a rapid product design and solid modelling method based on NURBS 
surfaces. The method uses NURBS surfaces established from the profile 20 Spline to 
generate 3 D geometric surfaces of the products. The generated surfaces can be 
imported directly into other commercial software for further processing so that the 
product design and modelling process are simplified. Au et al. (2008) developed a 
NURBS based semi-automatic geometric model reconstruction technique which can 
be applied to construct 30 human faces based on Computer Tomography (CT) 
images. The disadvantage is that the error of the constructed model depends heavily 
on the resolution of CT images. 
The common problem of these existing NURBS based 3D face modelling methods is 
that the constructed model are presented by single surface. Although NURBS 
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inherits the local support property from B-Spline, this representation restricts the 
ability of control over all facial features, especially the edges of any features. By 
contrast, a generic 3D face model with parametric features can meet these 
requirements of independent control and modification. 
In this section, three popular 3D modelling methods have been discussed. The model 
obtained by triangular patches method consists of thousands to millions of triangles. 
It is not a true 3D surface, but a simple way for display the objects in 3D. The 
statistical model based method can only be used to model a specific person because it 
is based on the analysis the statistical information of a number of 3D face models in 
a library. The 3D library needs to be built in advance. The previous parametric 
surface methods consider the human face surface as a whole surface. Without 
features segmentation, it is not possible to apply flexible control over facial features 
to generate arbitrary face model with different appearances. So they are not suitable 
for 3D face modelling for emotional bio-robots. 
2.4 3D Face Modelling Applications 
Human face and facial expressions are one of the most important ways of expressing 
emotions and interpersonal communication. The representation of human face has 
raised long-term concern of artists and engineers. The development of computer 
technology provides a new way of 3D human face modelling with can be applied to 
many fields. This section describes some typical applications of 3D face modelling. 
2.4.1 Emotional Bio-robots 
Emotional bio-robot is one of the important applications of generic 3D face model. 
To make an emotional bio-robot, one of the tasks is to design and develop a 3D 
human face surface. The current methods for design 3 D face for emotional bio-robots 
include to scan the sculpture of human face and to draw the model through 3D 
modelling software. However, as discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, these existing 3D 
human face models can only be used to build a 3D face model for individual person. 
These methods cannot be used to generate a generic 3D face model. Here a generic 
3D face model is defined as a model a number of predefined surfaces to represent all 
typical face features such as faces, eyes, nose and mouth etc. The boundaries of all 
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pr -defin d urfac can be adjusted so that the surface can be modified to any 
p cted g ometrical hape. Through adjusting the control points on boundary 
cur e , thi gen ric model can be modified to build a face model of any existing 
human fa or any imagi nary human faces. 
8 r B r ncing to a generic 3D face model, researchers can generate the specific 3D 
fa for bio-robot. It al 0 accelerates the large scale manufacture of bio-robot by 
nabling ngin r to obtain various face appearances of the robots by adjusting the 
param ter f th g neric 3D face model. 
Figur 2.1 1 "'a k-Bot created by German and Japanese scientists 
our e: http://www.gizmag.comlmask-botI20416/ 
2.4.2 Ae the tic Su rgery 
Th traditi nal m thod of medicine teaching highly depends on textbooks and 
aut annot how th actual complex 3D structures of human body while 
th v ill au permanent damages to the body so that the body cannot be 
di t d ~ r multipl time. Thes drawbacks also exist for facial aesthetic surgery. 
ppl ing mputer imulation technology to 3D face modelling will be a good 
d al ith th e problem. Kumar and Rakesh (2011) propose a 3D face 
r ti n m th d to make the pre-operation visualisation of crania-facial 
r n tru ting 3D facial structure from CT or Magnetic Resonance 
de eloped a 3D model based on iso-surface extraction and 
n. that the 3D structure is more suitable for complex facial 
ull di pia . Ranal et of. (2007) al 0 proposed a similar tool for the 
imulati n f rani facial a teotomy surgery. 
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orne f th e ' i ting modelling methods for aesthetic surgery only focus on some 
part uch a jaw or no e. The others are mainly used for constructing the 
3D mod I to illu trat the anatomy structure of human face, rather than the surface of 
fac . gen rt 3D face mod I can provide the feature manipulation function as well 
a the abilit of g n rate a great number of different 3D face models. By 
d m n trating a g n ric parametric 3D human face models by computer simulation, 
an tud the 3D tructure of human face. 3D face model can also be used 
in th mmunication b tween urgeons and patients to predict and simulate the 
po t- p ration app arance in advance. So the application of generic parametric 3D 
fa m d I an bud to minimi e the risk of aesthetic surgery. 
2.4.3 Film and Games 
Figure 2. 12 ompari on between game character and the star 
our e: http://lparchive.orgiOnimusha-Warlords/ 
It b m m rand mor ommon to generate 3D face models for irtual characters 
in film and gam pr du ti n . The techniques of 3D face modelling are utilised in 
man fam u film like atar (Fox, 2011) Final Fantasy (Cnix, 2009) Ice 
d 
d 
r at 
Japan 
' ,200 , and on. omputer game is one of the main dri ing forces of 
limit ability 
nt 
and computer image. The traditional 20 game cenes and irtual 
f pr iding immersi e exp rience to players. The rapid 
hard" are it ha gradually b come a tr nd to de ign and f graphi 
fa 
g m nam d 
rding 
f game character . An e ample is the famous 
nimu ha (lGN. 2001). The fac of the main character is 
th movie tar Take hi Kaneshiro as the 
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prototype (dy.com.cn., 2010). It can be seen from Figure 2.12, the character of the 
game is vivid to be similar as the real person. 
2.4.4 Crime Investigation and Prevention 
Biometric authentication technology progressed rapidly in recent years. Among 
fingerprint, iris, and other biometric information, facial feature is a natural and 
straightforward method to be applied in crime investigation and prevention as the 
images of people can be easily obtained even without being noticed. There are face 
detection and recognition systems attempt to aid the crime detection (Kar et al., 2006; 
Frowd et aI., 2007; Shan et al., 2007; Tang et aI., 2009). However, the images taken 
from different angles of the same person may appear with great differences. If the 3D 
face models of criminals are stored beforehand, they can be used to generate photo 
with specific pose by projecting the 3D face model to 2D plane in which the existing 
images are. Then the criminals are distinguished easily from ordinary people by 
comparing the generated photo and existing image. So the 3D face modelling method 
is more suitable than 2D image based methods for crime control. If this kind of 
technology is applied in the locations with high security requirement like airports and 
rail stations, the accuracy and efficiency of criminal investigation and prevention can 
be significantly increased. There is great potential of development as the research in 
this area is still in the initial stage. 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the theories and methods of face detection approaches and 3D face 
modelling have been reviewed. Among the four kinds of existing face detection 
methods, the geometrical knowledge based methods face the difficulty of 
transforming known knowledge to unambiguous rules. The templates matching and 
statistical learning methods cannot avoid the step of collecting training dataset. It is 
usually time consuming to training the algorithms. The skin colour base method only 
depends on the skin colour of human face which remains unchanged while rotations 
and occlusions happen. However, the skin colour based method is sensitive to 
illuminations because the colours will change in different illuminations. So, based on 
the analysis and comparison of the four kinds of face detection methods, the author 
seeks to propose a new skin colour based face detection method for emotional bio-
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robots, which does not need any training samples and can deal with images taken in 
various illuminations. It may also have the potential to be applied for extracting 
facial features information for 3D human face modelling. 
The 3D modelling methods have been examined in Section 2.3. Because the model 
obtained by triangular patches is not a true 3D surface, it can hardly to be 
manipulated for changing the appearances. The statistical model based method needs 
the 3D face model library in advance. It can only be used to generate the face model 
for a specific person. By comparing to the triangular patches method and statistical 
model based method, the parametric surface is more suitable for modelling free-form 
surface like human face. The previous parametric surface methods do not provide 
flexible control over facial features. Hence, in this thesis the author proposes and 
developed a new method for building a generic 3D face model based on NURBS. 
The proposed model has the ability of manipulating all facial features flexibly to get 
various face models with different appearances. The potential applications of 
proposed generic 3D human face model are discussed in the last section of this 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Related Work 
This thesis will focus on the two tasks of emotional bio-robots: face detection and 
generic 3D face modelling. This chapter will introduce the related work about the 
face detection and generic 3D face modelling respectively. Section 3.1 will discuss 
the theories and techniques for face detection, including colour spaces, image 
processing and analysis of skin colour information. Section 3.2 is going to discuss 
the techniques of NURBS which will be used for generic 3D human face modelling. 
3.1 Theories and Techniques for Face Detection 
Although it is very easy for human beings to distinguish human faces from scenes, 
even with complex backgrounds, the face detection problem is still a great challenge 
for computers. This chapter presents the face detection theories in detail. Firstly, 
several popular colour spaces and their transformations are introduced. Secondly, the 
image processing techniques for face detection are discussed. Thirdly, the skin colour 
models are built up in different colour spaces to extract skin region and speed up the 
detection procedure. Finally, two facial features positioning methods are explicated. 
3.1.1 Colour Spaces 
This section introduces some popular colour spaces (Ford, 1998; Colantoni, 2001) 
used by various human face detection methods. Because RGB is widely used and the 
most common space and YCbCr explicitly separates the luminance and colour 
components, only the mathematical transformations between these two colour space 
are discussed. In this thesis, most equations are from the book of Multimedia 
Techniques and Applications (Feng et al., 2005) and Digital Colour Image 
Processing (Koschan and Abidi, 2008). Without explicit declaration, the term of 
"colour space" is also written as "space" for short in this section. 
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According to ITU-R BT.601-4 (1994), the three components of YCbCr space are 
luminance (Y) and two chrominance. These two chrominance are colour difference 
components Cb = B - Y and Cr = R - Y. 
3.1.1.1 RGB to YCbC, 
The conversion from RGB to YCbCr is shown in Equation 3.1 (ITU-R., 1994): 
[ 
Y ] 1 [ 65.481 128.553 24.966] ~] [ 16] 
Cb = 255 x -37.797 -74.203 112 x G + 128 
Cr 112 -93.786 -18.214 128 
[ 
0.2568 0.5041 0.0979] [R] [ 16] 
= -0.1482 -0.2910 0.4392 x G + 128 
0.4392 -0.3678 -0.0714 B 128 
(3.1) 
In the conversions introduced above, the range of luminance Y is [16,235] and the 
range of chrominance Cb and Cr is [16,240]. These ranges are not convenient to 
represent images as they are represented in RGB space, where the range for R, G, and 
B components are all [0,255]. To get a full range YCbCr colour space, the conversion 
from RGB can be described as Equation 3.2: 
[{b] = [~O~i~9 ~O~:;l O~~4] x [~] + [1~8] Cr 0.5 -0.419 -0.081 B 128 (3.2) 
3.1.1.2 YCbC, to RGB 
The reverse conversion from full range YCbCr space to RGB space can be calculated 
by solving the Equation 3.2. The result is shown in Equation 3.3: 
Where: 
R.G.B e[0.255] 
Y. Cb. Cr e [0.255] 
(3.3) 
As discussed, the luminance and chrominance are separated by the transformation 
from RGB to YCbCr space. The luminance Y can be processed independently to 
adjust the illumination of the original image. So the skin colour model that is 
constructed in YCbCr space has the ability of dealing with wide range of illumination 
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of images for face detection. It can be seen that if both RGB and YCbCr colour 
spaces are applied in the integrated way, the advantages can be achieved in 
effectively processing wide range of illuminations of images captured in any light 
conditions. This new theoretical finding will be used in the new method of face 
detection proposed in Chapter 4. 
The colour spaces are the primary tools for building up the skin colour models to 
segment skin regions from input images. Because those skin regions are selected 
from the image according to their pixel values, they may be independently discrete 
areas although they should be in one region. Hence, it is necessary to apply image 
processing technologies to reduce noises, connect discrete areas, and separate 
connected regions. The regions after the first step processing will be considered as 
face candidates. So other image processing techniques are required to verify the face 
candidates. All related image processing technologies will be discussed in the next 
section. 
3.1.2 Image Processing Technologies 
The face detection algorithm is applied on images to identify human face from the 
background. It involves several image processing technologies, such as image 
smoothing, edge detection, binarisation, and morphological operations, etc. These 
technologies are discussed below respectively. 
3.1.2.1 Image Smoothing 
Smoothing is equal to the tenn of de-noising. Noise exists in all kinds of images 
obtained using various equipment. It may be introduced in all stages of obtaining the 
image, including the internal noise of light sensor, blurred noise caused by electrical 
mechanical movement, and quantisation noise or transmission noise. The noise 
brings difficulties for further processing to the image, so an effective method for 
reducing the noise is necessary in most image processing jobs. Generally, the 
purpose of smoothing is to find a way to eliminate the noise and improve the image 
quality for processing but the details of the image should remain the same. 
If the model for obtaining an image is shown as (Koschan and Abidi, 2008): 
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I(x,y) = !(x,y) + n(x,y) (3.4) 
Where: fix, y) is the image without noise, n(x, y) is the noise, and l(x, y) is the 
obtained image. So the smoothing tries to find a function F: R -+ R to fulfil the 
condition F(I(X,y)) = !(x,y) . Actually, the equality can never be achieved because it 
is impossible to remove the noise to zero in practical applications. Thus, the fix, y) 
can only be approximated. 
The popular smoothing methods can be classified into two main categories: 
smoothing in space domain and smoothing in frequency domain. The frequency 
domain smoothing methods are based on the fact that the noise and signals have 
different frequency distributions: The signals usually span lower frequency ranges 
while the noises are with higher frequency ranges. Although the detailed information 
of the image is also hidden in the higher frequency ranges, the noise can be 
eliminated if a proper de-noising method is carefully used. The space domain 
smoothing methods are more intuitive as the image actually represents a 2D space. 
So in this section two smoothing method in space domain is discussed: mean filter 
and median filter. 
II 111111 
II II II II II II 
II 111111 
Figure 3.1 Samples ofa pixel's neighbourhood 
Left: line hape; Middle: 4-neighbourhood; Right: 8-neighbourhood 
(target pixel is in grey colour) 
Space domain smoothing relates to the pixel neighbourhood, which includes the 
pixels around the target pixel. Usually the neighbourhood shapes are chosen from 
line, cross square, circle, and diamond with certain parameters. Figure 3.1 shows 
samples of a pixel neighbourhood. 
(1) Mean Filter 
Mean filter (Gonzalez et al., 2009) is a de-noising method that replaces the value of a 
target pixel based on the mean of all pixels in its neighbourhood. Usually the 
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n ighbourho d i ho n a a x ( = I 3,5 ... ) square window. The filtered image 
can b r pre nt d u ing quation 3.5: 
g(x,y) = ~ I l(i,}) (3.5) 
(i,j)ES 
Wh r : /11 = x and s i th n ighbourhood of pixel at (x, y). 
(2 Median Filter 
M dian filt r i an ther local proces ing method like mean filter. The difference 
n m dian filt r and mean filter i that the median filter uses the median of 
alu f pi, I in th targ t pix I neighbourhood (Tyan, 1981). As shown in 
igur .2, th median i th value in the middle of a sorted list. 
Th m d I fth m dian filt r can be e pressed by Equation 3.6: 
g(x,y) = M£D{iO,}) I (i,}) E 5} (3.6) 
Wh r i, j th PI, I in the n ighbourhood of (x, y). 
DO 
aUJa[2J a[3J 8[4J 1[5J 1[3J a[5J a[2J a[4J a[lJ 
MED(al-a(l) 
00 
a(l) a(2)a[3] a[4] a[S] a[6] a[3] a[6] a[2] a[S]a[l] a(4] 
MfD(a]-a[l) or _(5) 
Figure .2 Medians of sorted Jists 
(3) mpari n f Dif~ rent moothing Method 
r and median filter, the author has implemented experiments 
u ing Matla . Figur 
m th 
th compari on ben: e n differ nt image smoothing 
I ft i polluted b adding alt & pepper' noise 
it. h n th imag ith n 1 e moothed by mean filter and median filter 
f I ft eye in all pictures are magnified and tiv I. h d tail d r gi n 
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di pIa d in th ond line. It is easy to find that the median filter can achie e better 
r ult than m an filt r. Th r a on i that the result value of each pixel is replaced by 
a ' r al" alu in it n ighbourhood in the image processed by median filter. By 
ontra t. the r ult alue hich i the mean of all pixel values in the target pixel's 
n ighb urh d rna b diffi r nt to any pixel alues in its neighbourhood. 
SaIt&Peper Noise 
PSNR·18.5081 
SaJt&Peper Noise 
PSNR. 181842 
20 Mean Filter 
PSNR:27.1634 
2D Me<ian Filter 
PSNR:41.9103 
PSNR:49.5931 
(d) 
Figur . ompari on of image smoothing methods 
(a) riginal imag ; (b Polluted image with ' salt & pepper' noise; 
R ult fappl ing mean filter · (d) Result of applying median filter 
Th p ak ignal-t -n rati (P NR) (Gonzalez et al., 2009) and mean square 
rr r agabhu hana, 2006) between the original image (a) and the results 
) and median filter (d) are compared in Figure 3.4. While 
in ri ginal image i increa ed from 0 to 10%, the PSNR of mean 
filt r and m dian filt r \I ill d rea e gradually. As hown in Figure 3.4 the PS R 
) dr p fr m 35.59 to 24.34. The PSNR between (a) and (d) 
.50. Meanwhile the MSE between (a) and (c) are 
ignifi antI . to 41.90 v hi Ie the noise level rises. But the M E 
and d r main ithin the range of 0.6 to 1.1. It means that the median 
filt r an a hi ult than mean filter for image smoothing. So in the 
n alg rithm r pr ented in Chapter 4 median filter is chosen 
fI r imag m thing. 
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Detection 
f in~ rmation in an image. The human vision system is sensitive to 
th in an imag (Figure .5). It represents the discontinuity of the image. The 
u d h rt in thi 
dg change suddenly. The gradient ector (gradient is 
) i intr du ed to mea ure such changes (Burger and 
pe ifi ally the magnitude of the gradient indicates the Burg , 2 0 
ignifi an r th hang hil the direction of the change is denoted by the 
dir ti n fgradi nt. 
image and its edge 
In an im< g 1 th radi nt i d fin d u ing the partial d ri ati es along its two axes x 
ra I nt i a un ti n h n in quation 3.7: 
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[!! (X'Y)1 VI(x,y) = 01 oy Cx,y) 
IVII (x, y) = (!! (x, y))' + (!~ (r, y) )' 
01 
rx(x,y) 
cos a = r============ 
(Mcx,y)Y + (McX,Y)Y 
01 Oy(X'y) 
cos P = -;::::========= 
( oJ )2 (01 )2 rx(x,y) + Oy(x,y) 
(3.7) 
Where: a and f3 are the angles between the gradient vector and x and y axes. For 
digital images, the partial derivatives are easy to compute because the digital images 
are quanti sed to discrete values. Sometimes the first-order differential is used as the 
approximation to avoid the square computation, as expressed in Equation 3.8. 
IV/I(x,y) = (!! (r,Y)), + (!~ (X,y)), '" 18r;:,Y)H8X~:,y)1 
01 iJx (x,y) = t1fx(x,y) = I(x,y) -/(x -1,y) 
(3.8) 
01 
oy (x,y) = t1fy Cx,y) = ICx,y) -/(x,y -1) 
All popular edge detection operators including: (1) Robert operator, (2) Prewitt 
operator, (3) Sobel operator, (4) Laplace of Gaussian (loG) operator, and (5) Canny 
operator work on the gradient map of the image. They are described as convolution 
kernels because the local neighbourhood edge detection is actually the convolution 
operation. 
(1) Robert Operator 
Robert operator (Chen et al., 1999) is a very simple edge detector for it only uses the 
2x2 neighbourhood of the current pixel. The convoluted kernels of Robert operator 
are: 
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(3.9) 
The magnitude of gradient can be calculated by Equation 3.10: 
IV/(x,y)1 ~ I;!I + 1;;1 
= l.1fxl + l.1fyl (3.10) 
= I/(x,y) -/(x + l,y + 1)1 + I/(x + l,y) -/(x,y + 1)1 
As discussed above, the noise exists in any images in practical applications. Due to 
the fact that the size of Robert operator is small (2x2), this operator is too sensitive to 
noise. So it is not a good choice for edge detection in the images containing much 
edge information like human faces. 
(2) Prewitt Operator 
Prewitt operator (Chen et al., 1999) uses 3x3 masks to compute the gradient. The 
convolution kernels of Prewitt operator are: 
.1fx(x,y) = [~1 ~1 ~1]'.1fY(X'Y) = [=~ ~ :~] 
-1 -1 -1 -1 0 +1 
(3.11 ) 
Compared to Robert operator, Prewitt operator can reduce the effect cause by noise, 
because it considers the neighbourhood of the target pixel by averaging the pixel 
values covered by the masks. 
(3) Sobel Operator 
Sobel operator (Chen et al., 1999) is similar to Prewitt operator, but it is a weighted 
method. The convolution kernels are suitable for horizontal and vertical edges. 
[
+1 +2 +1] [-1 0 +1] 
.1fxCx,y) = 0 0 0 ,.1fy(x,y) = -2 0 +2 
-1 -2 -1 -1 0 +1 
(3.12) 
According to the definition of Sobel operator, the pixels in the mask do not have the 
same effect on the target pixel. As shown in Equation 3.12, it is clear that the 
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computation of target pixel value involves its 8 neighbourhood pixels. However, four 
pixels in the left, right, top and bottom (centre pixels) are assigned with higher 
weights by comparing to the four pixels at the comer (comer pixels) of the 
neighbourhood. So the values of centre pixels will have more influences on the result 
than the values of comer pixels. Thus, the result of Sobel operator is better than 
Robert and Prewitt operators. 
(4) Laplace of Gaussian (LoG) Operator 
The Laplace operator (Chen et al., 1999) is a kind of the second-order derivative, so 
it is sensitive to noises. The Laplace operator is defined as: 
(3.13) 
The following three approximations of Laplace operator are widely used in image 
processing. Due to its isotropic characteristics, Laplace operator uses the same masks 
in both directions. Three popular Laplace operator masks are shown below. 
As we can see from Equation 3.14, if there is a bright pixel and the pixel values in its 
neighbourhood are greatly smaller than its value, the Laplace operator will enhance 
the contrast between them. Same influence exists for a dark pixel rounded by 
brighter neighbourhood pixels. So it is sensitive to noises in the image. The Gaussian 
function is introduced to smooth the image and reduce the effect caused by noise. 
The combined operator is so called loG operator. 
The loG operator can be expressed by Equation 3.15: 
1 ( x2 + y2) X2+{2 LoG(x.y) = --4 1- 2 e 211 
7rU 2u (3.15) 
Figure 3.6 shows the shape of Gaussian function with 0=1.2. 
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igur .6 Gau ian function with a= 1.2 
It an b n fr m igur .6 that: th LoG operator can be used to obtain smooth 
r ult b adju ting (h parameter (J to control the shape of the operator. By this 
m th d, th n i an b reduced. 
m a ur th 
d 
in 
th 
pr 
6) i a multi- tag optimi ed edge detection operator 
nhan ing, and d tecting. Canny proposed several criteria to 
f edg detection methods. Like LoG operator, Canny 
p rfi rm a thing peration before computing derivatives. 
f Din r nt Ed e Detection Operators 
ult b appl ing differ nt op rator are sho n in Figure 3.7. 
and anny op rators are based on second-order 
all p ible gradient changes in the original image. 
n I , th refore they are not suitable for face d tection 
kgr und . Th Rob rt Pre itt and obel edge op rators are 
mput d fi r fa t pr ing. Hower as discussed abo e, 
rat rib tt r than R b rt and Pr itt operators hence the 
In hapt r 4 u e the obel operator for edge 
rding t thi mpari n. 
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3.1.2.3 Binari ation 
Figure 3.7 omparison of edge detee-Ion operators 
Top: Original; Robert; Pre itt 
Bottom: obel; LoG; anoy 
Inar Imag r fI r to image that hav on ly two value (0 and I). Th r gion In 
bina h v n a white (I) or black (0). Binarisation-th pro e ing that 
pr du binar imag from grey imag -i an important te hniqu for imag 
om ntation b aLI it i an effecti e m thod to parat th obj and 
ba kgr LInd in an imag . Trier and Jain (1995) r ed la i binari ation m thod . 
tion dem n trat t typi al global thr holding m thod for binari ation: 
hi t gram m th d and t LI method . 
. ~ 
) . 
igur' image blain d u ing 1\ dim r nl Ihr h Id 
pi H: s r" Ie il11a e; I p ri hI : hi t ram fth imag; 
B It m I fi : bin ri 'd \ ilh T 0. ; II m right: binari d \ ith T 0.4 
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(1) Histogram Method 
The histogram method chooses the proper threshold T according to the histogram of 
the grey image. Then the image is binarised according to Equation 3.16: 
{o if l(x,y) < T B/(x,y) = lif l(x,y) '2= T (3.16) 
As shown in Figure 3.8, the original image is binarised by two different thresholds 
0.3 and 0.4 respectively. The binarised results are displayed in the second row. It can 
be seen that bigger threshold will get more dark regions in the result image. 
The histogram method for binarisation only involves comparisons of pixel values, so 
it computes very fast. It is useful especially when the objects and background have 
significant differences and the objects are not connected with each other. It is also an 
important step for the face detection algorithm proposed in Chapter 4. 
(2) Otsu Method 
The Otsu (1979) method is named after the Japanese scholar Otsu, who proposed this 
method for image binarisation. For an image with a size MxN, the algorithm of the 
Otsu method is used to find the optimised threshold T best. The fundamental concept 
of the Otsu method is to maximise the inter-class variance. Because the variance is a 
kind of measurement for greyscale distribution, the maximal inter-class variance 
means the two parts of the image have the biggest difference. In other words, the 
probability of false segmentation reaches its minimum. The binarised result using the 
Otsu method is shown in Figure 3.9. 
By comparing Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, the binarised results from the both methods 
are similar through there are slight differences. The Otsu method is an automatic 
iterative one for finding the optimised threshold. The histogram method is based on 
observation of the pixel values distribution. Because the images in practice are taken 
in various conditions, the Otsu method may sensitive to the luminance of the image. 
A pre-processing step of luminance adjustment is necessary in most situations. So the 
complexities between histogram and Otsu methods are roughly same. But it is 
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fle ible to choose the thr shold through obser ation on the histogram. 0 the 
hi togram method i cho en for binarisation in the proposed face d tection algorithm 
~IP 
~ .... ! 
\~\ 
Figure 3.9 Binarised image using the Otsu method 
(3) ompari on between Hi togram and Otsu m thod 
tv binari ation method ha e been te t d 0 r 50 pi ture. Th ir 
p rforman ar hown in Figure 3. 10. The executing tim of histogram m thod 
ar fr m 5.17 x I0-4- 2.2 x I0-3 econd. By c ntra t, the cuting time of t u 
m thod ar in th rang f 9.4 x 10- to 3.29x 1 0-2 econd. It an b 
hi t gram meth d i ab ut 4- 64 time faster than Otsu m thod becau it can a oid 
thr h Id ar hing it rati n. Thu th histogram m thod ill bud in th 
d fa d te ti n m th d in hapter 4. 
Figure . 10 ompari On 0 f H i togram and t u method 
.1.2.4 M rphol oy 
ri ginall ',m rph I v a a bran h fbi log that tudi d th form and tru ture 
pI nt and anima l ai., 2009). 1n thi pap r, v. ithout pial 
m rph math mati 31 m rph log, \J hi h th 
m th m ti al pr u d t anal digital imag . h ba i id a i to u a 
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certain fonn of structural elements to measure and extract shape infonnation of the 
image for the purpose of analysis and recognition. The size of a structural element is 
usually smaller than the image. Although the structural element moves within the 
image, a series of logical operations are applied to get the output. Although 
morphological operations can be used to process greyscale images, it is mainly used 
to simplify image data, maintain their basic shape characteristics, and remove 
irrelevant structures in binary image. It is a very important step in image processing 
to remove the colour areas (noises) of small regions and to separate the connected 
regions in an image. 
Morphological operations primarily involve logical operations: AND (&), OR (I), 
NOT (-). Using a combination of them, complex logical operations can be applied to 
process the images. There are four basic morphological operations: (1) erosion, (2) 
dilation, (3) opening, and (4) closing. 
(1) Erosion 
The erosion result is the set of reference points of S that makes S completely fall 
within the shapes in image I while S moves within I. The effect of erosion involves 
thinning and shrinking the original shapes. The erosion can be defined as: 
Ie S = (xl(S)x !;;; I}or Ie S = {xl(S)x n Ie :1= 0P (3.17) 
(2) Dilation 
The result of dilation is the set of points in S that enables S and I to have at least one 
common element while the origin of S is moving inside I. Dilation can thicken and 
expand the shapes in the original image. The dilation is defmed as: 
I EB S = {xl(S)x n 1:1= 0}orl EB S = (xl((S)x n I) !;;; I} (3.18) 
(3) Opening 
Opening and closing operations are based on erosion and dilation. The definition of 
opening is: 
loS=(IeS)EBS (3.19) 
I f is the complement set of I. See Moschovakis, Y.N.Moschovakis, Y.N. (2006) Notes on Set Theory. 
Los Angeles, USA: Springer. for more detail. 
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Although the image I is eroded and then dilated by the same structural element S, the 
opening operating cannot restore the original image. It is effective for breaking thin 
connexions and smoothing the contour by removing the juts. 
(4) Closing 
Like the opening operation, the closing operation is also based on erosion and 
dilation, except the order of applying these two operations differs. The closing 
operation fills the thin chasms and holes smaller than the structural element. The 
closing operation is defined as Equation 3.20: 
'·5= (IEaS)8S (3.20) 
Morphological operations are very useful in image processing. They can be used to 
reduce noises, bridge broken edges and separate connected regions. All morphology 
operations discussed above are used in the proposed face detection method in 
Chapter 4. 
3.1.3 Investigation of Skin Colour Properties 
The skin colour model is the mathematical model of describing skin colour 
information. Using the skin colour model, it can be determined whether a pixel of 
input image is a skin colour pixel or not. Because the majority of the human face, 
except for the eyebrows and eyes region, is covered by skin, the clustering feature of 
skin colour is ideal for human face detection. 
The representation of the skin colour model is closely connected to colour space. 
Each specific skin colour model must be built in a given colour space. In this thesis, 
the author will analyse the skin colour information in both YCbCr and RGB colour 
spaces. 
Using the statistical analysis on large numbers of skin pixels, the model parameters 
can be calculated to get certain skin colour models. First, several face images under 
different illumination conditions are selected as samples to build up a skin library 
(Figure 3.11). Then, the non-skin regions are manually removed to keep only the 
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skin area in the sample images. A low-pass filter can be adopted to reduce noises. 
The components of the kin colour samples are then con erted to the target colour 
space. Finally, the skin colour model is established by studying the statistical 
distribution of all components in the desired colour spaces. 
( -
r 
( , 
Figure 3.1 1 ample data of the established skin library 
Th auth r coli t d 1,009523 skin pixels and analy d the tati tical information in 
differ nt colour pace to build up several skin colour model in each colour pace. 
Th btained kin colour models are demonstrated below. 
3.1.3.1 RGB kin Colour Model 
3.12, kin colour pixel hav certain di tribution in RGB colour 
pa ,v hi h m an th value of th three component ar in specific rang . The 
f th kin col ur alue are shown Table 3.1: 
R 129.3703 
G 119.8056 
B 110.8 14 
115.5847 
107.9580 
100.1038 
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Figure 3.12 kin colour distribution in RCB colour space 
Th alu of colour component ar plotted in R-G, G-B and B-R plan s for 
obser ation (Figur 3.13 Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15). Thus, the skin colour mod I 
an b found by tracting the parameter - according to th sample in the skin 
library- fr m th di tribution map. 
Dr--~--'-----r--~--,--~ 
Figure .1 kin olour di tribution in the R-G plane 
h kin I ur di tributi n in the R- plane in the above fi gur can b d scrib db 
th ~ II v ing 111 I ur m d I. 
r ~ 50 
r ~ 9 
0.645 · r - 14.516 ~ 9 
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nr---~----~---'----~----r----' 
.. I!lJ 
I!II 
G 
lfl) 
Figure 3. 14 kin colour distribution i the G-8 plane 
kin olour mod I in th G-B plan of the R B colour spac 
quati n .22 . 
Figure . 1 
b ~ 65 
0.923· 9 + 19.591 _ b 
0.866 . 9 - 36.611 :S b 
kin olour di tribution in th 8-R plane 
d scribed a 
(3.22) 
imilarl , th kin I ur m d I in th B-R plan an b g n rat d a quation.2. 
b ~ 50 
r~b 
1.654 · b + 53.019 ~ r 
6 
(3 .2 ) 
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Moreo er, the correlation between each two of the components in RGB space are 
checked (Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2 Correlations between the component in RGB colour space 
R G B 
R 1.0000 0.9904 0.9795 
G 0.9904 1.0000 0.9953 
B 0.9795 0.9953 1.0000 
Th corr lation co fficients shown in Table 3.2 indicate that the components ar 
highly corr lated with each other in the RGB colour space, which explains h th 
nRGB colour space is developed. The components of nRGB space are computed 
a il a T = _R_,g = _c_ and b = _8_. The distribution map of th skin 
R+C+B R+C+B R+C+B 
colour in nRGB pace i ho',; n in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure .16 kin 01 ur distribution in planes of the nR B colour space 
hi lu t ring pr p rt er intlliti in Figure 3.16. Th kin olour mod I in all 
plan llr pa e can b repre ented by \lip . Th mod I in th r-g 
-b and b-r plan ar Ii t d in quation 3.24: 
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0.Z7X2 + O.Sxy + 0.49y2 - 0.39x - O.Sly + 0.16::; 0 (in r - 9 plane) 
-0.69x 2 + O.Olxy - 0.S3y2 + 0.41x + 0.Z8y - 0.1::; 0 (ing - b plane) (3.24) 
-0.4Sx2 - 0.58xy - 0.26y2 + 0.48x + 0.38y - 0.14::; 0 (in b - r plane) 
The new correlations of three components in the nRGB space are listed in Table 3.3. 
B comparing Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, it is clear that the correlations in the nRGB 
colour pac are small r than those in the RGB space. Although the luminance ists 
in th thr e compon nts in both the RGB and nRGB spaces the correlation are 
ignificantl reduced by converting the colours from one spac to another. 
Table 3.3 Correlation between the components in the "RGB colour pace 
r g b 
r 1.0000 0.5792 .9530 
g 0.5792 1.0000 0.3049 
b 0.9530 0.3049 1.0000 
3.1.3.2 YChCr Skin Colour Model 
y 
Figure .17 kin olour di tribution in the ~ b r colour space 
h m t imp rtant diffi r n e b t en the R Band Yi b r olour pa i that th 
luminan nt (1') i di tingui h d from hr minan compon nt ( band 
ti n r luminance in ariou ba kgr und . . I mmlml d. Figur 
. 17 kin I ur di tribution in th Yi b r lour pa . 
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Th di tributions in the Y-Cb Y-Cr Cb-Cr planes project d from the 3D space are 
hown in Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20. The hi togram of the Cb and Cr 
compon nt of kin colours are hown in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22. s 
demon trated in the e figure , the Cb and Cr values of skin colour pixel fall In 
p cific ranges. Thu kin colour model in the YCbCr colour spac is generated a : 
88.97:5 Cb :5 130.77 
124.62:5 Cr:5 176.12 (3.25) 
32 :5 Y :5 234 
Th lu tered kin colour in the b- r plane can b modelled b Equation 3.26, 
hi h r pr ent an el lip e. 
-0.47x 2 - 0.26xy - 0.32y 2 + 0.S6x + 0.48y - 0.26:5 0 (3.26) 
1OI f. ··············· .. ················ t· ·· ··~ 
Figure .18 kin olour di tribution in the Y- b plane of the ~ be r colour space 
y 
igur .19 kin I ur di tributi n in th }'_ r plan of the r b r olour pa 
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Figure 3.20 kin colour distribution in the b-Cr plane in the YCbCr colour space 
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If the components of each pixel in the skin samples are denoted as a colour vector 
X=(Cb. Cr{, the Gaussian model of skin colour is created by calculating the mean 
vector and covariance matrix of all samples in the skin library. The 2D Gaussian 
model of skin colour is built by calculating the means and covariance matrix. 
Where: 
N-l 
_ 1, 
Cb = E(Cb) = N L Cb 
i=O 
N-l 
_ 1, 
Cr = E(Cr) = N L Cr 
i=O 
(1bb = E([Cb - E(Cb)]2) 
(1br = E([Cb - E(Cb)][Cr - E(Cr)]) 
(1rb = E([Cr - E(Cr)][Cb - E(Cb)]) 
(1rr = E([Cr - E(Cr)]2) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
The Gaussian model can be used to detect the skin region from the input images. The 
skin colour likelihood map is calculated by applying the probability density function 
(PDF) (Liu, 2003) over all pixels in the image. The PDF value is computed 
according to Equation 3.29: 
PDF(x.y) = ~exp (--21 (X - m)TC-l(X - m)) 
2rriCI 
Where: x andy are the coordinates of the pixels in the image. 
(3.29) 
The skin areas are then selected using a specific threshold T to the likelihood map to 
determine if a pixel belongs to the skin or not. The result is produced by: 
( ) _{1iff(x.Y)~T s x.y - o if f(x.y) < T (3.30) 
3.1.3.3 Luminance Correction 
As previously discussed, the skin colour model can be used to identify criteria for 
distinguishing skin and non-skin regions. In this way, the searching space is limited 
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and the process is accelerated as well. However, in the real orld, th information of 
obtained colour images are readily affected by environment luminance, background, 
or the sample device parameters. If the lights are too strong, the colours of most parts 
of kin regions in the images are still within the skin colour range of the skin colour 
librar . However when the lights are too weak, the skin colours in the images are 
ignificantly affected by the luminance. In this case, the colours in the obtained 
imag may be beyond the ranges of skin colours in the library. Thus, image 
corr ction i a very important pre-processing step before appl ing the skin colour 
mod I to detect fac in images. 
(1) Hi togram Equalisation (Nagabhushana, 2006) 
For an M x digital image with L level greyscale fr o to L-I, the hi stogram can be 
r pr ented by the following discrete function Equation 3.31: 
M-1N-l 
h(i) = I I (I (x, y) == i? 1: 0). where i E [0, L - 1] 
x=O y=O 
c so 100 d 150 200 250 
igure 3.2 Histogram equalisation 
a: rigina l imag ; b: Original (red) and equalised (blue) histograms; 
: hi togram quali ed image; d: accumulated histograms ofb 
(3.3 1 ) 
If th nllmb r f pixe l ith grey cal i i d not d b n, th n th normali d 
hi t gram i /t(O = M'\· It i lear that h(O E [0,1]. rom thi d finition , it an b 
G lind that th hi t oram f di r te digital imag i actlla ll the pr babiliti of all 
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greyscale levels. Because the greyscales of the image have arbitrary distributions, the 
histograms also vary wildly. 
The purpose of histogram equalisation is to re-distribute the greyscales in the image 
from a narrow range to a wide range to eliminate the affection brought about by the 
light conditions and differences of devices. It is an effective method to enhance the 
contrast, promote image qualities, and provide luminance correction. 
As show in Figure 3.23, the histogram equalisation is an effective luminance 
correction method. It can be seen from the histograms in Figure 3.23(b), the 
distributions of pixels are stretched more uniformly. It is usually applied for images 
taken in dark environment. Although the histogram equalisation is a greyscale image 
processing technique, it can also be applied to colour images due to the fact that each 
component of colour images can be treated as a greyscale image. So it is used in the 
proposed face detection algorithm. 
(%) Reference white 
Hsu et al. (2002) proposed a luminance compensation method called "reference 
white" for face detection. The specific steps of this method are: 
(I) sort the greyscales of all pixels in the image; 
(2) count the number of pixels with the top 5% luminance (called reference 
white); the image needs luminance adjustment only while the number is 
bigger than a specific threshold; 
(3) calculate the average value of all reference white pixels and stretch it to 255 
by a coefficient; and 
(4) compensate the luminance of the whole image by the coefficient. 
This method is based on two facts: (1) there are "real white" (Poynton, 1996) pixels 
existing in all images; (2) the dominant bias colours are usually similar to the real 
white (Hsu et al.. 2002). This method uses the reference white luminance 
compensation method and nonlinear transformation in YCbCr colour space to 
achieve good results for face detection. 
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To test the effectiveness of this method, the author has applied it by a Matlab 
programme to 50 colour images. The results of my experiment shown that "reference 
white" is not as effective as claimed by the previous publications. So this method 
will not be used in my method. 
3.1.4 Features Positioning 
The skin colour based face detection method can quickly obtain all the possible face 
candidates in the input images. Furthermore, skin colour information is not sensitive 
to size, position, posture, and other interferences. Angelopoulou (2001) pointed out 
that the reflexion ratios of human skins are highly correlated regardless of race, 
gender, and age. Jablonski (2000) found that the reflexion ratio of human skins 
closely relates to ultraviolet radiation levels. He also proved the uniformity of human 
skin colours in biology. These researchers provided strong evidence related to 
statistics, physics, and biology. Thus, the skin colour can be applied for both the 
initial step of the detection system and the accurate location of faces. This section 
discusses the techniques related to the determination of the positions of features of a 
face. 
The skin colour model can extract all face candidates from the image. The candidates 
need to be further verified for face or non-face. Two types of methods for 
verification are feature-based methods and template matching methods. The feature-
based methods are bottom-up methods, which try to find facial features in each face 
candidate according to predefined rules. Human faces vary from person to person, 
but they have certain patterns with several features for computers, like eyes, 
eyebrows, mouth, and nose. As such, it is possible to search for these facial features 
to verify faces. If the features are found, the candidates are verified as a face; 
otherwise, they are considered as a non-face. 
3.1.4.1 Integral Projection 
Greyscales integral projection is one of the widely used techniques for face 
detection (Belhumeur et al., 1997; Feng and Yuen, 1998; Liu, 2003). It can be used 
not only for finding facial boundaries, but also for locating the eye region. For an 
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Mx gre scale image, the integral projection function (IPF) (Huang and u, 2004) is 
defined a : 
N- l 
H(x) = L I (x,y) 
y=o 
M-l 
v(y) = L l (x,y) 
x=o 
(3.32) 
Be au the ey region has lower greyscale values compar d to other facial areas. the 
e r gion can be locat d by ana lysing the trough of H(x) and Vex). Th n the face 
candidat s ar erified by combining the geometrical location of e es and other 
featur . It can be s en from Figure 3.24 that the integral projection method i al so 
appropriate for finding the position of the mouth. 
Vt rtlCal ProJoctlOfl Fact Candldatt 
Honzontal PlOJtctlOfl 
igure .24 I ntegral projection of a face cand idate 
Th 
a1 
fun ti n can b computed efn ctiv I In each dir tion. Th 
are tv 0 10 vector. The all region can b 
I at d anal ing the fir t- rd r derivativ . Thi m thod i u d in th propo d 
a 
3.1.4.2 1 ur Map 
H u I 01. 2002) pr p ed 
andidat b d n th 
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values exist in the eye region in the Cb-Cr plane. Because the eyes and mouth are the 
most apparent regions on human faces, the face boundaries are detennined based on 
geometric restrictions if the positions of eyes and mouth can be found. The colour 
maps are not involved in the luminance component; thus, this method can deal with 
images taken in different light conditions. 
The colour map (Hsu et al., 2002) of eyes is described by Equation 3.33. 
1 2 -2 Cb 
eyemap = 3(Cb + Cr + Cr) (3.33) 
Where: Cr is the complementary image of Cr and all the images are nonnalised to 
the range [0,255]. The result of applying the eye map is shown in Figure 3.25 : 
Figure 3.25 Eye map in face candidate 
The mouth map (Hsu et al., 2002) is constructed by: 
( Cr)2 mouthmap = Cr2 . Cr2 -11 . Cb 
~ L(X,Y)ES Cr(x, y)2 
11 = T' 1 Cr(x,y) 
n L (X,y)ES Cbex, y) 
(3.34) 
Where: the ratio coefficient r is set to 0.95 initially in Hsu's method, and all images 
are nonnalised to [0,255]. The detected mouth mask is shown in Figure 3.26. 
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Figure 3.26 Mouth map in face candidate 
The results of the eyes and mouth positions are shown in Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28 
for different thresholds, respectively. It can found that the colour maps of eyes and 
mouth are effective according to the results after applying the eye map and mouth 
map. The found regions are normally the brightest areas in the result images, which 
can be located by applying threshold processing. However, the processing is an 
iterative procedure. The users have to test a considerable number of different 
thresholds to eventually find the locations of the features (eyes and mouth). So the 
effectivenes of this is dependent on the users ' experiences and it is time-consuming. 
Therefore, it is not used in the face detection method. 
Resut of applYing eye map Thresholded resun with t=210 Thresholded result With t=220 
Thresholded result With f",23O Thresholded resutt With t=240 Thresholded resu With t=250 
Figure 3.27 Applying thre hold on eye map re ult 
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Result or applying ~ map Thresholded resUl with r=200 Thresholded resul with r=210 
Thresholded result with r=220 Thresholded resul with r=230 Thresholded resUt with r=240 
. . 
. . ~ 
'. W-
• 
igure 3.28 pplying thresholds on uth map result 
3.1.4.3 Compa ri 011 between IPF and Colour Map 
Th mpari on b tv n IPF and colour map m thod illu trat d in Figur 3.29. 
The ut ion tim f IPF i in the rang of 0.0_- 0.05 ond . Th ution tim 
ur map m th d arie from 0.23- 0.68 ec nd . rding to th rim nt . 
Th IPF i ab ut 4- 0 ti me fa ter than colour map. 0 it v ill b u ed for fa 
ti n in hapt r 4. 
01 , 
igur .29 mpari on b t\ n IPF and olour map m thod 
3.2 The rie and Technique of RB 
f th main ta k G r m ti na l bi -r hum n fa m I1ing. 
hi m I h ul b pram r n ibl ntr I purp it im rtant t 
In ti g t \' h t In f m try mputati n t hniqu 
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mathematically modelling a 3D generic 3D model. NURNS, as a powerful 3D 
geometry computation technology, has been widely applied in engineering 3D 
modelling applications. This section discusses the theories of the NURBS technique. 
As a generalised fonn of Bezier and B-Spline method, the NURBS method is ideal 
for geometric design. The differences between B-Spline and Bezier are also 
discussed. The NURBS curves which are those B-Spline curves with weight 
coefficients to provide more flexibility for local control. The B-Spline surfaces and 
NURBS surfaces, which are used for representing 3D geometric surfaces, are also be 
discussed in this section. 
3.2.1 B-Spline Curve 
3.2.1.1 Bezier Curves 
Bezier curve is the weighted sum of all control points (Salomon, 2006). Thus, the 
generalised representation of the Bezier curve dermed by a set of N+ 1 control 
pointsPO,P1,P2""PN is shown in Equation 3.35. 
N 
C(u) = L Bn,i(U)' Pi 
i=O 
(n) . . Bn,i(U) = i u'(l- U)n-I {OSUSl , 0 S; Bn,i(U) S; 1 (3.35) 
(n) n! i = i! (n - O! 
The order of the curve with N+ 1 control points is N. The i-th basis function of order 
N is Bn.;(u), which is called the Bernstein basis function or Bernstein 
polynomials (Salomon, 2006). According to the generalised representation of the 
Bezier curve defined by Equation 3.35, it can be seen that each control point 
contributes to the final shape of the curve. So the curve shape will change if anyone 
of the control points is moved. This is not convenient for building up a generic 3D 
face model, because the ability of local modification of all facial features are 
necessary for the generic model. 
3.2.1.2 B-Spline Curves 
The B-Spline curve is very similar to the Bezier curve, which is calculated according 
to the weighted sum of control points. The difference is that every single point on the 
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Bezier curve is computed using all control points, but the points on the B-Spline 
curve are only affected by some local control points. For a certain parameter value u, 
some basis functions are zero. Thus, the corresponding control points are not used for 
computation. 
A new variable introduced in the B-Spline is knot vector, which are the elements of a 
non-decreasing sequence. U = {uo, Ul, U2, ... Urn} is called knot vector and Ui(O S; i S; m) 
are called knots. Let the appearance of a knot Uj be denoted by k. If k> 1, the knot is 
called a multiple knot with multiplicity k. Otherwise, it is called a simple knot. The 
range [Ui, Ui+l) is called knot span on which all B-Spline basis functions are defined. 
Unlike the Bezier curve, the degree of the B-Spline curve is independent of the 
number of control points. The degree decides that the current point on the curve is 
affected by how many control points. The i-th basis of the B-Spline curve with p 
degree is (Boor, 1972): 
N. (u) = {l ,ifui S; U < Ui+1 
1.0 0 , otherwise 
U - Ui ui+p+l - U 
NiP(u) = NiP-l(u) + N i +1p-l(u) 
. Ui+p - Ui' Ui+p+l - Ui+l . (3.36) 
o 
Note:(j = 0 
Equation 3.36 is the de Boor-Cox basis function. Figure 3.30 shows an example of 
the basis function. Although this is the standard equation for defining the B-Spline, 
this method is rarely used for real computation. 
As demonstrated in Figure 3.30, the B-Spline basis function with zero degree is a 
step function that is only non-zero in certain knot spans. The higher degree basis 
functions are computed using the de Boor-Cox basis function. It is clear that, 
although the degree is zero, the basis functions are only non-zero in one knot span; 
when the degree is one, the basis functions are non-zero in two knot spans whereas 
when the degree is two, the basis functions are non-zero in three knot spans. This 
property can be expanded to an arbitrary degree: The basis function with degree p is 
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non-z ro in p+ I knot spans, which means the corresponding control point can affect 
the parameters in p+ I knot spans. 
Knots spans 
Degree 0 
Degree 1 
Degree 2 
Degree 3 
Degree 4 
Degree oS 
I 
I 
~ 
Figure 3.30 B-Spline ba is function I.q 
----------- -, [ucvlLt) \ [lLt:uz) [lLt,u,) [lLt,.uJ I [U.,u,) [~u,) .•... 
\ , . . , /\. I 
0\/;\/ \J~;\y/\/ 0····· 
, \ ., .: I . 
, " 0\l>/.2:\; \l····· 
'~ .-. - . - . - . _ O;l- 't~/~\f:s· 
0,3 1,3 23····· 
\/\/ 
0,4 1,4· ·· .. 
\/ 
O,S·· .•• 
I 
I 
~ 
igur . I B- pline basi fun tion re ursion computation 
h r ur I n mputati n fthe plin ba i fun ti n an u a imilar method a 
th I ur . I. d, a II z r -d gr e ba i 
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functions, which are associated with certain knot spans, are step functions. Then in 
the red nabla shape (dash line) started from degree one, each basis is calculated by 
two from the previous degree level determined using Equation 3.36. 
The other important properties of the B-Spline basis function are also shown in 
Figure 3.31. Based on the elements within the red nabla shape (dash line), it can be 
verified that Ni,p(u) is non-zero in [Ujl Ui+p+l), which is the p+ 1 consecutive knot 
spans from [Ujl Uj+1) to [Uj+PI Uj+p+l)' Conversely, in any knot span [Ujl Uj+l)' the 
number of non-zero p-degree B-Spline basis functions are at most p+ 1, which is 
indicated by the blue (dotted line) and green (dash-dot line) triangles. 
As soon as all basis functions Ni,p(u) are calculated, the B-Spline curve with degree p 
and n+l control points Po, PI, .. .Pncan be represented based on the basis function. It 
is shown that the B-Spline curve is a polynomial curve expressed by Equation 
3.37 (Boor, 1972). 
n 
C(u) = I Ni,p(u)Pj (3.37) 
(=0 
3.2.1.3 Properties of B-Spline Curve 
The B-Spline curve has numerous important properties that make it suitable for 3D 
geometric modelling. The definitions of the B-Spline surface and NURBS curve and 
surface are all based on the B-Spline curve. They can be considered as the 
generalised form of the B-Spline curve. Therefore, it is worth paying attention to the 
properties of the B-Spline curve. These properties include: (1) non-negative; (2) local 
support; (3) the relationship of degree, order and number of knots; (4) open, close 
and clamped curve; (5) knot insertion; (6) control points manipulation. 
(1) Non-Negative 
As shown in Figure 3.30, the B-Spline basis functions are all non-negative step 
functions. For any parameter, the basis function with degree zero is either one or zero, 
which means Nj,o ~ o. For p>O, the basis function is the linear combination of two 
adjacent basis functions in the previous layer, as shown in Figure 3.31. The sum of 
all basis functions with degree p is one, that is 1:r:o Ni,n(u) = 1 I U E [Ujl Uj+l)' 
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(2) Local Support 
Although the B-Spline curve seems to be the linear combination of all control points, 
the basis functions are computed only in the knot spans where all involved lower 
degree basis functions are non-zero. Therefore, the control points of the B-Spline 
curve can be used to manipulate the curve shape in a certain parameter range, 
highlighting one of the most important differences between the Bezier and B-Spline 
methods. As shown in Figure 3.31, the non-zero knot spans ofa control point and the 
non-zero basis functions in a knot span can be obtained by checking the red (dashed), 
blue (dotted), and green (dash-dot) triangles. This property makes the B-Spline curve 
flexible for 3D geometrical modelling. 
(3) Degree, Order and Knot Vector 
Unlike the Bezier curve, the degree of the B-Spline curve is not dependant on the 
number of control points. The degree is a parameter for generating the B-Spline 
curve, which becomes smoother and smoother as the degree increases. However, the 
higher degree causes more computation time. To benefit the flexibility of the B-
Spline technique and reduce the computation complexity at the same time, the degree 
is usually chosen as three, which means it is a cubic B-Spline curve (Sun et al., 2007; 
Liu and Ning, 2008). 
The order equals the degree plus one. Moreover, in a B-Spline curve with m+ 1 
elements knot vector U={uO,U\,U2, ... Um}, n+l control points PO'p\'p2, ... Pn, and 
degree p (or order p+ I), the relationship between these number is: m=n+p+ I. The 
minimum number of control points equals p+ I. 
In some representation, the values of the non-decreasing sequence of the knot vector 
are greater than one. For example, [0,0,0,1,2,3,3,4,5,5,5] is a satisfied knot vector. 
The range of the parameters for evaluating the B-Spline curve is from the minimum 
to the maximum of the knot values. Multiple knots are acceptable, except that the 
multiplicity exceeds the order p. 
(4) Open, Close, and Clamped Curve 
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The open curve means the starting and end points are at differ nt po itions. In 
contra t, it i called a close 8- pline curve if the starting and end points are the arne. 
,,' 
" 
• Control POtnts 
- - Bounding Polygon 
--Open s.sphna 
- Clamped B-Sp!lIIa 
....... CO/I\IU Hull 
Pigur . 2 Open and clamped 8- pline cur es and con e ' hull (P=3) 
v n in Figur . 2, the entire 8- pline curve i located in id th on hull 
it ntr I pint . Mar 
hull ~ rm d b control points Pi- p , Pi- p +1, ... , Pi' Thi prop rt 
imp rtant fI r fl ' ible contr I for CA D. lf p+ I continuou antral point it on a 
lin , th - plin al ulat d by the control point ill b com a traight lin. If p 
n 
ntr I pint are id nti al th urve ill path through th antral point. 
r ur pa 
ari l tru ~ r 
thr ugh the fir t and th la t antral point but thi i not 
plin urve. The 8- pline all d a lamp d ur or 
thr ugh th fir t and la t ontr I point. Th two 
8- plin cur e \i ith d gre p b arranging th knots 
ur th fir t and la t kn t r p at p+ 1 tim . Th lamp d 8- plin 
ur i tang nt t th fir t and la t dg r th ntr I pol gall ( igur 3. 2). 
Uo = U 1 = U2 = ... = up 
um _ p = u rn - p+1 = ... = Urn 
( .38) 
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The clamped B-Spline curve is defined within [Up, Um-p)' In particular, if there is 
only one non-zero knot span in a clamped B-Spline knot vector, it becomes a Bezier 
curve. Thus, the Bezier curve is a special case of a B-Spline curve. For example, a 
clamped cubic B-Spline (Bezier) curve has the knot vector [0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1]. 
Another classification method is based on the distribution of knots. If the knots are 
distributed uniformly, the B-Spline curve is called a uniform B-Spline curve; 
otherwise, it is a non-uniform B-Spline curve. The quasi-uniform B-Spline curve is a 
special case of a uniform B-Spline curve where the first and last knots are repeated 
p+ 1 times. In this thesis, the B-Spline curve used without explicit notation is mainly 
a clamped open B-Spline. 
(5) Knot Insertion 
Knot insertion is one of the most important techniques for the B-Spline and can be 
used to further refine the local support property, improve the flexibility of shape 
manipulation, and subdivide the whole B-Spline curve. 
Consider the B-Spline curve with degree p (order p+ 1) and n control points: 
n 
C(u) = L Nj.p(u)Pj . (3.39) 
j=O 
If the original knot vector is U = {uo, Ul, U2,.", Un+p}, knot insertion is used to insert a 
new knot U E [Ui, Ui+l] to form the new knot vector U' = {uo, Ut, ... , Ui' u, Ui+t, ... , Un+p}' 
which is re-labelled as U' = {u~, u~, ... , Ut' Ut+l' Ut+2' ... , ~+P+1}' as shown in Figure 3.33. 
The new knot vector defines a series of new B-Spline basis functions Nj.p(u) U = 
0,1, ... , n + 1). New knot inserted requires a new control points. Then the original 
curve is represented by the new basis function and new control points Pi, expressed 
by Equation 3.40. 
n+l 
C(u) = "N~ (u)P~ L., l.P 1 (3.40) 
j=O 
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Pi -p 
Figure 3.33 orner cutting to generate new control points for knot insertion 
B hm 1980) de cribed th computation method for the n control point a 
j = ,1, ... ,i - P 
j = i - P + 1, ... , i 
j = i + 1, ... , n + 1 
(3.4 1) 
r in quati n A l i the mUltiplicity of knot 1I in the original knot tor U. If 
Li,<U<lI'1\, th n 1'= 0; if r i po itive real numb rand r <p-I, th n U= lI,= ... = lI,.r+\' 
f kn tin rtion are di CLI ed here. 
(a) imp\ Knot In ertion (t=0) 
1 f Fa th in rtion i the rearrangement of knot el m nt ui-p+Z"'" ui+p-l and 
Ip int Pi-P+l,· .. ,Pi·Th original control point P i-p+Z"", P i-lar r pIa db 
ntr I pint Pt-k+2 , ... , Pi (Fi gure 3.34 and Fi gure 3.35). ontrol point in th 
d b x ri ginal n that need to b r plac d. Tho in the da hed 
la k ar ntr I pint . Th final control point ar in th olid bo 
rd. 
i ur . 4 ntr I pint alteration au d by knot in ertion with r=O 
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Q p ' P3 Q4=P~ P 
3 ~3¥:; --;:;-'---''''''"''' ....... =:-- -. 4 Q 5=P~ 
.Q ~ 
. fi ~ . 
P2-P2 r: "" P5-PIS ~ , 
/ \ 
/, \ 
~ 8·Spline Knot Insertion (,..0) \ 
/ Po • P 1 ..... P.,: Original Control Points \ 
. / po··P; •...• P,·:NewControIPolnts \ 
p,-p 1 i lJ2[0. O. 0.0,0.2,0.4.0. 6,0.8, 1, 1, 1. 1]: Old Knots \. 
\ U'-[O, 0,0,0,0.2,0.4,0.5,0. 6,0. 8, 1,1,1, 1J: New Knots ('/SaP 7 
\ / 
/ 
'/ 
Figure 3.35 Knot insertion (p=3, r=0, u=0.5) 
Th algorithm for ins rting a singl knot to the knot vector is shown b 10 
Input: control points array P[O:n] with n+ 1 contra] 
points: Po, PI, .. . , Pn; knot vector U[O:m] 
with m+l knots: lI o, lI l, ... , li m; degree p 
a new knot t to be inserted 
Output: new control points Q[O:n+1] 
new knot vector V[O:m+ 1] 
I 11. check whether m=n+p+l is satisfied 
if (m!=n+p+l) 
return; 
I 12. find the knot s pan where t is located 
intk = p; 
bool inde = false; 
for (int i=p; i<m-p; ++i) { 
if (t >= U[i] & t < U[i+l]) { 
k=i; 
} 
} 
index = true; 
br ak; 
if (!ind e ) 
r turn; 
I 13. r t p new antral paints Qk'P+1 to Qk 
int3 n wPoin [p]; 
for (int i= k·p+ ,i:::O; i<=k; ++i, ++j) { 
i = (t- U[i])/(U[i+p] - U[i]); 
n PoinlU) ::: (i- a,) P[i-1]+a, P[i]; 
} 
/1 : .. r p} .~ .• ~~ .... ~i~~t: . .l .l?~i.~~ .. ~!<:I1-! l .~~ .~!<:!.~i.t~.Q!<:l1t} .~~ .Q1<.. ............................. . 
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Point3D Q[n+1]; 
for (int i=O; i<n+1; ++i) ( 
if (i<=k-p) Q[i] = P[i]; 
else if (i>=k) Q[i+ 1] = P[i]; 
} 
for (int j=O; j<p; ++j) ( 
int startlndex = k-p+1; 
Q[j+k] = newPoints[j]; 
} 
/ /5. create the new knot vector 
float V[m+2]; 
for (int i=O; i<m+2; ++i) ( 
if (i<=k) V[i] = Uri]; 
else V[i+1] = Uri]; 
} 
V[k+1] = t; 
!_~ ~I} !_': _Q_ ~ ~ ~ _ Y..; _____________________ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
(b) In ert Knot with Multiplicity (O<r<p-l) 
If a nev kn t qua l to th i-th element in th original knot ctor u=u,) i to b 
in rt d I I' tart ith r= 1. ccording to quation 3.41 , Ai = ~ = _ 0_ = 0, 0 
Ui+p-Ui Ui-p-Ui 
Pi = (1 - Aa Pi- 1 + AiPi = Pi- I · Thu it i actually not n ce ary to calculat th la t 
n n nlr I pint b au Pi = Pi - I (Figure 3.36 and Figur 3.37). 
Figure . 6 Kn t in ertion with multiplicity or - 1 
[(j i nt Aj (i - + 1 $, j $, i) ill b omputation f 
an b a id d, whi h i ill u trat d in Figur 
h al g rithm fI r in rting kn t \.! ith multip li it " i h wn b 10 . 
1 nput : kl~ -l t-i~ - [li~ -u:-~;)- ~':.:ii:h- i~-i-ti -i -1~~-li:ip-li~it;:~ -t~ -------------------------------- --------
b in . rt d !J ti~e , which h+ <=p; th degr e p of 
th I n - phn lIrve 
.. lIt ut: < n .. ~_ ..... f .. n.t.r:~!p'~j!~t _ [9.:~:+:~LS~ !. ~ .i_. _______ . __ .. ______ . ___________ . ___ .. ___ _ 
inserted h times. 
Let control points P I<., P k-l, ... , P k-p be renamed as P k.O, 
P k-l.O, ... , P k-p,O 
for r:= l to h do 
for i: = k-p+r to k-s do 
Let a i,r = (t-ui) / (ui+p-r+l- ui); 
_________ ~~_~_~_!,_~ _::_(!:?.i,~_~J:!!~-} __ t_C! !,r_!\~) _______ ______________________________________________ __________ _____ _ 
B·Spllne Knot Insertion ,,..1) 
Po' P f ' _. , Pi Original Conrrol PoInts 
Po', Pf ', .. -, P,': NewConrrol Points 
lJ-[O,O,O, 0,0. 2,0_4,0.6,0.S, 1, 1, 1, 1}: Old Knots 
Ll'-{O, 0,0, 0, O. 2, 0.4, 0.4,0. 6, O. S, 1, 1, 1, 1J: New Knots 
Figure . 7 Knot insertion (p=3 r= I) 
I p' p' 
I i-V+l' i-V+2'''', i-
-------------
Figur Kn t in ert ion with multipli ity of r (r> l ,u-=O.4) 
d 11 tip fa t that th pint fa p ift param t run th B- plin urv an 
' in rting th ' param t r 1I it rati I until th multipli i of 1I qual 
d' B r alg rithm i a fa t and num ri all tabl m thod to 
lin ur 
nlr I 1 int ' lallipulation 
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The shape of the B- pline curve changes while moving its control points, hich is 
ob iOll I th easiest way to change the shape of the curve. ccording to the local 
upport property, the change of control point Pi only affects the curve of parameter 
rang [Ui. Ui+p)' So if the i-th control points Pi of B- pline C(u) is mo ing from the 
original po ition to p/, then the curve section defined by [Ut. Ui+p) changes with the 
arne tr nd a the moving vector LlPi of Pi. 
P J. ... ---_ p. 
,/. / ", --:-t-~ 
b " ; ~......... ... ~ 
A ~ ~ ! ~ 
P /. ". \ / " r; .. ::,. • ~p j ~. / I \~ .f I ', .. . ~-
I J .... •• •• 1 •• ;~.,.... \ 
~ ... ! '" '. ~:, ::- .... \ 
/ ~ ! " 
I \ ~... '~ \ ~ ~~ . \ 
\ \ \ Control point p./s moved to P~ )t-
Figure 3.39 ontral point movement 
/ 
/ 
.'/ 
ho n in Figur 3.39 the new B- pline curve after mo ing P4 to P4' dotted 
(mag nta) cur . Acc rding to the d finition of B- pi in the ne urv 1 omputed 
a : 
Th pr 
i-1 n 
C'(u) = L Nj,p(u)Pj + Ni,p(u)P; + L Nj ,p(u)Pj 
j =O j = i+1 
i-1 n 
= L Nj,p(u)Pj + Ni,p (u) (Pi + LlPa + L Nj ,p(u)Pj 
) = 0 j =I+1 
11 
= L Nj ,p(u)Pj + N i,p(u)Ll PI 
}=O 
= C(u) + Ni,p(u)Ll P I 
(3.42) 
al ulati n demon trate that th n cur C(lI) con i t of th 
n inal ur and a tran lat i n tor Ni,p(u)LlPi . A pr iou I ana l "p(lI) i 
n n-z r that th original ur onl hang d in thi 
param t r rang. hi pr pert f B- plin m th d pr id mor fl ibilit of 
7 
cur hape control than Bezier method. 0 the B- pline is su itable for 3D face 
mod Iling b enabling the local facial features manipulation. Th 3D face mod I 
ith 10 al feature manipulation prop rty also can be used to e press anous 
e pr ssion and generate a great number of model with different appearance. 
3.2.2 NURBS Cu rYe 
Like the B- pline curve, the URB curve is defined by rational B- pline 
polynomia l ba i function: 
"' ~ w .N . (u)p . n C(u) = L. l=O l l,p l = ~ R . (u)p . L~~ w ·N · (u) L l,p l l-O l l,p i= O 
WoN · (u) 
R . ( ) - l l,p l,p U - ", n 
L. i=O WiNi,p(U) 
(3.43) 
Wh r : Ri,p(u) (i = 0,1, .. ·, n) i the rational basis function ith d gree p' Ni,p (u) i a 
B- plin ba i fun tion ith degr e p ; Pi (i=O, I , .. . ,n) is th control point· \v, i th 
rr p nding v eight for each Pi and wo,w,?>O all other wc O. 
RB ha th arne pr perti of the B- pline cur , including 10 al upport, non-
n gat i ba lationship among degr , order and number of knot, 
p n and lamp d, and a con x hull. The weights af~ ct the local hap of RB 
a d t rmin db p cific control point . 
. , 
. , 
. 
\ 
_ ..... Control Polygon 
--_ w,-2 
-'- W,-10000 
• ••• w,ro() 
igur .40 RB ur e with one di fer nl weight 
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As demonstrated in Figure 3.40, all four NURBS curves (red, magenta, blue and 
cyan) have the same control points and weights except the one assigned to P6. The 
blue line is the original curve, and all weights are one. The W6 of the dotted (red) 
curve is zero; the W6 of the dashed (cyan) curve is two; and the W6 of the dash-dot 
(magenta) curve is 10,000. It is clear that greater weight will pull the curve near the 
control point and vice versa. Zero weight has no impact on the curve. Infinite 
(approximated by 10,000) weight causes the curve to pass through the control points. 
Because the weights are assigned to control points, Wi can only affect the NURBS 
curve in the range of[ui, Ui+p)' 
Piegl (1989) indicated that the weights have explicit geometric meaning. In Figure 
3.40, the points on the curves of different weights W6 are marked as A(W6=O), 
B(W6=l), C(w6=2) and P6(w6=1O,000). 
C(U) = L~O WiNi,p(U)Pi 
Li=O WiNi,p(U) 
_ W6 N6,p(U)P6 + L~"i=O WtNt,p(u)Pi 
- Lf=o WiNi,p(U) 
(3.44) 
According to Equation 3.44, although the control points, degree, knot vector, weights 
(except W6), and parameter value assigned to P6 remain unchanged, the NURBS 
curve becomes a univariant function of W6. The curve is a rational linear function 
because the degree of W6 is one in both numerator and denominator, so A, B, C, and 
P6 are collinear. 
By introducing the rational basis function as a new variable t = Ri,p(u) = nWtNt,p(U) , 
~t=o WiNt,pea) 
there must be a particular point on the NURBS curve associated with a specific value 
t, which can be proved by the continuity of the NURBS curve. It can be found that, 
when W6=0, t=0, the particular point on the curve is A; when W6-+00, t=l, the 
particular point moves to P6, Therefore, the particular points on the NURBS curve 
can be rewritten as C(u) = (1- t)A + tP6· Especially, if w6=1, t=a, the particular 
point is B=( l-a)A+aP6 and w6=2, t=b, the point is C. The cross ratio (Stillwell, 2010) 
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. C B A' P6B P6C l-a l-b h' h' h 'gh f h 1 ofpomts P6, , , IS BA: CA = 7:-b- = W6, W IC IS t e weI tot e contro 
point P6• 
According to the analysis above and Figure 3.40, it can be seen that the weights of 
NURBS method provides more flexibility for curve shape control without the 
requirement of moving the control points by comparing with B-Spline method. This 
property is very useful for 3D modelling. In the new generic 3D face model proposed 
in Chapter 5, the boundaries of all facial features are constructed by NURBS curves. 
They can be used for changing the appearance of the face model. 
3.2.3 B-Splioe Surface 
The B-Spline technique can also be applied in 3D space to generate B-Spline 
surfaces. If the two dimensions are denoted by U and v, the control points along u and 
v are represented as a 2D array (also called "control net" (Ganesh., 2008» Pi,j (0 :s; 
i :s; m,O Sj:5 n); the knot vector along them are denoted as U={uo,uJ, ... ,ua}and 
V={vo,v/, ... ,Vb}, and the degree along u and v are p and q, respectively. Thus, the 
following relationships between these variables hold: 
a=m+p+l 
b=n +q+l 
The B-Spline surface is defined as (Carswell and Lavery, 2006): 
m n 
S(u, v) = L L Mi,p (u) Nj,q (v)Pi,j 
i=O j=O 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
Where: Mi,p(u) and l\j,q(v) are the B-Spline basis functions in the directions of u and 
v. Figure 3.41 shows a Bicubic clamped B-Spline surface with 2D and 3D view. 
Like B-Spline curves, B-Spline surfaces are classified into open surface, clamped 
surface, and closed surface according to different types of knot vectors. A clamped 
B-Spline surface's edges are the B-Spline curves defined by the first and last rows 
and columns of its control net. 
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Blcublc e.spllne Surface (20 View) Blcublc B.spllne Surface (30 View) 
Figure 3.4 1 Bicubic clamped B- pline surface with 2D and 3D view 
3.2.4 NURBS Surface 
The URB urface i ba ed on the B-Spline sur+ace by introducing weight a a 
parameter for fl xible control. If P iJ is the contr I net WiJ is the corresponding 
ight arra ; Mi.P(U) and /V.i.q(v) and p and q are the degr e along the dir ction of u 
and ,r p cti el . The URB surface is defined a (Shi, 1994): 
S (u) = L~~ Lj=~ wi.jMi.j (u)N i.j (v)Pi.j 
L i=O Lj=o wi.jMi,j(u) Ni.j(v) 
m n 
= L L Ri,p.j.q(U, v)Pi,j 
i= O j =O 
(3.47) 
Wh r : R ;PJ.q(U, v) i th bi ariant rational ba i function ; wo.o,WO.mwm.O.wm.n>O, all other 
IV'J ~O, and 
R· (u v) = wi.jMi,p(u)Nj,q(v) 
L.P,} ,q' ~m ~n M ()N () L.. s=o L.. t=O Wi,j s,p U t,q V 
igure RB urfa e "ith one d i fTi r nt v eight 
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3.3 Summary 
Figure 3.42 shows two NURBS surfaces with one different weight. It can be seen 
that the impact of weights on the NURBS surface is comparably similar to the impact 
on the NURBS curve. The greater the weight is, the closer the surface approaches the 
control point associated to the weight. Meanwhile, this affection only takes place 
within certain ranges around that control point due to the local support property of 
the B-Spline technique. 
3.3 Summary 
In this chapter, the theories of face detection and NURBS are discussed and 
evaluated. For face detection theories, the transformation between YCbCr and RGB 
colour spaces are discussed. The Y component can be used to adjust the luminance of 
the image. Next, the image processing technologies for face detection have been 
evaluated based on quantitative analysis. It has been found that: 
1. While the level of noise in the original image rises from 0 to 10%, the PSNR 
drops for both mean filter and median filter. But the PSNR of median filter 
result is always higher than the one of mean filter result. The MSE of mean 
filter increases dramatically from 3.3 to 41.90 when the noise level rises. 
However, the MSE of median filter remains almost steady. So the median 
filter is more suitable for face detection because it can deal with image noises 
better than mean filter. 
2. It is difficult to define an evaluation standard for edge detection methods. 
However, their performances can be compared according to the detected 
edges in the results images. loG and Canny operators are the second-order 
derivatives so that they are sensitive to the noise. Therefore, the Sobel 
operator is chosen for the proposed face detection method. 
3. Based on the experimental results, the histogram method is at least 4 times 
faster than Otsu method for image binarisation. It will be used in the face 
detection method in Chapter 4. 
4. The morphological operations are useful for eliminating the noise regions and 
separating connected areas. All of the four morphological operations will be 
used for face detection in Chapter 4. 
5. The skin colour properties have been studied in both YCbCr and RGB colour 
spaces based on the analysis of 1,009,523 skin pixels. Based on the 
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experimental evaluations, a new skin colour based face detection method will 
be proposed and developed in Chapter 4. 
6. IPF is about 4-30 times faster than colour maps. So in the proposed face 
detection method, IPF is used for locating face regions. 
For NURBS techniques, it has been found that: 
I. In Bezier curves, each control point contributes to the final shape of the curve. 
So the curve shape will change if anyone of the control points is moved. This 
is not convenient for building up a generic 3D face model. 
2. B-Spline has the property of local support. This property of B-Spline method 
provides more flexibility of curve shape control than Bezier method. So the 
B-Spline is suitable for 3D face modelling by enabling the local facial 
features manipulation. 
3. By introducing weights into B-Spline models, NURBS is a much more 
powerful model in controlling curves and surfaces without moving the 
control points by comparing with B-Spline method. This property is very 
useful for 3D modelling. 
4. By comparing the properties of Bezier, B-Spline and NURBS techniques, it is 
easy to find that NURBS is the most suitable tool for 3D modelling of a face. 
Besides changing the shape of curves and surfaces by moving the control 
points, we can also benefit from the freeform control through adjusting the 
weights associated with control points. So NURBS curve and surface models 
and their special cases -- B-Spline curve and surface models will be used in 
proposing and developing the new method for building a generic 3D face 
model. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A New Method for Face Detection 
In this chapter, a new colour image face detection method has been proposed and 
designed based on human skin colour and eye position detection. The new method 
has been firstly proposed and developed for face detection in Section 4.1, then skin 
colour segmentation in RGB colour space on the luminance normalised image has 
been described and implemented in Section 4.2 and several geometric restrictions 
have been applied to reduce the noises in Section 4.3. Following that, the new 
algorithm of eye position detection has been developed to further identify which ones 
are real faces among all face candidates in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5, the 
new proposed method in this chapter has been implemented using Matlab. The 
experimental results and statistics analysis shows that compared with existing 
algorithms, the new proposed method is more effective and applicable because it 
only relies on the natural properties of the human face rather than using training 
datasets. 
4.1 A New Face Detection Method 
Some existing face detection methods segment the skin region in greyscale images 
while the others only consider one channel of the colour space (Hjelmas and Low, 
2001). Most methods require training dataset (Yang et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2010; 
Nguyen et al., 2011). So they are not effective in face detection image processing 
and difficulty to apply without sufficient training images. In this chapter, a new face 
colour based face detection method is proposed and developed. This method does not 
require any training data. It can detect human faces in the colour images with 
complex background. 
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Th diagram of the new proposed method is shown in Figure 4.1. The main 
ad antage of this method over the existing ones is that the method work without any 
training datasets. Firstly, a luminance normalisation step is introduced to adjust the 
luminance of the input image. Then, all skin colour regions are detected from the 
luminance-adjusted image based on the skin colour model developed by Phuong-
Trinh et al. (2007). These regions are considered as face candidates. Finally each 
face candidate i verified using the eye position detection method proposed in 
ection 4.4. The candidate is considered a face if eye pairs are detected. Otherwise, it 
i dropped. 
• 
Start 
Figure 4.1 The proposed colour based face detection algorithm 
In Figur 4.1 the pr cedure of the propo d method is (ach tep is 
nl d in a different colour): 
t pi: Image input and to determine if th input image i a colour d on or 
n t. Matlab pr gramme i u ed to input images a a matri . Th input 
imao matri i anal d. If the dimen ion of th matri tv 0, it i a 
gr al imag; if the dimen ion i three it i a colour image. 
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• Step 2: Luminance analysis. If it is too bright or too dark, the algorithm is 
applied to adjust the illumination of the image if necessary. The input image 
is in RGB colour space. This RGB space will be mapped into YCbCr space. 
The ratio of Y component to the average of Cb and Cr components will be 
analysed. If the ratio is within pre-determined range, the luminance of the 
image is considered to be normal; otherwise, the image luminance should be 
normalised by adjusting Y component. The result of this step is a normal 
colour image that is suitable for further processing. 
• Step 3: Skin colour segmentation. Each pixel is checked based on the skin 
colour model to get binarised result. The image will be first smoothed to 
reduce the noise and then apply the skin colour model to identify all skin 
regions in the image. The result is a binary image with pure white areas as the 
detected skin regions. 
• Step 4: Noise reduce. Edge detection method, IPF and morphology operations 
are applied to remove non-face regions and separate connected regions. The 
edges of identified skin regions will be detected and then apply morphology 
operations and IPF to remove non-face regions and separate connected 
regions. The results of this step are all qualified face candidates. 
• StepS: Eye position detection. The proposed algorithm of eye pOSItIon 
detection is applied to verify if a face candidate is true face. A new proposed 
eye position detection algorithm is applied to all the qualified candidates 
found in Step 4 to verify if a face candidate is a true face. 
4.2 Skin Colour Segmentation 
Colour is one of the distinctive properties of human skin. The advantage of detecting 
skin according to its colour is obvious because skin colour remains invariant when 
rotation and occlusion occur. Most existing face detection methods consider the 
luminance component of the image as a greyscale image. They try to segment skin 
region from the background by applying some values ranges of skin colour pixels in 
the greyscale image. However, these methods are sensitive to lighting conditions, 
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which means the environment luminance has a significant effect on the pixel values 
of colour images. Moreover, the statistics of skin colours varies among different 
human races. So it is not reliable to segment skin region based on one component. 
More colour components should be taken into account for skin colour segmentation. 
There are various skin colour models for face detection (Vezhnevets et al., 2003). 
For colour based methods, the RGB and YCbCr are proved to be good spaces to build 
up the skin colour models (Zhang et aI., 2009; Wu et aI., 2011). In the method 
proposed in this thesis, the author proposes a new skin colour model that combined 
the RGB and YCbCr colour spaces. This skin colour model is more applicable than 
those models defined in one colour space. 
The skin colour model used in this thesis is defined in the RGB and YCbCr spaces. 
The partial model defined in RGB space is based on the one developed by Phuong-
Trinh et al. (2007). By comparing two other skin models (Lin and Fan, 2000; Kovac 
et al., 2003), this method defines the boundaries of skin colours explicitly within the 
RGB space. This is efficient for avoiding the retaining of non-skin colours (e.g., 
yellow, white, orange, pink, red, wood-brown, and sand-yellow). 
The skin colour model defined in RGB space is represented in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Skin colour model in RGB colour space 
R (R-G) (G-B) B G 
[70.85] [30,55] [-5,35] [20,255] [30,255] 
[86,100] [30,60] [-5,40] [30,255] [40,255] 
[101,150] (R-G) (G-B) (R-B) (R+B-2G) G 
[0,30] [-10,45] [15,75] [-15,285] 
-
[31,75] [ -5,90] [-255,120] [-20,285] [50,255] 
[151.200] (R-G) (G-B) (R-B) (R+B-2G) B 
[ 15,20] [-5,40] [20,255] [-20,285] -
[31,85] [-15,70] [20,255] [0,285] [40,255] 
[201,255] (R-G) (G-B) (R+B-2G) 
[5,25] [40,70] [-30,285] 
[26,100] [0,70] [ -15,285] 
Source: Robust Face Detection under Challenges of Rotahon, Pose and OcclUSion (Pham-Ngoc, 2007) 
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A luminance normalisation step is added before skin colour segmentation to make 
the method robust as the luminance will seriously affect the skin segmentation results. 
This step is used to correct luminance that is too big or too small. The correction rule 
is expressed by Equation 4.1: 
{
Y(X'Y) 
Y(x.y) = Y(x.y) 
R(Jrr) 
if R (c:cr) E [0.9.1] 
otherwise 
(4.1) 
Where: R (-Y-) = (c: C) is the luminance ratio. Y, Cb and Cr are the three CbCr 0.5 + r 
components in the YCbCr colour space. The correction range [0.9,1] is based on my 
experiments. The author has written Matlab scripts to process 50 images to decide 
the appropriate threshold range. According to my test, the image is considered to be 
too dark if the luminance is smaller than 0.9; it is considered to be too bright if the 
luminance is greater than I. 
YCbCr colour space is combined to build up the skin colour model. In the YCbCr 
space, the Y component is a luminance of the original image. It is essentially a 
greyscale copy of the original image; the Cb and Cr components are the chrominance 
of the image. The RGB colour space can be easily transformed to the YCbCr colour 
space (Berbar et ai., 2006) according to Equation 3.2 
After luminance normalisation step, the skin colour model is applied in the 
luminance normalised image to segment skin regions. The decision rules of applying 
the skin model are defined by Equation 4.2: 
8(P(x.y)) = {~. if S(P(x.y)) is satisfied 
otherwise (4.2) 
Where: (x. y) is the coordinates of pixels in the image, P(x. y) is a pixel value of 
colour image, and condition S(P(x. y» is listed in Table 4.1. 
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As shown in Table 4.1, the skin model adjusts reasonable differences between R, G, 
and B components. In addition, after examining the values of skin areas manually 
marked from more than 1,000,000 pixels, it was found that they should obey such a 
rule: 
R>G>B (4.3) 
This means that the R component is always the strongest one. It may because of the 
special expression of blood under human skin. The skin region can be extracted from 
input images by applying Equation 4.2 and 4.3. 
After skin segmentation and subsequently labelling the connected skin regions, the 
noise reducing step is carried out to erase the areas that are smaller than the specified 
threshold. To deal with images of different sizes, we use a self-adapting threshold 
according to the input image size. This step serves to improve the processing speed 
by reducing unreasonable face regions. 
8(S) = {~: S~t otherwise (4.4) 
Where: S is the area of detected regions in a binary image and t is the self-adapting 
threshold computed with the size of the image. 
4.3 Geometric Restrictions 
The previously introduced skin colour model is effective for detecting the skin region 
in the image. However, it is not easy to distinguish faces and other body parts, such 
as arms and hands. Therefore, some geometric restrictions will be applied to these 
regions to drop non-face candidates as soon as all skin regions are detected from the 
images. 
Although Seguier (2004) tried to locate elliptic skin regions using Hough 
transformation and considering them as faces, his method was less efficient than 
dealing with the condition of skin regions connected with each other. The steps 
described earlier may also have such face candidates, especially as human faces in 
images are connected together or with other human parts (e.g., hands, arms) in some 
cases. Thus, the method used to separate connected skin regions in this thesis is the 
IPF discussed in Section 3.1.4.1. IPF is used to calculate horizontal and vertical skin 
pixel intensities. Specifically, based on these projection functions, those small values 
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comparing the width (for horizontal projection) and height (for vertical projection) of 
the current skin region reflect concave regions, which are the intersections of 
different parts. These rows or columns are set to zero to separate those parts using 
Equation 4.5. 
(i) = {p(i), p(i) ~ t 
P 0, otherwlse (4.5) 
Where: p(i} is projection value of the i-th bin of horizontal or vertical projection 
functions and t is selected coefficient (a self-adapting parameter related to the size of 
the skin area). 
As soon as the connected regIons are separated, each region is labelled and 
considered as an independent face candidate. A series of morphological operators 
discussed in Section 0 are applied to the binary image to fill the holes in the detected 
areas. 
The author has investigated the properties of human faces. It has been found that the 
height-width ratios are never bigger than 2.5. Thus, all the non-face skin regions 
should be rejected based on several geometric conditions, as expressed in Equation 
4.6. 
8(S) = {l, 
0, 
max(H,W) 
minCH, W) < 2.5 
otherwise 
(4.6) 
Where: S is the number of skin pixels belonging to the skin region rectangle, and H 
and Ware the height and width of the skin region rectangle, respectively. 
Several experiments have been implemented in Matlab to test the effectiveness of the 
method proposed. It has been found that all face areas can be identified. However, 
some body parts with a similar geometrical shape of the face cannot be removed. 
From the test results, the author has found that the human hand is a particularly 
difficult candidate to eliminate if only applying the method. The next section will 
propose and develop a new method for eliminating the false face candidates using a 
new proposed eye position detection algorithm. 
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4.4 Eye Position Detection Algorithm 
4.4.1 The Algorithm 
Till now the most potential face candidates have been identified from the original 
imag . To further improve the results, all face candidates will be examined by 
looking fo r eye pair within the areas. [f there are eyes fo und in the area, it will be 
considered a face region. Otherwise, it will be erased from the previous resu lt. In 
thi ect ion a new eye position detection method is proposed. The flowchart of the 
e po ition detection algorithm used is illustrated in Figure 4.2 . 
Apply threshold to 
difference image 
to get binary Image 
Figure 4.2 Eye position detection a lgorithm 
Th pr c dur f th pro po ed algorithm is: 
• 
• 
• 
tep I : he di ffe r nee image binari sation. App ly binari sation method again to 
th diff! renee image of face candidates to determine those regions ith the 
d i f~ r n e va lli bigger than the se lected threshold. These regions are 
p ibl e region. 
t p 2: Region labelling. Lab I all binarised regions to mark the upper half 
that po ibl ontain ye and check the number of the region. If ther ar 
n r gi n I ft, alg ri thm r turn; otherwise go to tep 3. 
t P : H riz nta l pr ,iect ·l on. IPF· I h . J arry out In t 1e onzontal dir ti on and 
mark th P ibl po ition. nl the region near thi po ition ~ ill 
In in th al ul ati n in tep 4. 
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• Step 4: Correlation computation. To calculate the correlation coefficients 
between the all numbered regions to find out all pairs of eyes. 
4.4.2 Eye Position Detection Rules 
Ba ed on the anatomical analysis of human face features (Larrabee et ai. , 2004), it 
ha b en found that a pair of eyes on a human face is ery unique and with 
di tingui hed geometrical characteristics. So if a face candidate image contains a pair 
of e e it i ry highly reliable to treat this candidate as a face. Several rules are 
u ed to match all eye pairs for face candidate verification. 
Rule 1: The vertical location of eyes is near the peak point of the ertical 
projection urn of the difference image. 
The mo t popular method for eye position detection is projection analysis. Because 
pi el ar tho e pixels with lower values in greyscale image, the author 
omput th ir corresponding valley image by subtracting the greyscal image from 
th imag obtained u ing a morphabl close op ration using Equation 4.7. 
V(x,y) = F(x,y) -l(x,y) (4.7) 
Wh re: F(x, ) i th image proces ed by a disk close operator ith radius 5 and I (x,y) 
i th gr a I imag. 
Figure 4.3 Horizontal project ion of valley image 
h ar a i al a th high t peak or with a gr at r alu in th horizontal 
n fun ti n. Thu th p tential po ition of th e es can b locali d b 
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computing the horizontal projection of the valley image (the "green stars" in Figure 
4.3). 
Rule 2: The eyes appear in the upper half in a face and the ratios between the 
area of eye blocks and the face candidate are within the range of [0.01,0.1]. 
In any faces that are not rotated significantly, it is obvious that the first half of the 
rule should be obeyed. To determine the threshold of the ratios, the author has 
writt n and run Matlab programme on 50 test images. By applying the chosen 
thr hold to the difference image, all potential eye areas remain as the white blocks 
in the binar image (Figure 4.4(d)). To make this method more robust, the binary 
image i proc ssed using a morphological close operation with disk-shaped structure 
I ment \i ith radiu 3 (Figure 4.4(e)). Blocks that with small areas or in the lower 
half of the binary image are then eliminated. Finally the remaining blocks are 
con id r d to b y pairs (Figure 4.4(f)). 
Figure 4.4 Eye localisation 
(a) fac candidate; (b) greyscale image· (c) difference image· 
d) binari ed ( ); (e) morphology result of (d)· (f) noise reduced result of (e) 
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Rule 3: The eye blocks are an approximately round shape. 
The height- idth ratios of all remaining blocks will be computed. Those blocks 
ho e height-width ratios are greater than a given threshold \I ill be eliminated using 
Equation 4.8. Furth rmore the possible eye pairs should have similar area. 
cP(S) = {l, 
0, 
e(S) ~ t 
otherwise (4.8) 
Wher: i the ey candidate, e(S) is the eccentricity of region and t is a chosen 
thr hold of . The author has written Matlab script to test 50 image to determine 
the thr hold t. 
fter app l ing Rule 1- 3, the algorithm will retu fal e if there i no block left. 
Thu th curr nt face candidate will be considere as a "false face'. Otherv i e the 
algorithm ntinu b ch cking all possible eye pair to compare their similarity. 
Rul 4: The di tance between two eye is about 114-112 ofthe width of face. 
hi rul i u d for liminating impo ible ey pair , hich mean onl block ith 
a rtain di tan \I ill be checked. Thi rule could r duce th proce ing tim 
ignift anti . 
Figur 4.5 Fa ial ratio 
ur : http:// aizhuang.abang.com/odlmingcijieshi/a/santingwuyany l .htm 
\\ n in Fi gur 4. ,th \I idth of th human fa i p rfl tl ft time 
, idth. th di tan b tw n 2/5 of th face v idth. Hov 
inari ali nand n i r du 
may au a d formati n of r gion . Thu . 
1/4- 1/2. 
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Rule 5: The two eyes are similar in shape and pixel values. 
e tach pair of the remaining blocks is treated as possible e e pairs. According to 
th ir c ntroids two circle areas with a radius of 20 in the greyscale image of the 
curr nt face candidate are extracted. The radius 20 is chosen based on the 
ob rvation on the re ults obtained by running Matlab scripts on 50 images. Their 
imilarit i then calculated u ing Equation 4.9. If the similarity is greater than 0.5, 
th ir indice are aved in an array. After the loop, the pair with the highest similarity 
icon id r d a "real eyes" if the indices' array is non-empty. The current face 
candidate i th n marked as a "real face". Otherwise, it is a ' false face". Actually all 
imilaritie can b aved for comparison. The threshold of 0.5 here is introduced for 
p ding up th algorithm. 
(4.9) 
: A and B ar th tv 0 ar a for comparison and A and Ii are the mean of th Ir 
pI alu. 
"Igur 
\th 1I 
In rI d imag th 
rul d fin 
Figure 4.6 pplying rules to locate eyes 
that the pr po ed eye po ition d tection algorithm i effe ti e. 
v rat pair f pos ibl eye block remain in th noi ed r duc d 
e pair ha b en ucc full d tected ba ed on th g om trical 
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4.4.3 Determination of Face Region 
Th face r gion is a process to determine where the identified faces are in the image 
and th n to draw a solid line box to show the face boundaries. As described in 
ection 4.4.1 in the algorithm for eye position detection the distances between the 
id ntified pair of eye are calculated, this distances can be used to crop the face 
region from the original image. If a face is vertical, it is quite natural to draw 
urround bo . Ho ever, there is no guarantee that the faces are ertical. orne of 
th m rna b in the tilted poses. The edges of these facial regions are titled as well. 
o it i n ces ar to decide the tilted angle of a face region. 
0r-------____________________ ~ 
x 
P2 (x2, y2) 
Pl(d,yl) 
y 
Figure 4.7 Face region in original image 
y 
Figure 4.8 oordinates translation 
d m n lrat d In Figur 4.7, if t o eye are locat d at point PI(X I I) and 
P2 X2· '2 , th fe r gi n determined by point A,B C and D, hi h an b 
d iti n of (PI and P2) and four di tan d t. (h, d3, and 
d4• (fth rdinat tabli h d at PI, th x' a, i -I in th dir ction of P1Pz, 
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while the y' axis is to rotate the x axis about origin PI anti-clockwise for 90°. In the 
new coordinate system x' o'y', the face region can be represented by rectangle ABCD, 
where A(-d1,d3 ),B(P1P; + dz,d3),C(-dv -d4 ) and D(~ + dz, -d4 ). 
To locate the face region in the original image, the coordinates need to be translated 
from x' o'y' to xoy. As shown in Figure 4.8, if the angle between the axis of x' and x is 
(), the coordinates of point P is (XJI) in xoy and (x'JI') in (x'oy'). According to the 
geometric relationship, the translation between the two coordinate systems is shown 
in Equation 4.10: 
x = OQ = OU - QU = OScosO - PSsinO = x' cosO - y'sinO 
Y = UR = US + SR = OSsinO + PScosO = x'sinO + y'cosO (4.10) 
The reverse translation from x'oy' to xoy is obtained by simply replacing () with -f) 
Equation 4.11. 
x' = xcosO + ysinO 
y' = - xsinO + ycosO (4.11) 
Because the rotation angle in Figure 4.7 is 0 = arctan (Y2-Yl), the coordinates of the 
X2- X l 
corners of the face region in the original image (A, B, C and D) are computed using 
Equation 4.12: 
XA = -d1 cos (arctan (Yz - Yl)) - d3 sin (arctan (Yz - Yl)) Xz -Xl Xz - Xl 
YA = -dl sin (arctan (Yz - Yl)) + d3 cos (arctan (_YZ_-_Y~l)) Xz -Xl Xz - Xl 
XB = (dlz + dz) cos (arctan (YZ - Yl)) - d3 sin (arctan (YZ - Yl)) X2 -Xl X2 -Xl 
YB = (d 12 + d2)sin (arctan (YZ - Yl)) + d 3 cos (arctan (YZ - Yl)) Xz -Xl Xz -Xl 
Xc = -dl cos (arctan (YZ - Yl)) + d4 sin (arctan (Y2 - Yl)) X2 -Xl X2 -Xl 
(4.12) 
Yc = -dl sin (arctan (YZ = Yl)) - d4 cos (arctan (YZ - Yl)) Xz Xl Xz - Xl 
Xo = (dlZ + d2) cos (arctan (Y2 - Yl)) + d4 sin (arctan (Yz - Yl)) X2 -Xl Xz -Xl 
YD = (d 12 + d2) sin (arctan (Y2 - Yl)) - d4 cos (arctan (Y2 - Yl)) X2 -Xl Xz - Xl 
Where: dlZ = IMI is the distance between PI and P2• 
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4.5 Experimental Results and Evaluation 
4.5.1 Experimental Results 
Th propo d colour based face detection method is implemented by Matlab R2009b. 
Th implem ntation is 1, 174 lines of Matlab code which is a ail able upon request. It 
ha be n t ted on 40 di fferent images taken in various conditions. All images are 
v ith compl x backgrounds and different lighting conditions. Figure 4.9 shows a 
omplete fac detection example and the intermediate steps during the algorithm 
running. 
Th ting image include 65 faces. As shown in Table 4.2 the method detects 56 
fac ucce fully while 9 faces are missed and false faces are detected. Figure 
4. 10 hov the xecution time and the average det tion time. It has been found that 
th a rag p ed of identifying one face is about 0.1 second for an image with 
multiple fac and about 0.4 second for the image with a single face . The experiment 
r ult that the propo ed method is effective to detect multiple faces in the 
d irnag comparing with th exi ting methods. It is belie ed that this speed i 
fa t nough f, r rno t face detection image proces ing app lications such as on-site 
rn nitoring and gam play app lication. 
umber 
Ratio 
Table 4.2 Stati tics of face detection algorithm 
40 65 
Detected 
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56 
86.15% 
9 
13.85% 
4 
6. 15% 
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Figure 4.9 A complete face detection example 
(a) riginal olour image; (b) kin colour segmentation; (c) oise reduced result; 
Cd) ppl geomet ric restrictions; (e) Face candidates; (f) Detected face. 
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Figure 4.10 ecution time offace detection algorithm 
4.5.2 Evaluation 
Th m t imp rtant ad antag f the new proposed method is that it does not need 
an training amp I . In ntra t the training samples required for existing methods 
ar fr m a ~ v th t t n of thousands. For example, the method proposed 
b 
Whil 
ang 101. 200 
a hug Ii 
th 
II nd 
r quire 47316 n gative and 4,150 positive training samples. 
r quire 56,007 negative and 2,990 positive samples 
5,000 negative and 1,400 positive samples. To build such 
btain permission from the participants because of 
n a permission is obtained time is still required to 
human fa picture a positive samples. It is a complicated and 
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time consuming process to obtain all the necessary permissions and to take all of the 
pictures. There are no reports of how long it took to collect all the legal pictures in 
the studies described above; however a conservative estimate is that it would take a 
few months to collect a few thousand pictures in a legal way. The proposed method 
in this thesis does not need training samples. 
For the detection rate, Huang et al. (2003) tested their method and achieved detection 
rates from 84.6% to 86%. As mentioned above, the detection rate of this new 
proposed method is 86.15%, so. it can be said that the method here performs better 
than Huang's best result of 86%. The detection rate of Sung's (1998) method is in 
the range of 79.90/0-96.3%, with an average detection rate of 88.1%. But Sung's 
method requires more than 50,000 training samples. The new proposed method in 
this thesis can achieve a similar detection rate (86.15%) without any training samples. 
With respect to the detection speed, although Phimoltares et al. (2007) achieved the 
high detection rate of 97%, their method requires 20 seconds to detect faces in an 
image of size 1280x 1024 pixels. The new proposed method can process an image 
with the same size in less than 1 second, and is therefore about 20 times faster than 
Phimoltares's method. Another SVM based method proposed by Yang et al. (2008) 
requires 3 seconds for detection, which is also slower than this new proposed method. 
The average detection time using in the method proposed by Chen and Lien (2009) is 
0.81 seconds for the face detection of the test pictures. However, their results were 
achieved by training the system using 5,920 samples. The new method proposed in 
this thesis takes 0.4-1.2 seconds for the face detection using the same pictures 
without training samples. 
As discussed above, the detection rate of the new proposed method is comparable to 
other previous methods. By comparing to Sung's (1998) average detection rate of 
88.1 % achieved based on more than 50,000 training samples, the new proposed 
method can achieve a detection rate of 86.15% without any training samples. It also 
performs better than Huang's (2003) best result of 86%. The detection speed 
(0.4-1.2 seconds, 0.8 on average) is faster than Phimolotares's (2007) method (20 
seconds) and Yang's (2008) method (3 seconds). The speed of new proposed method 
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is similar to Chen's (2009) training sample based method (0.81 seconds). But the 
new method achieved these 0.4-1.2 seconds (0.8 seconds on average) without any 
training samples. 
4.6 Summary 
A new skin colour based face detection method has been proposed and implemented 
in this chapter. The method includes two steps: skin region segmentation based on a 
new skin colour model combining the RGB and YCbCr colour spaces, and an eye 
position detection algorithm based on a group of geometrical rules. The new 
proposed method is comparable to other previous face detection methods. The most 
important advantage of this method is that it does not need any training dataset. The 
method has been tested over 40 images with 65 human faces. By comparing to other 
previous methods, the new method has advantages in both detection rate and 
detection speed. It achieved a detection rate of 86.15% and detection speed of 
0.4-1.2 seconds. This new method can be applied to emotional bio-robot for 
detecting human faces. 
III 
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CHAPTER 5 
A New Method for Generic 3D Human 
Face Modelling 
This chapter presents the proposition and development of a new method for build a 
generic 3D human face model· and how this model can be used to build any 
personalised 3D face model of any persons or any imagery human faces. Section 5.1 
firstly describes the new proposed and implemented method for building a generic 
3D human face model. Section 5.2 discusses the face characteristics and divides the 
whole face into 21 geometrical surfaces for the purpose of graphically expressing the 
whole face with feature based parameterised geometrical models while Section 5.3 
defines data structures and their classes for all these features. Based on the work in 
the previous sections, Section 5.4 proposes and develops a new method for reverse 
computation of facial features and builds a generic 3D face model. Finally, Section 
5.5 discusses the applications of the proposed and developed method and compared it 
with the other methods. 
5.1 Proposed Method for Generic 3D Face Modelling 
As discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, it is necessary to propose and develop a 
method that can be used to build a generic 3D human face model for emotional bio-
robots. This model can be used generate a 3D model of any human faces or any 
imaginary human faces. The functional requirements of a generic 3D model should 
be: 
• It should be defined by a group of geometrical parameters. The users can 
build the any 3D face model they like by modifying these parameters. 
• The facial features can be manipulated independently to enable users generate 
various face models with different appearances. 
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o h re, th k ue of the new method are: 
1) T di ide the who le face into a number of pre-defined geometrical features 
that can b modified to simulate the geometrical characteristics of individual 
app arance . 
2 T captur the requir d geometrical information that can be used to define 
RB ur e mod 1. The curves model is the boundaries of all pre-defined 
a ometrical fi atures of a human face. t> 
3 T d fine the nece ary data structure and classes to hold all information of 
th RB cur e and surfaces. 
The pr dure f th ne proposed method is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Arbitrary ~ User ~ Personalized Face Model Interaction Face Model 
[ Point J 1.--- ---, 
Cloud I ~ NURBS Curve ~ 
-!- I Face Model I Face 
Feature Points ~ NURBS Re~erset-Ii' I I f-t Detection 
Computation I NURBS SUrface~ 
In thi m th d th 
fa e m d I and 
boundari 
R 
i Face Model I 
Facial Feature I 
Definition t- -------. Generic 3D 
Face Model 
igure 5.1 Proposed generic 3D face modelling method 
r part i the generic 3D face model including NURBS curve 
RB urface face model. The features of curve model are the 
feature of urface model. These curve models are determined by 
mputati n by processing a 3D point cloud of a face to find all the 
n m tri al infl rmation of both control and knot points. Through user 
ti n th face model can used to build either an arbitrary face 
m k like any pecific person or the personalised face model 
ring t ar n' h t b face detection. 
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5.2 Face Characteristics and its Geometrical Features 
To build up a g n ri D face model, a human face should be divided into a number 
of g m tri al urfa for the purpose of graphically expressing the whole face with 
~ atur ba d param teri d geometrical models Ba ed on the features analysis (such 
a no and chin etc.) on a human face (Rose, 1998; Larrabee et aI., 
200 ) and th n nience and effectiveness of manipulating the generic 3D model , 
th auth r d fin d 4 ur fI ature on a human face. These curve features can be 
combin d t g th r t ~ rrn 21 urface features. 
Th and urfa e fi atur ar hown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, respectively. 
Th fi atur h uld b lab lied for referencing them by the face model object. 
Figur 5.2 Features of curve model 
h la I d tur ar di tingui h d by their unique indices. Their correspondence 
ind x and d ripti n i hown in Table 5.1. Please note that the right 
and I pp ite t th real dir ction for both enumeration definitions, just 
If in th mirr r. 
10 
eft br " 
Right br w 
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ID Feature Description 
3 Left Eye 
4 Right Eye 
5 Nose Top Edge 
6 Nose Centre Line 
7 Nose Left Edge 
8 Nose Right Edge 
9 Nose Bottom Edge (not the real bottom) 
10 Philtrum Boundary 
11 Philtrum Centre Line 
12 Upper Lip 
13 Lower Lip 
14 Chin Profile 
15 Jaw Centre Line 
16 Forehead Centre Line 
17 Right Nose Edge to Right Mouth Corner 
18 Left Nose Edge to Left Mouth Corner 
19 Mouth Right Corner to Right Cheek Edge 
20 Mouth Left Corner to Left Cheek Edge 
21 Right Eye Outer Corner to Right Temple 
22 Right Eye Inner Corner to Nose Right Edge 
23 Right Eyebrow Inner Corner to Nose Right Edge 
24 Right Eyebrow Outer Corner to Right Temple 
25 Left Eyebrow Inner Corner to Nose Left Edge 
26 Left Eyebrow Outer Corner to Left Temple 
27 Left Eye Outer Corner to Left Temple 
28 Left Eye Inner Corner to Nose Left Edge 
29 Left Nostril 
30 Right Nostril 
31 Right Cheek 
32 Left Cheek 
33 Nose Bottom Line (adjacent to Philtrum) 
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Figure 5.3 Features of surface model 
indice are listed in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Label of surface features 
ID Feature Description 
Or a above Left Eyebrow 
rea above Right Eyebrow 
2 Left Forehead 
Right Forehead 
Left brow 
Right ebrow 
rea b twe n Left Eyebrow and Left Eye 
7 Ar a b tween Right Eyebrow and Right Eye 
10 
\1 
L 
17 
e ft 
r a b tv een Nose and Mouth on the Left 
r a b t\ een No e and Mouth on the Right 
ft 
v er Jaw 
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ID Feature Description 
19 Lower Lip 
20 Nostril 
The 3D surface model has 21 NURBS surface features. The boundaries of these 
. surfaces are NURBS curves, as shown in Figure 5.2. The number of these surfaces 
can be adjusted according to demands of flexibility. For example, the flat region like 
the chin (surfaces with ID 14 and 15) and forehead (surface with ID 0, 1, 2, and 3) 
can be unified by merging the adjacent surface features. The eyes region can also be 
divided into two features for high accuracy. 
Through segmentation of the human face, all features are defined. They can be 
referenced by the face model according to their index. For computation process, 
special data structures need to be defined to represent these features. The next section 
will discuss these data structures. 
5.3 Data Structures and Classes 
To represent the features of the 3D face model, in this thesis, the author designed the 
special data structures and corresponding classes to describe the curves and surface 
features and models. For the details of the file structures of the generic 3D model, 
please refer to Appendix A. Data File Structure Description. 
5.3.1 Enumerate Structures 
To reference a curve in the curve model or a surface in the surface model, a unique 
index is necessary. The numbers of these curves and surface have been determined to 
34 and 21, respectively. So the possible values of the indices should be within certain 
range of either [0,33] or [0,20]. The enumeration (its keyword is enum) data type in 
C++ is ideal for holding this type of information (Norman, 2009) because of the fact 
that: (I) it is pre-<iefined, so it cannot be assigned a value during the programming 
running. Any attempts of assigning operation will be checked by debugger 
automatically. This can minimise the coding errors; (2) the value of enum variable 
can be exchanged with int type, which means it is convenient to use it as an array 
index. The index can be used to retrieve any features of the face model. 
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In this thesis, two types of enumerations are defined for tracking the feature IDs of 
the NURBS curve face model and the NURBS surface face model: the 
CurveFeatureID and SurfaceFeatureID. An extra value of -1 is added to each 
enumeration listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 to represent invalid feature index. 
(1) Features of NURBS Curve Face Model 
The CurveFeatureID enumeration is defined to identify different NURBS curve 
features of the NURBS curve face model. The names of those curve features are easy 
to understand: each element in the enumeration starts with "c/', which means Curve 
Feature. The string composed by the remaining characters represents the description 
of the curve feature. Table 5.3 shows meanings of the elements of the 
CurveFeatureID enumeration. 
Table S.3 Description of CurveFeaturelD 
Feature Definition ID Feature Description 
cfNull -1 NULL, invalid for any curve feature ID 
ctForehead 0 Forehead 
cfLeftEyebrow 1 Left Eyebrow 
cfRightEyebrow 2 Right Eyebrow 
cfLeftEye 3 Left Eye 
cfRightEye 4 Right Eye 
cfNoseTop 5 Nose Top Edge 
cfNoseCentre 6 Nose Centre Line 
ctNoseLeft 7 Nose Left Edge 
cfNoseRight 8 Nose Right Edge 
cfNoseBottom 9 Nose Bottom Edge (not the real bottom) 
cfPhiltrum 10 Philtrum Boundary 
cfPhi Itrum Line 11 Philtrum Centre Line 
ctUpperLip 12 Upper Lip 
cfLowerLip 13 Lower Lip 
cfChin 14 Chin Profile 
cfJawLine 15 Jaw Centre Line 
ctForeheadLine 16 Forehead Centre Line 
cfRightNoseMouthCorner 17 Right Nose Edge to Right Mouth Corner 
cfLeftMouthNoseCorner 18 Left Nose Edge to Left Mouth Corner 
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Feature Definition ID Feature Description 
cfMouthRight 19 Mouth Right Comer to Right Cheek Edge 
cfMouthLeft 20 Mouth Left Corner to Left Cheek Edge 
cfRightEyeOuter 21 Right Eye Outer Comer to Right Temple 
cfRightEyeInner 22 Right Eye Inner Comer to Nose Right Edge 
cfRightEyebrowInner 23 Right Eyebrow Inner Comer to Nose Right Edge 
cfRightEyebrowOuter 24 Right Eyebrow Outer Comer to Right Temple 
cfLeftEyebrow Inner 25 Left Eyebrow Inner Comer to Nose Left Edge 
cfLeftEyebrowOuter 26 Left Eyebrow Outer Comer to Left Temple 
cfLeftEyeOuter 27 Left Eye Outer Corner to Left Temple 
cfLeftEyeInner 28 Left Eye Inner Comer to Nose Left Edge 
cfLeftN ostril 29 Left Nostril 
cfRightN ostril 30 Right Nostril 
cfRightCheek 31 Right Cheek 
cfLeftCheek 32 Left Cheek 
ctNoseBottomLine 33 Nose Bottom Line (adjacent to Philtrum) 
(2) Features of NURBS Surface Face Model 
The SurfaceFeatureID enumeration is defined to identify different NURBS surface 
features of the NURBS surface face model. Like the CurveFeatureID, the name of 
each element of those surface features starts with "sf', which means Surface Feature. 
The string composed by the remaining characters corresponds to the description of 
the surface feature. Table 5.4 shows the meanings of the elements of the 
SurfaceFeatureID enumeration. 
Table 5.4 Surface Feature Enumeration 
Feature Definition ID Feature Description 
stNull -1 NULL, invalid for any surface feature ID 
sfLeftUpperEyebrow 0 Area above Left Eyebrow 
sfRightUpperEyebrow Area above Right Eyebrow 
sfLeftForehead 2 Left Forehead 
sfRightForehead 3 Right Forehead 
sfLeftEyebrow 4 Left Eyebrow 
sfRightEyebrow 5 Right Eyebrow 
sfLeftLowerEyebrow 6 Area between Left Eyebrow and Left Eye 
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Feature Definition ID Feature Description 
sfRightLowerEyebrow 7 Area between Right Eyebrow and Right Eye 
sfLeftEye 8 Left Eye 
sfRightEye 9 Right Eye 
sfLeftCheek 10 Left Cheek 
sfRightCheek 11 Right Cheek 
sfLeftUpperJaw 12 Area between Nose and Mouth on the Left 
sfRightUpperJaw 13 Area between Nose and Mouth on the Right 
sfLeftLowerJaw 14 Left Lower Jaw 
sfRightLowerJaw 15 Right Lower Jaw 
sfNose 16 Nose 
sfPhiltrum 17 Philtrum 
sfUpperLip 18 Upper Lip 
sfLowerLip 19 Lower Lip 
sfNostril 20 Nostril 
Besides data structures defined here, several classes representing the curve model 
and surface model are also need to be defmed for reverse computation ofNURBS. 
5.3.2 Classes Design 
To represent the face model in 3D, the basic classes needed are 3D Point, NURBS 
curve and NURBS surface. Based on the NURBS curve and surface classes, two 
higher level classes of NURBS curve face model and NURBS surface face model are 
defined. As discussed in Section 3.2.1.3, in practice the degrees of NURBS curves 
and NURBS surfaces are usually chosen as three (Liu, 2008; Sun, 2007). In this 
thesis, the degrees of NURBS curves and surfaces are set to three initially. There are 
5 classes are defined: (1) 3D points; (2) NURBS curves; (3) NURBS surfaces; (4) 
NURBS curve face model; (5) NURBS surface face model. 
(1) 3D Points 
The points on 3D face model is determined by x, y, and z coordinates: P=(x,y,z( it 
can be used to hold all 3D points including the control points and the points on the 
curve and surface. 
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(2) NURBS Curves 
To represent the NURBS curve features, a class of NurbsCurveD3 based on the 3D 
point class is defined. D3 in the class name indicates that the degree is three. From 
my own simulation tests, it has been noticed that number of the data points on a 
curve is never bigger than 20 during the reverse computation although this number 
can be assigned to a bigger value for much more accurate description of a face. In my 
software programming, the maximum number of control points was set to 100. 
Hence, according to the definition of cubic NURBS, the maximum number of 
elements in knot vector is 104. To store the points on computed curve, an array of 
point class is defined. Its length is chosen as the maximum integer of 16-bit machines 
that is 65,536, which is big enough to avoid overflow for any curves used in this 
thesis. 
(3) NURBS surface 
The NURBS surface features are abstracted as the class NurbsSurfaceD3. D3 in the 
name indicates that the degrees of the NURBS surface in both directions are three. 
The control point matrix is a 3D array. The first and second dimensions are the 
numbers of control points along x and y directions of a surface. The third dimension 
represents the control points. The information stored along with the third dimension 
are xJ',z,w that are XJ',z directional position coordinates and the weight associated 
with the control point. 
As soon as the classes of points, curves, and surfaces are defined, the curve face 
model and surface face model can be defmed based on the three basic classes. 
(4) Curve Face Model 
The NURBS curve face model is defined by class NurbsCurveFace. Its features are 
represented by NurbsCurveD3 class. The features of the curve face model are stored 
in an array of NurbsCurveD3 objects. An extra array of strings are defined to save 
the description of each curve features. 
(5) Surface Face Model 
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The NURBS surface face model is represented by NurbsSurfaceFace class, whose 
features are denoted by the NurbsSurfaceD3 class defined above. A parameter 
(numSurfaceFeatures) is used in NurbsSurfaceD3 class to represent the value of the 
number of surface features. There is an array of strings for storing the descriptions of 
all these features. 
In this section, all data structures and classes used in this thesis are defined. The 
parameters ofNURBS curves and surfaces can be computed by reverse computation, 
which will be discussed in next section. 
5.4 Reverse Computation of Facial Features 
To build up the geometric face model using NURBS features, the parameters of the 
NURBS curves and surfaces need to be computed. Because the degree is usually 
chosen as three and all weights coefficients are set to one initially, the reverse 
computation is the process of calculating the knot vector and control points of 
NURBS from known geometrical data points. All facial features need to be 
manipulated to change the appearances of the model and the adjacent features are 
connected together, so the NURBS curves and surfaces used to represent the generic 
model should be clamped (see Section 3.2.1.3 for definition of clamped curves and 
surfaces). 
As shown in Figure 5.1, there are two types of methods of getting geometrical data 
points. The one is to extract the feature points by face detection. The other is to get 
the points from scanned point cloud. In this thesis, the face identification image 
processing method has not been developed to automatically capture the geometrical 
information on the face feature boundaries and it is not suitable to use 2D images 
alone to recover the 3D information. So 3D scanned data are selected for building up 
a generic 3D human face model. 
First, the features found on the point cloud are grouped and represented by NURBS 
curves. The adjacent curves are the boundaries of surface features. Then, the control 
points and knot vectors of these features are generated through a reverse computation 
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for hi h th data point on the features of the "cloud face" shown in Figure 5.4 are 
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Figure 5.4 Point cloud ofa human face 
In pra ti al appli ati ubic NURBS curves and bicubic surfaces are widely used 
In rd r t r tain th fl xibility of control and reduce the computational complexity. 
f th fa mod I in this thesis are all chosen as cubic curves and 
bi ubi urfa ith ut the los of generality, the reverse computation takes 
and bi ubic NURBS surface, whose weights equal one, as an 
n. h proce of reverse computation is shown in Figure 5.5: 
ubi RB 
' ampl in thi 
h 
• 
Data 
Points 
Reverse Computation of NURBS Curve 
Manually 
Selection 
r:-----------~ 
I Knot Choose I 
Vector Degree (=3) I 
'------,_-' I 
I 
'-'-'-'-.-.- .- .-.- .-.-.- . -.- .- .-.~.- . . - . -.~ 
I t I I ! i compu e Control Net Control Points I I. 
I· The other f NU 
. Direction 0 RBS Surface I of NURBS Curve I ! 
! I I I 
' - '-'-Reverse 'computationofNURBS-Surface -:- -:--=:-.=:.=:=.~ 
igur Re er rnputation ofNURBS curves and surfaces 
and urfaces reverse computation is : 
t ' I : ta ti 11. The ne ded data points are manually selected 
fr m th inl Iud. 
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• Step 2: Degree determination. As discussed in the beginning of this section, 
the degree of NURBS curves is chosen as three. 
• Step 3: Knot vector construction. The knot vector can be computed. Based 
on the data points and degree. 
• Step 4: Control points computation. As soon as the knot vector is 
determined, all control points are calculated via reverse computation of 
NURBS curve. The control net of NURBS surface needs two NURBS 
curves reverse computations in both parameter directions. 
5.4.1 Reverse Computation of NURBS Curves 
NURBS curves and surfaces make it easy to generate various shapes in CAGD. 
However, in some situations, it is easy to get the data points on the curves or surfaces 
rather than get the control points directly. This raises the problem of computing the 
control points and knot vectors reversely from the data points. The author proposed 
and developed a new method for obtaining the required geometrical information to 
define NUBRS curves. 
The problem of NURBS curve reverse computation can be described as: given a set 
of data points Q={qo,q(,q2, ... ,qm}, to compute the control points Pi, weights Wi, and 
knot vector U that are used to define a clamped NURBS curve with a specified 
degree p which starts from qo, ends with qm, and passes through q2 to qm-I. The 
problem of NURBS surface reverse computation is similar except it is described in a 
3D space. 
5.4.1.1 Degree 
As discussed in Section 3.2.1.3 and the start of Section 5.3.2, the degree in reverse 
computation of NURBS curves and surface are usually chosen as three (Liu, 2008; 
Sun, 2007). 
Because the points of qj are on the target curve, the correspondence between them 
and a set of parameter values u exists according to the definition of the NURBS 
curve. 
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m 
qj = C(u) = L Nj,p(uj)pj 
j=O 
m 
= L Nj,3(Uj)Pj 
j=O 
j = 0,1,2, ... , m 
(5.1) 
Where: p=3, qj is the data points, Pj is the unknown control points, and ilj is the 
unknown parameter values assigned to each fJJ· 
Control points and knot vectors are necessary to obtain any NURBS curve. If the Uj 
and knot vector U can be computed, Equation 5.1 will be changed to a set of linear 
equations that can be solved to get Pj. Then the curve can be determined by U and Pj' 
So the next task is to find knot vector. 
5.4.1.2 Knot Vector Parameterisation 
The curves and surfaces used for this describing the face in this thesis are clamped. 
Regarding the knot vector U = [UO,Ul,UZ, ... ,Un+l,Un+Z,. .. ,Un+p,Un+p+1] of clamped 
curve, Uo = Ul = Uz = ... = Up = 0, Un+l = 11n+z = Un+3 = ... = Un+p+l = 1. Only the 
knots between up+ 1 and Un are unknown. Because the clamped NURBS passes 
through the first and last control points, these two points are set as duplicated control 
points in this thesis. The relationship between the number of control points n and the 
number of data points m is n=m+2. So the total number of knots in knot vector is 
n+p+ 1 =m + 2+ 3 + 1 =m +6, and the total number of control points is n+ 1 =m+ 3. The 
unknown knots in the knot vector is from Up+l to Um+2 (un) can be computed by 
parameterising knots for each data point qj. There are three methods can be used to 
parameterise knots for data point q;: 
(1) Uniform Parameterisation 
Uo = Ul = Uz = U3 = 0 
i 
Ui+3 = m for i = 1,2, .. ·, m-l (5.2) 
Um+3 = Um+4 = Um+s = Um+6 = 1 
(2) Centripetal Parameterisation 
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Uo = Ul = U2 = U3 = 0 
v'lqi - qi-d . 
Ui+3 = Ui+2 + m for l = 1,2, ... , m - 1 
Li=l v'lqi - qi-ll 
Um+3 = Um+4 = Um+s = Um+6 = 1 
(3) Cumulative Chord Length Parameterisation (Hartley and Judd, 1978) 
Uo = Ul = U2 = U3 = 0 
Iqi - qi-ll . 
Ui+3 = Ui+2 + 't'~ I . _ . I for l = 1,2, ... , m - 1 ~1=1 ql ql-l 
Um+3 = Um+4 = Um+s = Um+6 = 1 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Different parameterisation methods lead to different results. The uniform method is 
suitable for the situation when the edges of polygon formed by the data points are 
almost equal. The centripetal method is useful while the adjacent edges of the data 
polygon are sharply angled. The cumulative chord length method is considered to be 
the best one in most situations because it represents the real distribution of data 
points. especially while the distribution is not uniform. So this method is selected to 
calculate knot vector in this thesis. 
5.4.1.3 Control Points Computation 
According to the analysis in Section 5.4.1.2, the reverse computation can be 
rephrased as to compute m+3 control points and m+6 knots of the clamped NURBS 
curve. 
According to Equation 5.1, there are m+ 1 linear equations can be obtained using the 
knots obtained by knot vector parameterisation discussed in Section 5.4.1.2. The 
number of the solutions of these m+ 1 equations are only m+ 1. But it requires m+ 3 
control points. so two additional equations have to be introduced to find the all 
solutions. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1.3, the clamped B-Spline curve is tangential 
to the first and last edge of its control polygon. These two boundary conditions can 
be used to provide the additional equations needed. 
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Using two boundary conditions and parameterised knot vector, the linear equation of 
AP=D are generated according to Equation 5.1. It can be rewritten as matrix form in 
Equation 5.5: 
ao bo Co 
[ Po 1 dO] al bl Cl Pl d1 
Cm+l P~+l = d~+l (5.5) am+l bm +l 
a m+2 bm +2 Cm +2 Pm+2 d m +2 
Where: do and dm+2 are the bounding conditions at the first and last control point, 
~=qj_1 forj=1,2, ... ,m+l, and aj, hj , Cj for i=1,2, ... ,m+1 is the Bernstein basis function 
of three degrees for each Uj previously computed using the cumulative chord length 
function. The control points vector P can be computed by P=A-1D. 
As the degree, knot vector, and control points of the NURBS curve are computed, the 
unique curve can be evaluated using the de Boor (1972) algorithm. It can also be 
considered as the NURBS curve whose all weights equal one. It can be changed 
freely by either control points or weights factors. 
5.4.1.4 An Example of NURBS Curve Reverse Computation 
The pseudo code of algorithm for NURBS curve reverse computation is show below. 
All weights coefficients are set to 1.0 initially. 
-i~p~t~-~i~g~~~-~i-NURBS-~~-~~-p(~-3)~~dd;~-p~i~-~-q[ii:~j;---------------------------------------
Output: knot vector U and control points P[0:m+p+3]=P[0:m+6] 
(1) compute the distance array between each pair of data point qj and qj-1 
double distance_sum = 0.0; , 
for (int i=O; i<m; ++i){ 
} 
dist[i] = Iqi+ 1-qil; 
distance_sum += dist[i]; 
(2) compute the knot vector U[0:m+6] 
for (int i=O; i<=m+6; ++i){ 
if (i<=p) U[i] = 0.0; 
if (i>=m+3) U[i] = 1.0; 
if(p<i<m+3) U[i] = U[i-l]+dist[i]/distance_sum; 
} 
_(~ 2 _ ~_l::I }~~ _l::I.P_ !h~_ fC?_~!!!~}~~~_~~!r~~ -~--_ --___________________________________________________________________ . 
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-i~ ~ -(i-~-t-i ~-6-;-i < -;,; ~-+ 2;--++ i )-i --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
a[O],b[O],c[O] are the boundary condition of the first control point; 
a[m+2],b[m+2],c[m+2] are the boundary condition of the last control point; 
a[l:m+ 1] are computed according to the de Boor-Cox function; 
} 
(4) build up the result vector D 
for (int i= O; i<=m+2; ++i){ 
d[O] is the boundary condition of the first control point; 
d[m+2] is the boundary condition of the last control point; 
d[l:m+ 1] is the data points list q[O:m]; 
} 
(5) solve the equation A*P=D by P=inv(A)*D 
_( ~ 2 _ ~~ ~~E~ _l)_ ~ ~ ~- -~; -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tak th ntr lin of th no e a an example. The 13 data points are: 
._ .. -_ ..... _ .. --------_.-------------- ----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -- --
x y z 
o 35.3584 56.9205 
o 32.0204 56.2824 
o 28.6827 56.9146 
o 23.8338 58.9377 
o 17.1572 62.5407 
o 12.7615 65.4355 
o 0.00003 72.9828 
o 3.47064 72.1092 
0- 5.02324 71.773 
o - 6.19819 71.1095 
0- 7.37385 70.0651 
o - 9.06913 65.4022 
0 - 9.95456 59.9161 
......... -------_ ........ _------_ .. _- --- -- ----------------- ------------ ------------------------------------- --- ----------------------_. 
B au th x 
to y-= plan 
rdina! f all data points are zero, so these 3D points are projected 
r ation (Figur 5.6) . 
• . 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
igure 5.6 Data points on the centre line of nose 
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For a cubi (d gr e=3) NURBS curve, the knot vector can be computed according to 
quation 5.4. ccording to the analysis, the number of knots in the knot vector is 
13+6= 19. 
-[6~o:6~o:6~o58-2-5:o.-i164,o~2-6-65:oj366~o~4-268:0~68i-6:o'-7423-,O~76-9-5:0-.7927~o~8-i96:6~9-· 
g~?,_!!l.,_!!l.l __ ______________________________________ -------------------------------------------------------------------
Th d gre and knot ector are used to calculate the control points. In this thesis, the 
fir t and la t data point are used as the boundary conditions. According to Equation 
5.5 , th calculated control points are: 
---------------------------_ ... ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
x y z 
0.0000 35.3584 56.9205 
0.0000 35.3584 56.9205 
0.0000 31.5255 55.8386 
0.0000 28.2434 57.0681 
0.0000 23.0111 59.1628 
0.0000 17.7758 62.1370 
0.0000 10.1017 66.8197 
0.0000 3.6795 74.8375 
0.0000 - 2.7963 72.1273 
0.0000 - 4.9851 71.9057 
0.0000 - 6.2783 71.0982 
0.0000 - 8.3347 69.3246 
0.0000 - 9.0342 65.9038 
0.0000 - 9.9546 59.9161 
0.0000 - 9.9546 59.9161 
_.-- ----_ ..... -- ---- - _ .... --- --- --_ ........ ------ -_ ... --- ---- ... _ .. ---- ------- ----- -_ .. -- -- ----_ ... -- -- ----_ ... ---- .. --- - - .. ----- -- -- ----- ---- -- --
It can b n that th fir t and last control points are duplicated, so that the NURBS 
curv ill pa thr ugh th m. The control points and the computed NURBS curve 
ar ho n in igur 5.7 . 
. igure 5.7 URB curve by reverse computation 
Ir I blue) represents the computed control points 
d ts (r d) represents the original data points 
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The nose feature has 13 data points. The time spent for its reverse computation is 15 
milliseconds (ms). The reverse computation performances for other facial features 
are shown in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the computed NURBS curve is very fast 
(less than 16 ms). The obtained NURBS curve passes exactly those data points. So 
the method for NURBS curve reverse computation discussed above is proved to 
work for calculating the feature control points. 
forehead(1? data points): 15 •• 
eyeleft(15 data points): 16 .s 
eyeright(15 data points): I ~ 
nosetop(5 data points): I ~s 
nosecenter(13 data points): 15 RS 
noseleft(11 data points): 16 .s 
noseBotto~(19 data points): 16 .s 
noseright(11 data points): 15 AS 
philtrua(15 data points): I .s 
philtrualine(5 data points): 8 as 
~uthupper(24 data points): 16 ~ 
Aouthlower(24 data points): 15 as 
chin(14 data points): 15 ~s 
Figure 5.8 Executing times of reverse computation for some features 
5.4.2 Reverse Computation of NURBS Surface 
NURBS curves can be used to represent the curve features of face model. The 
surface features must be defined by NURBS surface for flexible control. Based on 
the curve reverse computation, the reverse computation process of NURBS surface is 
discussed in this section. 
NURBS surface reverse computation refers to the problem of giving a series of data 
points QiJ' i=O,I .... ,m;j=O,I, ... ,n, to construct a NURBS surface that passes through 
those data points. Because the number of points may vary in each row, new control 
points need to be inserted to make the computed control points form a control net. 
/. ~I' "-/ "'""\1" . "\1' "-Selected Reverse Control Determine 
Data ..... computation..... pOints ~ common knots ~ G~t tlhe t 
Points../ \..on each row..! ~nsertion..l \.. U and V .-I ~on ro n: 
Figure 5.9 Surface reverse computation 
As shown in Figure 5.9, the main steps ofNURBS surface reverse computation are: 
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• t pI: for each row of data points, perform NURBS curve reverse 
computation to get Ci(u) with control points Pi,) and knot vector Ui, 
i=O,1 2, ... m' 
• t P 2: perform control point insertion for each Ci(u) to make sure they have 
am numb r of control points P iJ; 
• t P 3: compute the common knot vectors U and V; 
• t P 4: get the control net of the NURBS surfaces. 
Th urface c mputation is based on the curves. The results of curves' reverse 
computati n are tho boundaries of the surface, although the numbers of control 
point ma be different. However, to evaluate the NURBS surface, the numbers of 
contr I pint in the boundaries must be same in each pair of opposite boundaries. 
Thu , an algorithm i u ed to perform the point insertion to fulfil this requirement. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 5.10 Edge and their control points ofa NURBS surface 
Pao Pal Pana-2 Pana-l 
• .. .. • ... ... • .. .. • "-= 
-
." 
'""------... " 
"""---
-
" 
ca=r~l ca=rnc-n~ ca=r~l na-1 na-1 na-1 
Pao Pal PIlna-3 P3na-2 P3na-1 
• ... ... • ... ... • .. .. • 6----4 
""'-... 
." 
""'-
-- ---
,." 
Number<ca 
rnc-nal rnc-nal ca=rnc-~ ca=-- CQ=--
na-1 na- 1 na-1 
Figur 5.1 1 Uniform interpolation and non-uniform interpolation 
Th pr dur r th alg rithm i hown in Figure 5.12. 
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Input control 
pOints array 
of each row and 
their numbers 
ind the biggest 
number of row 
and column 
Copy the points 
with biggest 
number to 
new array 
Figure 5.12 Control points insertion algorithm 
The pseudo code of algorithm for knot insertions is shown below. 
Return new array 
as control points 
·i~p~t;········c~~t~~i·p~i~~·~~~~y~-p~:i;b,·p~~-pd,·ii~:~h:~G·~d~~·~-th~-~~~~b~~~~~i~p~i~~~ 
in each array, where Piis the control points array of edge i, n#neand 
nb:t=nd 
Output: NewPa,NewPb,NewPc,NewPd, nl and n2, where NewPiis the new 
control points array of edge i, nl is the number of points in array 
NewPa and NewPc, n2is the number of points in array NewPb and 
NewPd 
(1) n1=max(na,ne); n2=max(nb,nel); (assume na neand nb nel) 
(2) Copy Peto NewPc, copy Pdto NewPd; 
(3) Initialise NewPa and NewPb; 
(4) Copy Paa and Pana-1 to NewPao and NeWPane-1; copy Pba and Pbnb-1 to NewPba and 
NewPbnd-1; 
(5) For na and nb original points, to obtain nc and nd control points, (ne-na) and (nd-
nb) new control points are needed to be interpolated in the (na-l) and (nb-1) spans. It 
nc-na nd-nb 
means that there are [--1 and [-b -1 points need to be interpolated in each span 
na-1 n -1 
respectively, where r xl denotes the least integer that is greater than or equal to x. 
(6) Let ca=r::~:l, there are two conditions of the interpolation (Figure 5.11). To 
compute them in the generalised form, the interpolation is divided into two steps: 
firstly, interpolating the first (na-2) spans with ea points in each span; then 
interpolating the last span with number (ne-na)-(na-2)(ea+1). 
For i=1 to na-2 
NewPai'(Ca+1) = Pai 
For j=1 to ca 
(i-l)(ca+1)+ i 
NewPai.(ca+1)+i = ca+1 ·IPai - Pai-11 
End for 
End for 
NUMleft=(ne-na)-(na-2)(ea+l) 
For /r-l to NUMleft 
k 
NewPa(na-2).(ca+1)+k = NUMLeft+1 ·IPana- 1 - Pana-zi 
End for 
(7) Repeat techniques in step (6) to compute NewPb. 
(8' Return NewPa, NewPb, NewPc, NewPd, nl and n2. • ... :..toO _______ ..... .. _ .. -- ----- ---- ... --_. -- .. -- -- - .. -- -- - .. -- ..... - -- --------- ----- .. __ ...... - ___ ...... ______ ...... __ .... _ ... __ .. __ .. __ ..... _ .... _____ ... _ ...... __ 
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Figure 5.13 ose surface reverse computation 
Left: VRBS curves ofthe edges of the nose; 
entre: point insertion to make control net; 
Right: re er e computed RBS surface of the nose and its control net. 
ft r th ntr I point in ertion, the number of control points on each pair of 
oppo it boundari v ill be equal. The NURBS surface is determined by 
int rpolating b tv en ach pair of control points on the opposite boundaries. Figure 
5.13 hov an e ample ofNURB surface reverse computation. 
Th m th d di cu ed in thi section can be used to compute the NURBS curves 
and urfac r Iy from data point. The facial features can be defined by these 
ur and urface. Th g neric face model can be established based on these 
featur 
5.5 Di ell ion of the Generic 3D Human Face Model 
The n m lh d propo ed in this chapter can be used to build a generic 3D human 
fa mod I ith RB curv s and surface features by applying reverse 
c mputati n data pint . A far as the author is aware, there are no similar 
rn th d a ai lable for building a generic 3D face model , so it is impossible to 
mpar d method with other methods in a quantitative way. So in 
thi n w propo ed method is compared with two typical existing 3D 
rn d lling m th d hich are d crib d as follows: 
• ri angu lar pat h method: Triangular patches are generated by connecting 
lh data 
in a catter d dataset obtained using 3D scanners. Because 
r te pint cloud, the surface represented by the triangular 
o urface (Rydfalk 1987; Ahlberg 2001). It can only be 
LI d l h w h w a urface looks like rather than provide a mathematical 
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representation of the surface. Hence, it would be extremely difficult if not 
impossible to change the appearances of the surface represented by the 
triangular patches. In contrast, the new method proposed in this study can 
represent the real 3D surface of a human face by using NURBS mathematical 
models and can provide flexible control over all facial features. 
• Parametric surface fitting method: These methods are also based on point 
clouds. They perform a fitting process on the point cloud in order to find the 
surfaces with minimised errors (Tognola et al., 2003; Marinovand Kobbelt, 
2005; Liu et al., 2007). The obtained surfaces are considered as a whole 
surface without features (Song and Li, 2006). Without explicit facial features, 
they are not suitable for generating models with various appearances through 
changing the feature parameters. Moreover, the surface fitting methods need 
the point cloud for the fitting process. It is very difficult to use these methods 
to build a face model if the target person cannot be present (for example a VIP). 
However, the generic 3D human face model built using the method proposed in 
this thesis consists of 21 NURBS features and 34 NURBS curve features. 
These features can be manipulated by moving their control points to generate 
face models with arbitrary appearances such as would be the case for a specific 
person, or for someone that does not look like anyone else for the application 
ofbio-robots and face aesthetics surgery etc. 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the author proposed and implemented a new method for building a 
generic 3D human face model. Firstly, based on the face characteristics analysis, a 
human face has been divided into various features that are represented with 34 curves 
and 21 surfaces. These features can be represented by the data structures and classes 
defined. Then, the author proposed and developed reverse computation algorithms 
for both NURBS curves and surfaces. An example of NURBS curve reverse 
computation is represented to test the performance of NURBS reverse computation. 
The times spent on reverse computation never exceed 16 milliseconds. The proposed 
reverse computation method is considered to be very efficient for 3D face modelling. 
Next, the generic 3D face model is established based on the reverse computation 
method. Finally, the advantages of the proposed method for building a generic 3D 
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human face model are discussed by comparing to two typical existing 3D modelling 
methods. To test the effectiveness of this method, a software environment is needed 
to be implemented for simulation, which will be implemented in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Prototype and Experiment of the 
Proposed Generic 3D Face Model 
This chapter demonstrates the prototype and experiment of a software environment 
to test the effectiveness of the proposed method for building a generic 3D human 
face model. Section 6.1 discusses the development platform, software packages, and 
libraries. Section 6.2 validates the Graphic User Interface (GUI) design by examining 
the performances of functions of menus, toolbars, and status bars. Section 6.3 
discusses the 3D face model manipulation process. Section 6.4 implements and 
evaluates the proposed software environment. 
6.1 Related Development Packages 
To develop the software environment for verifying and validating the generic 3D 
face modelling method, several programming packages are combined together for 
design and implementation. These packages include OpenGL (Open Graphic 
Library) (2009), OpenTK (Open ToolKit) (2009), Tao Framework (Ridge, 2008), 
and .NET Framework (Microsoft., 2009). The WinForm Application Programming 
Interface (API) that is originally included in the .NET framework is used to design 
the GUI as the Rapid Application Development (RAD) tool. OpenGL control 
provided by OpenTK is embedded as a GUI control to display 3D models. Figure 6.1 
shows the hierarchical structure of the software environment. 
The different layers of the system are represented by different colours in Figure 6.1. 
The .NET framework is the fundamental layer (black) to provide all low level APIs 
as the software environment platform. The second layer (green) consists by two 
components: WinForm provides various GUI controls to capture user input. OpenGL 
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the 3D di pia ba e library for 3D model representation. Tao is introduced as a 
d namic-link library (dl\) (Microsoft, 2009) file because OpenTK has not fully 
implem nted the functions included in OLU library (OpenOL Utility Library). The 
third la er purple) i the representation layer that includes GUI and 3D display. The 
fourth la r (orange) of user interactions can be used to manipulate the generic face 
model in O. Th main programming language of the software environment to 
d mon trate th g neric 3D face model is VC++.NET. 
User Interactions 
GUI 3D Display 
OpenTK Tao Framework 
WinForm 
OpenGL I 
L .NET Framework l 
Figure 6.1 Hierarchical structure of software environment packages 
6.1.1 OpenGL 
L i a platform-ind p ndent high-performance low-level cross-language 
libra and 0 graphic programming interface. It evolved from IRIS GL (Integrated 
Ra t r Imaging t m Graphic Library) proposed by SGL (Silicon Graphics, Inc.) 
long with the explosive growth of computer games and especially 
upp rt fr m Micr oft p nGL ha become widely used in various areas (Seddon, 
2005). mp d f a erie of functions, OpenGL can be used to draw complex 3D 
graphi fficientl. ft r year of development the current version of OpenGL 
tandard i 4.2 v hi h pr vide a great number of advanced features to achieve better 
f th tandard tool to deliver high performance and interactive display, 
ha ral ad antag . Th most important advantage is the fact that it 
impl m hardv ar -independent oftware interface, which means it offers good 
p rtabilit . interface has been implemented in different platforms, 
in luding Wind v T IX, Linux Mac OS and OS/2. The OpenGL library has 
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numerous bindings for different computing languages, such as C/C++, Java, Python, 
C#, Visual Basic, FORTRAN, Perl, and Ada. 
OpenGL is actually an open 3D graphics package that includes several extensional 
libraries. The core library of OpenGL contains more than 300 functions for 
coordinate transformation, geometric modelling, lighting and material simulation, 
texture mapping, real-time animations, and interactive operations. Other libraries, 
including GLU, GLUT (OpenGL Utility Toolkit) and GLAUX (OpenGL Auxiliary 
Library), enable the advanced functions of drawing complex curves and surfaces and 
window management. Meanwhile, OpenGL is the 3D engine of numerous 
commercial modelling and design software, such as Maya (Autodesk., 2009), 3D 
Studio Max (Autodesk., 2009), and Rhino (2009). In this thesis, the 3D display 
module of the software environment is based on OpenGL. An example of drawing a 
ball in 3D with lights is shown in Appendix B. OpenGL 3D Display Example. 
6.1.2 OpenTK and Tao Framework 
OpenTK and Tao Framework are two different implementation of OpenGL library 
for .NET supported languages. OpenTK is an advanced, low-level graphic library 
wrapping ofOpenGL, OpenCL (Open Computing Language) (Khronos., 2011), and 
OpenAL (Open Audio Library), (Labs, 2011). Although OpenTK is written in C#, it 
can be integrated with other programming languages on .NET platform. OpenTK is 
open source software distributed under MIT Licence (Initiative, 2009), so it can be 
used for both commercial and personal purposes absolutely free. Tao Framework is 
similar as the OpenTK except there is a full implementation ofGLU functions. GLU 
functions are suitable for rapid development because it is a high level drawing 
routines collection. In this thesis, both OpenTK and Open Tao framework are used 
for 3D display because the functions in GLU library are used. 
6.1.3 .NET Framework 
.NET framework is a multi-language integrated development standard designed by 
Microsoft (2009). It is designed to unify application developments for the Internet as 
well as desktop and mobile devices. It consists of two main components: Common 
Language Runtime (CLR) and Basic Class Library (BCL). CLR provides the core 
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er ic for building and running .NET applications. BCL is integrated object-
oriented r u abl libraries. Any programming languages that obey the .NET standard 
can be u ed to refer nce BCL to implement advanced functions, such as C++.NET, 
#. T, and VB. ET (Figure 6.2). 
C#.NET I VB.NET C++.NET I VJ# 
BCl (Basic Class Library) 
CLR (Common Language Runtime) 
Figure 6.2 Structure of .NET framework 
T fram ork ha unique advantages for wide applications. It is a set of language 
tandard 0 any languages that obey these standards can be run on the platform. 
Thi fi atur ncourag the programmers to choose their most familiar programming 
language. LR introduces security mechanisms to ensure the reliability of the 
programm . B L conta in numerous classes and libraries to reuse the code to 
nhance programm ing efficiency and advanced features. Tn this thesis, the WinForm 
P[ pr id d 111 . T fra mework is used for GUI design and user interactions 
handling. 
6.2 GUI Design and 3D Display 
T rif and alidat the method of building up the generic 3D face model , user 
interacti n are e ential to evaluate the effectiveness. In this software environment, 
th u r int ra tion relate to GUl and 3D display. GUI enables the users to observe 
and manipulate th 0 model. The 3D model is represented by 3D display that draws 
the m d I and project it to the 20 screen. 
6.2.1 G VI De ign 
h d ign d [ f the MimicFace is shown in Figure 6.3. The main display area 
ent th 3D world where the model is represented in. The top centre 
mall \ ind v i the 20 plane view of the 3D world. Users can choose between 
1. Z and Z ,. plane . An information display textbox is located in the centre 
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bottom. n the right hand ide are the features selection treeview control and a group 
of up-do n b x to adju t the coordinates and the weights in 3D. 
e 1.·· "!-:.., IClII-=v (;;] : 3D XOY .2D XOY • S.D' 2.0 ' -,; 3.D • ~ ~ & 0 FPSr14 
~~~£=..=-=:......=....:...:...~~-'====--==--- 2D ~iow ~ X; Gr..n Y; IIlle Z) I _ . Mimic f~ Modd 
~ [J Surbce fae.ModeI 
~ face Model 
rlJ forehead 
textbox for displaying 
info ... otion 
Figure 6.3 G I of the application 
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forehead Lmo 
x-coordinate: 39.314 
y-corodinate: 68.734 
z-coordinate: 
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38.3S7 
1.000 ~ 
h fun ti nal requir ment and pecifications of MimicFace are: 
I) m d I di play. The new method is proposed to build a generic 3D face 
m d I but th built mod I should be displayed on screen for observation. 
H cr n i 2D plane, so the 3D model can only be simulated by 
pr ~ecting the model to a fixed plane that is vertical to the 
(2 m d I manipulation. The 3D model is feature based to enable the users to 
hang th app arance by adju ting the feature parameters. A mechanism to 
tran D rm the coordinates between 2D and 3D should be designed. This 
m hani m ontain two tages: (1) to transform the 3D coordinates to 2D 
r n rdinate . (2) to map the 2D screen coordinates to 3D coordinates. 
In th fir t tag, all point on the 3D model are projected to screen to display 
ides the 3D display functions to render the model in 
. In th nd tage, the mouse position on 2D screen is projected 
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reversely to 3D world to get the selected point on the 3D model. These two 
closely related stages enable users to manipulate the 3D model interactively. 
(3) Environment option setting. There are a group of parameters to define how 
the model is represented by the software environment, such as environment 
lights (including ambient light, diffuse light, specular light and emission 
light), elements colours (including control points, curves, surface and the 
bounding polygons) and elements widths (including point size, line width), 
etc. 
(4) User interactions. The user interactions are be used to capture users input 
from mouse or keyboard and provide various functionalities to the users. It is 
very important in this software environment especially for 3D model 
manipulation. 
6.2.2 3D Display 
The generic 3D model needs to be displayed on a screen that is a 2D space. This 
requires a coordinate transformation process from the 3D world space to the 2D 
screen space. OpenGL attempts to display 3D objects on a 2D screen through 
computer graphics pipeline technologies, which is similar to taking photos of the 
environment using a camera. The world "pipeline" means that there is a fixed order 
while the graphic card processes and displays data, just like the water flows from one 
side to the other side of the pipe. So the word of "pipeline" is used to indicate the 
strict order. The comparison of these two processes is shown in Figure 6.4 (Shreiner, 
2009). 
To describe a 3D model, the coordinate system is very important for reference. There 
are four coordinate systems used in OpenGL: model coordinate system (MeS), 
world coordinate system (WeS), view coordinate system (yeS), and screen 
coordinate system (SeS). The MCS is useful for defining the local features of a 
model. The position of the model is originally described in WCS. The remaining 
three systems are established according to wes. By applying the model view 
transformation, it is transformed into yes. Then it is projected into SCS after 
coordinate normalisation. 
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With. Com .... With • Canputor 
prqed.ion 
Figure 6.4 The camera analogy of 3D modelling 
Source: Th e OpenGL Programming Guide (Shreiner, 2009) 
The OpenGL rendering pipeline is demonstrated in Figure 6.5: 
Object with iu o"n 
coordinat~ system 
is rtpres<nu,d in 
world coordinalc svnCln 
View coordinate 
system 
onnalized device 
coordinate systCIU 
Figure 6.5 OpenGL rendering pipeline 
Screen 
coordinate SystClD 
As shown in Figure 6.5, different coordinate systems are used during the process of 
rendering the OpenGL pipeline. The directions of three axes of wes point to 
horizontal right vertical up, and from screen out. ves is slightly different from 
wes as the z axis points inside to the screen, because ves simulates eyes observing 
the model . When the model is displayed on screen, only those parts inside the 
frustum are drawn (Figure 6.6). The projection and perspective transformations are 
applied to ca lculate the areas that should be cropped out outside the frustum to get 
the nonnali ed coordinates (Figure 6.7 left). The normalised coordinate system is a 
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de ice-indep ndent coordinate system in which all axes range from -1 to 1. Ln the 
final t p, th normalised device coordinates are converted to screen coordinates 
through viewport transformation (Figure 6.7 right) . 
Figure 6.6 Frustum in view coordinate system 
-1.1.1 1.1.1 
-1.1.-1 1.1.-1 
Screen 
-1.-1.1 1.-1.1 
Xo.Yo 
-1.- 1.-1 1.-1.-1 
Figure 6.7 ormalised coordinate system to screen viewport 
Be au the homogeneou coordinates can represent rotation, translation, and scale 
ntl and uniformly (see Appendix C. Homogeneous Coordinates), a point 
n th m dId not d by P=(x,y,z)T, is augmented to P=(x,y,z, 1)T. lf the 
tran ~ rmati n matrix from MCS to WCS is denoted by M mode/, the matrix from 
i d noted by M view, U ually these two models are represented as a 
ingl matri Mil/ode/dew called model-view matrix. The matrix of projection process 
M proje lioll the matrix of perspective process is denoted by M perspeclive, 
and th matri ' f i wp rt transformation is denoted by M viewporl> the normalised 
rdinat an b mputed according to Equation 6.1 : 
P nonnaLized = M lIiewport { M perspective [M projection (M view (M model P) )]} 
= M lIiewport{ M perspective [MprOjection (M mOdelview P)]} 
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The P normalised is the nonnalised device coordinates. It needs to be transfonned to 
screen coordinates for display by Equation 6.2 : 
P normalizedx + 1 ( ) P normalizedy + 1 Sx = 2 Xl - Xo + Xo = 2 w + Xo 
Pnormalizedy + 1 (y ) Pnormalizedy + 1 h (6 .2) 
Sy = 2 1 - Yo + Yo = 2 + Yo 
S _ Pnormalizedz + 1 = Pnormalizedz + 1 
z - 2 2 
Where: Sx and Sy are the on-screen coordinates, and Sz is the corresponding depth; w 
and h are the width and height of the screen viewport. 
Equation 6.1 and 6.2 show a mapping relation from P(x,y,z) to S(Sx, Sy,Sz). Sx and Sy 
are used to display the point on screen, while Sz is stored by OpenGL automatically 
for picking test that will be discussed in next section. Any points on the 3D model 
can be projected on screen through these two equations. So the model is displayed on 
screen in such a way that looks like it is in 3D. 
6.3 3D Face Model Manipulation 
There are a group of up-down boxes that enable the users to adjust the 3D 
coordinates of points on the model (Figure 6.3), it is more intuitive and convenient to 
adjust the point's coordinates by picking the point and dragging to desired position. 
During the model manipulation process, this type of user inputs is captured 
interactively to change the appearance of the 3D face model. The process of moving 
a point on creen from Point A to Point B is shown in Figure 6.8 (blue vector on the 
left). It can be seen that two reverse mapping processes from 2D in SCS to 3D WCS 
are required. The reverse mapping in this thesis refers to the coordinates mapping 
proces from 2D screen point to 3D. Obviously, in the point moving process, the 3D 
coordinate need to be computed in real-time while the mouse is moving. Therefore, 
the rever e mapping process should be studied to transfonn coordinates from 2D to 
3D. Thi ection discusses the reverse mapping and local displacement 
transfonnation to enable the 3D manipulation of the face model. 
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Reverse mapping 
~. 
(X,. Ylscreen) (X" YI') (3D) 
(Xa. Y sJ (screen) (Xs', Ys',Zs) (3D) 
~R . everse mapping 
Figure 6.8 Reverse mapping from 20 screen to 3D 
6.3.1 Reverse Mapping 
When the users click on the screen using the mouse, they actually want to click the 
model in the 3D world existing in his/her imagination. The "click" action only 
returns information from the x and y coordinates. The reverse mapping process from 
screen coordinate to 3D world coordinate can be divided into two phases: from 
screen to frustum and from frustum to the 3D world . 
As shown in Figure 6.6, Point A displayed on screen actually refers to a line segment 
AB inside the fru stum. All points on AB with different z values appear at the same 
point on the 20 screen. OpenGL uses a variable depth to store the distance between 
the point and the near plane of the frustum (Shreiner, 2009). 
However because all points on AB have the same position on screen (Figure 6.6), so 
the smallest depth is recorded in OpenGL. This mechanism is efficient and 
reasonable because the bigger depth means the associated point is behind the other 
pixe l so that it is covered by current pixel. OpenGL provides a function named 
glReadPixel to retrieve the depth of a pixel. This function is: 
·~~id·giii~·~dPi~~i~(GLi~t··~~··GiX~i:··Y:·GL~i~~i··~·idth~··(i~i·~~i··h~i·ght~··Gi~;;~~··f~·~~~t~· 
G.~~!t. ~.r..t! .~P.~ ~ .G.~ ~~.~ 9.~. ~~.~~ ); .................................................................................. . 
Th~ detected z depth is returned in the pointer data. 
Re erse mapping is the reverse process of Equation 6.1 and 6.2. The coordinates of 
the model in W can be computed based on quaternion as Equation 6.3: 
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w 
2(Sy - Yo) 
h +1 
2Sz + 1 
1 
(6.3) 
Where: P and M are the projection and model-view matrices during the rendering 
process· (pM)-1 denotes the inverse matrix of PM; Sz is the depth information of 
point retrieved by glReadPixels function; w and h are the width and height of the 
screen viewport. 
If users click the mouse on screen, the clicked point on 3D model can be calculated 
through reverse mapping process. The clicked point on the model can be moved 
freely to manipulate the generic 3D model. In MimicFace, the manipulation is based 
on the local displacement transformation. 
6.3.2 Local Displacement Transformation 
To modify the generic face model interactively, the mouse moving event should be 
captured in real-time. The reverse mapping problem of moving mouse on screen has 
been so lved in Section 6.3.1 . However, it needs two reverse mappings. Based on the 
fact that vector and points has a unifonn representation by homogenous coordinates 
(see Appendix C. Homogeneous Coordinates), this section focuses on invoking the 
reverse computation only once. 
Because all point positions remain unchanged except the one selected by user, the 
calculation only involves the displacement of the selected point and mapping it in 3D 
to get the new position of the point. The displacement vector is computed in the local 
coordinate ystem of the model. 
As hown in Figure 6.9, XQYOZo is WCS and XIYIZI is MCS. According to Euler's 
rotation the rem (Parent, 2007), one rotation can be transformed into another 
through three eparate rotations about X-, Y- and z-axis in a particular order. Because 
the 3D face model display does not involve the rotation around the Z axis, the 
relationship between WCS and MCS can be represented by two rotations around x 
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aXI and ith angle m_xAngle and myAngle, respectively. Xlyl is the local 
. If Pint P on th model is picked up and dragged to the new position P', the 
ector f motion i tJp = P-P; . P'x' and P'y' are the new coordinates in the screen 
t m. T dra the point on the morphed 3D face model, the point P' should be 
tran form d ba k to x OZo (WCS). 
Figure 6.9 3D morphing calculation 
h tran ~ rmation fr m x OZo to the local coordinate system XlylZI (Zl axis points out 
from th pap r) can be achieved with a simple translation. So the transformation 
matri i : 
M y = ( ~ 
-p Xo 
(6.4) 
Wh r : Pxo, P>o, and P;o are th 3D coordinates of point P in WCS XQYOZo. The local 
f Pial ulat d by Plocal = P X My v here P = (Px , Py, Pz ) is the position 
h tran ~ rmation fr m the local coordinate sy tern XlylZI to MCS X1Y1Z\ can be 
di id dint tv eparate rotation : one is the rotation about yl axis with angle 
In th r the rotation about Xl axis with angle m_xAngle. The 
f th two rotation tran formations are: 
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(
COscm...YAngle) 0 
M = 0 1 
Y sinCm"'yAngle) 0 
o 0 
(~ cOSCm_~Angle) Mx= ~ - sinCm_xAngle) 
o 
-sinCmtAngle) ~~) 
cosCm"'yAngle) 
o 
o ~01) sinCm_xAngle) 
cos Cm_xAng le) 
o 
(6.5) 
Because the effects of transformations of the coordinate system are accumulative, 
multi-transformation can be represented by the product of all transformation matrices. 
Thus, the matrix of the transformation from SCS x)/z' to MCS X!'y,z, is shown in 
Equation 6.6: 
MyJ= MyxMx 
(
a 01 aOZ a03 0) 
_ all a12 a 13 0 
- a21 a22 aZ3 0 
o 0 0 1 
a01 = cosCm"'yAngle) 
a02 = sinCmJ'Angle) sinCm_xAngle) 
a03 = - sin(m"'yAngle) cosCm_xAngle) 
au = 0 
a12 = cos(m_xAngle) 
a13 = sinCmJ'Angle) 
aZ1 = sinCmJ'Angle) 
a22 = - cosCm"'yAngle) sin(m_xAngle) 
aZ3 = cos(mJ'Angle) cos (m_xAngle) 
(6.6) 
If Point P moves to a new position, P', the displacement vector in SCS x'y'z' 
isLlP = (LlPx,LlPy,LlPz)T where LlPz = 0, the homogenous displacement vector LJP' 
in MCS X!'y,z, can be computed by Equation 6.7. 
tJp' = MYJ x tJp 
(
tJPX) tJPy 
= MYJ x ~ 
(6.7) 
( 
tJPx cos(mJ'Angle) ) 
= tJPy cosCm_xAngle) + tJPx sin(m_xAngle) sinCm...YAngle) 
tJPy sin(m_xAngle) - tJPx cosCm_xAngle) sinCm"'yAngle) 
o 
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The three components of !:J" are the displacement along each direction while 
moving the mouse. According to the relationship between MCS and WCS, the new 
position of Point Pin WCS is calculated by Equation 6.8: 
Pnew = Pwcs + tJP' (6.8) 
According to Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8, the users can perform 3D face model 
manipulation through the aur of the software environment to generate different 
appearances. The software records the rotation angles about x- and y-axis. While the 
user chooses a point and moves the point on the screen, the 3D coordinates of the 
corresponding point on the face model can be computed simultaneously by only one 
reverse computation of the local displacement. 
6.4 Experiment 
Based on the discussion above, the software environment is implemented. The 
implementation is 10,691 lines of C++ code. The code is available upon request. The 
user can perfonn manipulation through the provided interfaces. This section 
introduces the experimental result of MimicFace (Figure 6.3). Detailed user 
interfaces are illustrated in Appendix D. aur Interface. 
As discus ed in Chapter 5, the NURBS is very effective for building either a curve 
face model or a surface face model. The constructed generic 3D face models are 
vivid and intuitive with defined adjustable features. The generic curve face model 
and morphed face model are shown in Figure 6.10. 
By comparing the two models, it is easy to observe the differences between the 
features. Mor pecifically, the eyes in the morphed model shrink to become more 
roundi h, and the eyebrows are thinner than those in the generic model. Other 
change includ the width of the nose, length of the chin, and width of the mouth. So 
this dem n tration proves the effectiveness of the proposed methods and theories 
used for pr po ing the new method for 3D human face modelling. 
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Figure 6. 10 Generic and morphed curve face models 
Th generic 30 urface model and its control net are shown in Figure 6.11. 
Figure 6.11 VRBS surfuce face model and its control net 
Figur 6. 12 illl1 trate th NURBS surface face model with its control net and control 
pint. n the net are the control points that can be used to morph the 
hap f the lIrface. Apr onalised face model with various emotions can be 
g n rat d ba d n thi feature. 
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Figure 6.12 NURBS surface face model with control net and control points 
ariant urface model with its control points is shown in Figure 6.13. The right eye 
hrink I ightly by adju ting the control points defining the feature surface. The 
di fferenc b tw n the left and right eyes is noticeable. 
igure 6 .1 Original surface models and the model with morphed left eye 
6.S ummary 
oft ar en ir nment has be n developed in this chapter to verify the proposed 
meth d fi r g nerating a generic 3D face model. The user interfaces can be used to 
chang th app arance of the generic model. It has shown that the generic model can 
b f1 ibl manipulated by the control points to generate various face models with 
diffi r nt app aran . Thi generic 3D face model can be applied for emotional bio-
hi h nabl the ngin ers to generate various appearances of human face 
urfa . It an al b appl ied for other applications discussed in Section 2.4. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusion and Further Work 
7.1 Summary 
The human face, as one of the most common objects with complex geometry 
structure, raises challenges for engineers and researchers to build its 3D model. it is 
an important research target for emotional bio-robots which are able to show various 
emotional expressions. Two important requirements of emotional bio-robots are to 
detect human faces and to build the face model. For face detection, existing methods 
require training dataset to train the algorithms. They are not suitable for emotional 
bio-robots because quick responses are required. For 3D human face modelling, the 
existing 3D modelling technologies have been developed for either CAD/CAM or 
film and game production. The components used in CAD/CAM mainly consist of 
primitive geometrical features together with limited free-fonn surfaces. They do not 
required very flexible free-fonn surface modifications. For film and game production, 
it does not need accurate or true 3D models, the demanding for 3D modelling 
technologies is even less than those in CAD/CAM. Therefore, the existing methods 
are not suitable to model a human face of any appearances and expressions for 
emotional bio-robots. It is very important to propose and develop a new method for 
building a generic 3D model which can be used to generate personalised models of 
individuals or a face model with various appearances. 
In Chapter I, through analysing the requirements of emotional bio-robots, the thesis 
focused on two related problems: face detection and generic 3D human face 
modelling. It was concluded that it is necessary to build up a generic 3D face model. 
The background, motivation, and main aims of this thesis were introduced. These are 
the foundation and main driven force of this thesis. Chapter I also described the 
outline of the whole thesis. 
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In Chapter 2, the author critically reviewed techniques related to face detection, 3D 
data acquisition, 3D modelling methods and technologies and their applications. By 
examining four popular types of existing face detection methods, it was found that 
the skin colour based method is intuitive and effective. 3D data acquisition methods 
were discussed as well. The author has shown that the face detection method not only 
was an important part of emotional bio-robots development, but also can be used to 
extract facial features to build up the generic 3D face model. By comparing with 
Bezier and standard B-Spline methods, NURBS was found to be a powerful tool for 
representing 3D curves and surfaces for its advantages of control flexibility. Based 
on these reviews and analyses, it was found that it is necessary to propose and 
develop a method for constructing a generic 3D human face surface model 
combining the techniques of skin colour based face detection, image processing, and 
NURBS. 
Chapter 3 discussed and evaluated the related work for face detection and NURBS 
techniques. Firstly, the differences and transformations between several colour 
spaces were discussed. Image processing technologies including smoothing, edge 
detection, binarisation, and morphological operations were investigated 
quantitatively through several experiments. The performances of different techniques 
have been evaluated and compared. Then, the skin colour properties have been 
studied based on 1,009,523 skin pixels to build up the skin colour model. The author 
examined existing methods and technologies and explained how they can be used for 
a new face detection method proposed and implemented in Chapter 4. Next, the 
author explored the theories of NURBS techniques. By comparing to Bezier 
techniques, NURBS does not require more control points while the degree increases. 
The weight coefficients introduce extra flexibility to change the shapes of NURBS 
curves and surfaces locally. These theories are the foundation of the reverse 
computations ofNURBS curves and surfaces discussed in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 4 proposed and implemented a new skin colour based face detection method. 
Firstly, skin regions were segmented in the input colour images. Then geometrical 
'rules were applied to verify the face candidates to make the final decisions. The skin 
colour model used in this method combined the RGB and YCbCr colour space to 
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generate precise colour information to deal with various luminance conditions. This 
method has been implemented using Matlab. It is comparable to other previous face 
detection methods. The most important advantage of this method is that it does not 
need any training dataset. The new method has been tested over 40 images with 65 
human faces. By comparing to other previous methods, the new method also has 
advantages in both detection rate and detection speed. It achieved a detection rate of 
86.15% and detection speed of 0.4-1.2 seconds without any training datasets. These 
figures indicate that it performs better than some previous methods (see Section 4.5). 
Chapter 5 proposed and developed a new method for constructing a generic 3D 
human face method based on NURBS techniques. Several data structures and classes 
were defined to store the information of control points and knot vectors of NURBS 
curves and surfaces, which were used to represent the defined features of 3D human 
face model. Then, the author proposed and developed a reverse computation 
algorithm for both NURBS curves and surfaces. An example of NURBS curve 
reverse computation is represented. The performance of the proposed method has 
been tested on other facial features as well. The times spent on reverse computation 
never exceed 16 milliseconds. The proposed reverse computation method is 
considered to be very efficient for 3D face modelling. Next, the generic 3D face 
model is established based on NURBS reverse computation. Finally, the advantages 
of the proposed method for building a generic 3D human face model are discussed 
by comparing to two typical existing 3D modelling methods. 
Based on several computer graphic libraries and programming platform, Chapter 6 
developed and implemented a software environment to verify and validate the 
method of generating the generic 3D face model proposed. After examining the 3D 
display pipeline of OpenGL, the techniques of the reverse mapping and 3D 
manipulation were proposed and implemented for my software environment. The 
GUI interfaces enabled the users to manipulate the 3D model to achieve various 
appearances. The implementation proved that the generic 3D human face model 
proposed in this thesis is effective. Compared with all existing methods, the new 
proposed and developed method can be used to modify each individual face feature 
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so that the 3D face model can be any desired shape or appearances of an existing or 
any imaginary person. 
7.2 Contributions 
This thesis focused on two tasks for emotional bio-robots: (1) human face detection 
and (2) generic 3D human facial modelling. The contributions to the new knowledge 
generation are: 
• A new skin colour based human face detection method was proposed and 
developed. After examining the differences of skin colour models in various 
colour spaces, the author proposed a new skin colour model combining RGB 
and YCbCr colour space to segment skin regions in the input colour image 
after luminance normalisation. Based on the skin colour segmentation, face 
candidates were further verified through the geometrical rules. The method 
has been tested over 40 images with 65 human faces. By comparing to other 
previous methods, the new method also has advantages in both detection rate 
and detection speed. It achieved a detection rate of 86.15% and detection 
speed of 0.4-1.2 seconds without any training datasets. 
• A new generic 3D human face modelling method was proposed and 
developed. This generic parametric face model can be applied to design and 
develop a parametric 3D face model that has the abilities of flexible control 
over all facial features and generating various face models for different 
applications. It includes: 
• The segmentation of a human face into 21 surface features. These 
surfaces have 34 boundary curves. This feature based segmentation 
enables the independent manipulation of different geometrical regions 
of human face. 
• The NURBS curve face model and NURBS surface face model. 
These two models are built up based on cubic NURBS reverse 
computation. The elements of the curve model and surface model can 
be manipulated to change the appearances of the models by their 
parameters which are obtained by NURBS reverse computation. 
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• A new 3D human face modelling method has been proposed and 
implemented based on cubic NURBS through analysing the 
characteristic features and boundary conditions ofNURBS techniques. 
This model can be manipulated through control points on the NURBS 
facial features to build any specific face models for any kind of 
appearances and to simulate dynamic facial expressions for various 
applications such as emotional bio-robots, aesthetic surgery, films and 
games, and crime investigation and prevention, etc. 
7.3 Limitations and Further Work 
(1) One limitation of this method is associated with the reverse computation. As 
discussed in Chapter 5, there are various boundary conditions of NURBS reverse 
computation. By introducing different boundary conditions, different NURBS curves 
and surfaces can be calculated. Although these curves or surfaces pass the same data 
points that used for reverse computation, the curvature and derivatives on the data 
points are different. So the continuity of the reverse computed curves and surfaces 
are various. CJ continuities of the reverse computed NURBS curves and surfaces are 
always ensured by the method discussed in this thesis, but there is no guarantee about 
other continuities like C l and C continuities. However, this problem can be solved 
by introducing more complex boundary conditions to the reverse computation 
process or blend the adjacent surfaces boundaries together. 
(2) This model is a geometric generic 3D model without texture information. The 
current research proposed a new method of building up a generic 3D human face 
model. The author demonstrated that the modelling method for achieving such a 
model is feasible. The textures are not mapped to the surface because this work 
focuses on the theoretical possibility of establishing the face model rather than the 
aesthetic appearances. In the future, it is necessary to study how texture mapping can 
be used to make the 3D face model realistic. The texture can be cropped from 2D 
images and mapped to each surface features of the generic 3D face model. Using the 
proposed face detection method, the facial regions in 2D images could be extracted. 
The 3 D texture is generated by 3 D interpolation based on the extracted 2D 
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information. The face model with texture can be used in the applications of aesthetic 
surgery and crime detection. 
(3) Aesthetic criteria do exist for human face, such as the ratio between the widths of 
eyes and mouth, the ratio between the width of eyes and the height of nose, the ratio 
between the eye-to-eye distance and the height of face region, etc. These rules can be 
defined and embed in to the generic 3D face model to make the generated face model 
more attractive. By applying these criteria in aesthetic surgery, the generic 3D model 
can help the patient and surgeon for aesthetic surgeries. It can be applied in the 
development of emotional bio-robots development. The face models of those bio-
robots will be more beautiful and fascinating. 
(4) Another limitation occurred during the process of face mode manipulation. At 
this point, the application enables users to change the model features by themselves. 
This option is convenient for users, but it may cause unreasonable faces during at the 
same time. Strict criteria should be introduced to filter those non-faces during the 
personalisation step. During the process of manipulation the generic 3D face model, 
AAM or ASM methods can be introduced to get the pre-defined feature points in 2D 
image. The 3D model can be projected from 3D to 2D plane. All feature points are 
aligned and get the transformation matrix. The non-feature points will be aligned by 
applying the affine transformation. By this approach, it is possible to develop a new 
two stages specific 3D face modelling method to combine the AAM/ASM method 
with the generic 3D face model proposed in this thesis. 
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Appendix 
A. Data File Structure Description 
There are two types of user defined file structure in this thesis: ZCM file and ZSM 
file. ZCM denotes the Zhang's NURBS Curve face Model file, and ZSM denotes the 
Zhang's NURBS Surface face Model file. Both of ZCM and ZSM files are saved as 
plain text files, so that they can be revised by all plain text processing programmes. 
One of the most important advantages of plain text file is that they are compatible 
with different operation system architectures like Windows, Linux and UNIX 
although the differences between the line break symbols among those systems do 
exist. 
The detailed structures of ZCM and ZSM files are illustrated respectively. 
(8) ZCM File Structure Description 
ZCM is the file structure defined for storing the data structures which are used to 
handle the NURBS curve face model. There are very limited symbols and letters 
used in the ZCM file. They are # (number sign), - (hyphen), = (sign of equality), h,f, 
c, and u. Each of them leads a single line or multiple lines of different data. The 
meanings of each catalogue are: 
Lines started with # (number sign) 
Those lines started with # (number sign) are all comment line. They show basic 
information of the face model file, including title, author, created date and time, and 
so on. A sample line starts with # is: 
# This is a comment line ... __ ... ____ ... ________ 00 __ ... __ ... ______ ... ____ ... ______ ............ __ ... _____ ... _______ ... _________ .................................... __ .............................. ______________ ...... ______ ...... __ ... . 
Lines started with h 
There is only one line starts with h. It indicates that this is a face model file (either 
curve face model - ZCM or surface face model - ZSM). This line, which is like "h 
NUM" , always appears as the first non-comment line in ZCM (or ZSM) file. The 
integer NUM after letter h specifies how many curve features are predefined in the 
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ZCM file. As stated in Section 5.2, there are 34 features defined in this thesis. A 
sample line starts with his: 
-~-~~-- ------------- ---- ---------- --- -- ----- --- ---- -- ------------------------------------ --- ----- -- ----- ----- ----- --- ---- --
Lines started with! 
The letter fleads a line of curve feature definition with pattern "f ID DESCRIPTION'. 
The integer ID after letter f is the feature index corresponding to the enumerate 
structure defined in Section 5.3. The string DESCRIPTION composed by the rest 
characters in the line is a brief description of the curve feature. A sample line starts 
with/is: 
_~ Q _~<?_r:~_~~«:l_~ __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Lines started with - (hyphen) 
Those lines started with - (hyphen) is used for indicating the number of control 
points of a specific curve feature. The line pattern is "- ID NUM'. ID has the same 
meaning as the integer in the Lines started with J, which means the feature index of 
the curve feature. NUM is an integer shows how many control points the curve 
feature has. A sample line starts with - is: 
_. -- .... ----_ ...... -- ........ ------- ---_ ... -- -- ----_ ... -... -_ ... -- ..... _--_ ... ----_ ... ---_ ... _-- --_ ............................. -- ...... --- -_ ............ -_ ........... -- ..... _-_ ...... ----- .......... _ ... ... 
- 019 
... --- .. --_ ...... _-- .......... --_ .. _ ... _ ........ --.... ---_ ... ---- -- ... -_ ... -- ---- --- ------ --_ ........ _---- -_ ............... -_ ......... -_ ......... -_ .................. --- ...... --_ ......... -_ ...... -_ ... -_ ......... -_ ... ... 
Lines started with = (sign of equality) 
= (sign of equality) leads those lines that indicate the number of elements of knots 
vector of a specific curve feature. These lines have similar pattern like those leading 
by - (hyphen): "= ID NUM'. The integer ID means the feature index of the curve 
feature. Integer NUM indicates the number of elements of the knots vector of the 
curve feature. If the number of elements of the knots vector of a curve feature is 
denoted by n /, the number of control points of the curve feature is denoted by n}, the 
degree and order of the curve features are denoted by d and 0 respectively. Then nJ, 
n2, d, and 0 satisfy such condition: n) =n2+d+ 1 =n2+o. In this thesis, the degree and 
order are 3 and 4 for cubic NURBS curves are chosen to represent the curve features. 
So n) =n2+4. A sample line starts with = is: 
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= 023 
---- ---- --- -- ------- --. --- ---. - -- -- - -- -- -- --- -- --.. ----- -_ .... ---- ---- -- ----_ .................... -_ .... -- ................ -- .. --------_ ...... -- .. -_ .... -- .. .. 
Lines started with c 
The leading letter c means the line defines a control point of a NURBS curve. The 
line pattern is like "e ID INDEX X Y Z'. ID is the feature index of the curve feature 
mentioned above. INDEX denotes the control point's indices in the control points 
array. X, Y, and Z are the 3D coordinates (x,y,z) of the control point. A sample line 
starts with c is shown as: 
Lines started with u 
Lines started with letter u indicate these lines are knots definitions with the pattern of 
"u ID INDEX t". ID has the same meaning as in Lines started with e and! INDEX is 
the index of current knot element in the knots vector. t is the value of current element. 
A sample line starts with u is: 
.. _ ..... ____ ......... __ .... ___ .... 00 __ -- ____ .. _______ ... ___ .. __ .. ___ .. ____ .. ________________ .. __ ........ __ .... ____ ...................... ____ .. ________ .... _____ .. _ .. __ .. .. 
u 0 6 0.183562 
-_ .... _ .... -- .. --_ ... -- .. _ ...... - .. - -- ---_ ......... -- .. _-- -- .. -_ .... - - .... oo_ ..... _______ ................ __ .. __ .......... __ ...... __ ...... __ .... _ ...... ____ .... __ ........ _ .... _____ ...... __ .. .. 
(b) ZSM File Structure Description 
Like ZCM file, ZSM file is defined to store data structure of NURBS surface features 
face model. The notations used in ZSM file include: f, s, r, e, d, 0, # (number sign), * 
(asterisk), I (vertical bar), > (greater than sign), - (hyphen), 1\ (caret). The meanings 
of all letters and signs are: 
Lines started with # (number sign) 
# has exactly the same meaning as it does for ZCM file - leading a comment line. 
These comment lines provide necessary infonnation about the file type, author, 
contact infonnation, and creation date and time. This symbol also enables the user to 
add more infonnation and definitions into the file to expand the functionalities. The 
comment lines are: 
-#-Thi~-i~-th;~~'~~~-~ tii~~--- ------------.------------------- --------------------------------- --- -------------- --
# Author: Xu ZHANG 
_1!_fr~~~E!.Q!_.~~J.~_I)~ _?_q)J.: ________________________________ . ________________________________________________ . _____ _ 
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Lines started with! 
The line started with! defines the number of surface features of the NURBS surface 
features face model. The line pattern is ''fNUM DESCRIPTION'. NUM indicates the 
number of surface features of the model. DESCRIPTION describes the meaning of 
this line. A sample line is: 
f 21 number offeatures ... _______ .. ____ .. _______ w_ .. ___________ .. ______ .. __ .. _________________ .. _______ .. __ .......... __ ...... __ .... __ .. __ ...... ____ ...... _____ ........ _____ ...... __ .. _ 
Lines started with s 
The letter s leads lines of surface feature definitions. The pattern of these lines is "s 
ID DESCRIPTION'. ID is the index of current surface feature of the surface face 
model. DESCRIPTION gives information about the current surface features. A 
sample line is: 
_~_Q_~~_f!.Y.PP.~~ _~~~~~~ __________________________________________________________________________________________ . 
Lines started with r 
The letter r leads lines of the row number of current surface feature's control point 
matrices. The pattern of these lines is "r ID NUM". ID is the index of current surface 
feature. NUM denotes how many rows there are in the control point matrix of current 
surface feature. A sample line is: 
... _------ -_ ..... ----_ ..... ----_ ...... -- .. ---- ----- -_ .. -_ ...... -----_ .. -------_ ....... _------_ .......... -_ ...... -_ .... --- .......... -- _ ... -......... _ .. --_ ....... -...... -_ ......... -
r04 
.. --- ... --- ........... ---- .. _ .. _ .. --- ----- .. ---- -_ .. _- -_ .. -........ ------- -----_ .. _--- --- ..................... -- ....... -- .................... ---... - .. --_ .... --_ .... -- ........ -.. -- '"'. 
Lines started with c 
The letter c leads lines of the column number of current surface feature's control 
point matrices. The pattern of these lines is "c ID NUM". ID is the index of current 
surface feature. NUM indicates how many columns there are in the control point 
matrix of current ·surface feature. A sample line is: 
.... -- -- -- ------ -- -------- -- --------- ----- -- --- --- -- ---- ....... -- -------- -- ----_ ............ -_ ...... -----_ ... ----... ---- ---- ---- -- ------------ _. 
c09 
-------------- ---- --- -- --- _._- _.- _. ----- ----- --- ------ --- .... ------------- --------- ----_ .... --- --.. ------------- --- ---- --- _ .. --- -. 
Lines started with d 
The letter d is used to lead those lines indicating the dimensions of the current 
surface feature's control point matrices. The fourth dimension used in ZSM files 
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denotes the weights of each control points of the NURBS surface. So in the line 
pattern "d ID NUM", ID is the index of current surface feature. And NUM is a 
constant value of 4, which means the attributes of all control points defined in the 
rest of ZSM file comprise 4 elements: X coordinate, Y coordinate, Z coordinate, and 
weight. A sample line started with dis: 
_q_9. _f ___________ ----- --- ------------ -------- ---- -- --- ---- --------------------------- ------------------- --------- -------- --
Lines started with 0 
The leading letter 0 indicates that this line defines the order of corresponding surface 
feature. ID in the line pattern "olD NUM" is the index of current surface feature. 
NUM is the order of current NURBS surface feature. Generally, the orders, which 
equal to the value of degree plus one, vary from one surface to another. Furthermore, 
the orders are usually different in u and v directions for a specific NURBS surface. 
However, all NURBS surfaces have the same constant orders in both directions in 
this thesis. The value of all these order are set to 3 which means these NURBS 
surfaces used to representing the surface features of the face model are bi-cubic 
NURBS surfaces. Although the orders are constants here, this parameter is reserved 
to keep the compatibility of the ZSM file in the future version. A sample line is like: 
014 
........ -- -_ .. ----- .. --- ----- ------_ .. --_ .. ----- -- --_ ...... ---- --- -_ .... --- ----- -- --- --_ .................. -- .... -_ .............. --_ .... ----_ .. -_ .. ---- -- ...... -_ .. . 
Lines started with * (asterisk) 
The * (asterisk) is used to lead the lines of control points definition. These lines have 
the line pattern of "* ID ROW COL X Y Z W'. ID is the index of current surface 
feature of surface face model. ROW is the row number of current control point and 
COL is the column number of current control point. X, Y, Z, and Ware the 3D 
coordinates (x, y, z) and weight respectively. 
As mentioned above, by contrast with the definition of control points for NURBS 
curve in ZCM file, the control points defined in ZSM file are all stored as four 
dimensional points. The fourth dimension is chosen to save the weights of current 
control point, rather than a geometrical dimension. A sample line starts with * is: 
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d 0 4 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Lines started with I (vertical bar) 
The symbol of I (vertical bar) leads lines of knots vector in u direction. These lines 
are usually formed like "lID NUM". ID is the index of current surface feature of the 
surface face model. NUM is the number of elements of the knots vector in u direction 
of current NURBS surface. The following line is a sample: 
1 ~ _ ~________ -- __ --- ----- -- ------- ------------- ----. ---- --- -- ---------- --------------------------------- --- -- ------------ --
Lines started with> (greater than sign) 
The lines started with> (greater than sign) specify elements of the knots vector of a 
NURBS surfaces in u direction. These lines have the format like "> ID INDEX t". ID 
is the index of current surface feature of the surface face model. INDEX defines the 
index of current knot element of the knots vector in u direction. t is the value of the 
current knot element. A sample line started with> is: 
?:_ ~_~_9:~ ~~_~_~_~ __ -- ____ -____ -____ ---__ --- -----------.------------ ---------------______________________ . ____ . __ . _____ _ 
Lines started with - (hyphen) 
The lines started with - (hyphen) define the knots vector in v direction. The pattern 
of these lines are "- ID NUM". ID is the index of current surface feature of the 
surface face model. NUM is the number of knot elements of the knots vector of 
current NURBS surface. A sample line is: 
- 512 
... -- .. ---- -_ ........ _ .. _--------- ---_ .. _ .. _-- ...... --- .. -_ .. -- ------- -..... --- ............ _-- ....... -_ ................ -_ .................. -- ...... -_ .. -... ----................... -...... -_ .. .. 
Lines started with A (caret) 
The lines started with A (caret) mean that they define the elements of the knots vector 
of a NURBS surface in v direction. The format is usually like "A ID INDEX t". ID is 
the index of current surface feature of the surface face model. INDEX is the index of 
the current knot element of the knots vector in v direction. t is a float point number 
that specifies the value of the current knot element. A sample line is shown below: 
-~-6-4-0:0-71429----- ----------.- -- ------------ --- ----.------------------------------------------.--.---- -- -- .--. --.- --
... --- ---- ------ ---- ----.... -- -- -_ ..... _-_ .. ---- -- .. -_ .. -- ....... _--- --------- ...... _- ....... -_ ............................ --_ .......... -- -- .... -- ... ----_ .... -----_ .... -_ .. .. 
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B. OpenGL 3D Display Example 
A typical OpenGL 3D display programme is shown below. 
#include<GL/gI.h> 
#include<GL/glut.h> 
/ / initialise the environment 
void initGLenv(void) 
{ 
/ / set light colour 
GLfloat mat_specularO={l.O,1.0,O.O,1.0}; 
GLfloat macshininessO={SO.O}; 
GLfloat light_positionO={l.O,l.O,l.O,O.O}; 
GLfloat lighcambient[]={ l.O,O.O,O.O,l.O}; 
GLfloat light_diffuseO={l.O,1.0,O.O,1.0}; 
GLfloat lighcspecular[]={l.O,l.O,O.O,l.O}; 
/ / set background colour as white 
gIClearColor(l.O,l.O,l.O,O.O); 
gIShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 
/ / specify the material parameters 
gIMaterialfv(GL_FRONT,GL_SPECULAR,mat_specular); 
gIMaterialfv(GL_FRONT,GL_SHININESS,mat_shininess); 
/ / set light parameters 
gILightfv(GL_LIGHTO,GL_POSITION, light_position); 
gILightfv(GL_LIGHTO,GL_AMBIENT, light_ambient); 
gILightfv(GL_LIGHTO,GkDIFFUSE, light_diffuse); 
gILightfv(GL_LIGHTO,GL_SPECULAR, light_specular); 
/ / enable light 
gIEnable(GL_LIGHTING); 
gIEnable(GL_LIGHTO); 
/ / enable depth test 
glEnable(GL_D EPTH_ TEST); 
} 
/ / display call-back function 
/ / this function draw a solid sphere on screen 
void display(void) 
{ 
} 
glClear(GkCO LO R_BUFFER_BITI GL_D EPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 
glutSolidSphere(1.0,80,64 ); 
glFlushO; 
/ / window resize call-back function 
void reshape (int w, int h) 
{ 
/ / set viewpoort 
gIViewport(O,O,(GLsizei) w,(GLsizei) h); 
/ / projection matrix 
-.---. g!~_~!!.i_~~~_~~ l<!_~~~gQt~f!! Q ~); ___________________________________ . _________________ . _____ . ______ . ____ . 
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IL adldentityO; 
I I p r p ctive transformation 
if( <=h) 
ppendix C. Homogeneous Coordinates 
IOrtho( -1.S.1.S.-1.S*(G Lfloat) hi (GLfloat)w,l .S*(GLfloat) hi (G Lfloat)w,-
1 .0,10.0); 
I 
IOrtho( -1.5 (GLfloat) h/(GLfloat)w,l.5*(GLfloat) h/(GLfloat)w,-1.5.1.5,-
10.0.10.0); 
I I mod Ivi w matrix 
I atrixMod (GL_MOD ELVIEW); 
IL d id nti ty(); 
I I main ntry 
int m in(in t ar c,char argv) 
{ 
lut lnit( r c.a rgv); 
lut lnitDi playMode(GLUT_SINGLEIGLUT_RGBIGLUT_DEPTH); 
lutlnitWindow ize(S OO,SOO); 
lutlnitWind wPo ition(lOO,lOO); 
lu Cr t indow("OpenGL Test"); 
init L nyC); 
lut i pi yFunc(di play); 
lutR h p Func(r hape); 
lut ainL opO; 
r turn 0; 
_ ..1 ............................... _ ...................................................................................... . 
Th utput r lh h wn in Figur pp ndi .1. 
::1_ 
igllr ppendi .1 lItPlIt of an example OpenGL application 
. Homooeneoll Coordinates 
In , th h 
un i ~ rml . 
11 I I m nt 
rdinate ar u ed to repr ent th linear transformations 
p aking, the concept of homogeneous coordinates is to use 
tan lem nt vector. For example, the points on 2D image 
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plane are denoted as p=(x,y)r in Cartesian coordinates system. The homogeneous 
coordinates of point P is Phomo=(x,y, If 
In OpenGL, all points in 3D world are represented by homogeneous coordinates. It is 
because the transfonnation of rotation, scale, and translation can be written as the 
matrix multiplication fonn. 
x 
Figure Appendix.2 Transformations in Cartesian coordinate system 
As shown in Figure Appendix.2, in Cartesian coordinate system, the original position 
of point P is (x,y), the new positions after rotating by angle e, scaling by Sx and Sy, 
translating by vector Tare PR, Ps, Pr respectively, the corresponding matrices of 
these transfonnations are MR, Ms, and Mr. These transfonnations can be computed 
as: 
(1) Rotation 
The geometric relation between P andP'during rotation is: IOPI=IOP1. Thus, 
XR = IOPI . cos(a + 0) 
= IOPI . (cosO· cosa - sinO· sina) 
= xcosO - ysinO 
YR = IOPI . sin(a + 0) 
= IOPI· (sina' cosO + cosa· sinO) 
= xsinO + ycosO 
The corresponding matrix from of transfonnation is: 
(XR) = ( co~O SinO) (X) = M P. YR -smO cosO \y R 
(2) Scale 
If the coefficients along x and y axes are Sx and Sy. Then the following relationship 
holds: 
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The matrix fonn is: 
(3) Translation 
If the point P translates to P r by a translation vector T = (T x' T y), the calculation of 
the new position is: 
The matrix fonn is: 
XT = X + Tx 
YT =y+Ty ' 
As shown above, the rotation and scale can be represented similarly by matrix 
mUltiplication. However, the translation cannot. Homogeneous coordinate can deal 
with this issue ideally. By introducing the extra element in the vector, these three 
translations can be written as: 
(1) Rotation 
-sine 0) (X) 
coge ~ ~. 
(2) Scale 
(3) Translation 
More generally, in the 3D space, the affine transfonnations can be defined by a 
single matrix: 
a12 a13 
a22 a23 
an a33 
o 0 
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x3 matrix A holds all parameters for rotation and scale, T is the translation 
It i to rify that the effect of continuous transformations is superimposed. By 
u ing homogeneou coordinates, they equal to multiple the transformation matrices 
n aft r anoth r namely p' = Mn ... M2 X Ml X P. 
D. GUI Interface 
1) Menu 
h r ar four main menus items: File, View, Move, and Help. Each menu provides 
a gr up fop ration to control the generic 3D face model or set the environment 
param t r . 
(H) File Menu 
~ V;ew Move Help 
)~ Open Face Models Ctrl +O ) 
. , 
ld Swe Curve Model Ctrl+S 
t=' Save Surface Model Ctrl+Shift+S 
., Quit Application Ctrl+Q 
Figure Appendix.3 File menu 
i I menu include four items, with each assigned with the accelerated shortcut 
k ppendix.3). By invoking the " Open Face Model" menu item, an open 
fil dial gu \i ill app ar for users to choose from either ZCM or ZSM data files. File 
ha e been defined to represent store the data of curves face model and 
urfa face model. 
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J J J J 
MWhood.zs nowsurl.zs surf.ce.zsm SurfKd.zs 
• I Foe. Modd FoIos(".zcm;" ...... ) ·1 
0,... 1 I Coned 1 
Figure AppendixA Open face model dialogue 
nd and third item ar u d to save the current curve model or surface model. 
imilar t the open file dialogue each of them has different file type filters to save 
of fil (Figur AppendixA). 
h la t item under the File menu is used to exit the application. After clicking it a 
m ag b x appear to a k for confirmation (Figure Appendix.5). 
Exit programme 
Are you sure 7 
~ __ Ye_s __ ~I ! ~ ___ N_o __ ~ 
Figure Appendix.S Exit application 
(b) Vi , Menu 
menu include six items that set several options for the face model 
r nd n ironment uch as light, axes control points, and bounding polygon 
i pIa flag. Th application offers choices to enable and disable cur e model and 
urfa m d I fi r can enience (Figure Appendix.6). 
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(c) Mo e Menu 
file Ylew Move Help 
ControL points 
Bounding polygon 
Show~es 
Curve Model 
Surface Model 
lights 
Figure Appendix.6 View menu 
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nd r th Mo menu, users can move or scale the face model in both 3D and 2D 
i 'V • Th fir t item under this menu is used for toggling 3D/2D manipulation. By 
h king thi s item the moving and scale controls take effect in the 3D view window 
n th left· otherwise they affect the display in the small 2D view window. The last 
item can be u ed to reset these options to the initialised status (Figure Appendix.7). 
(d) Help Menu 
file ~iew Move Help L--..::::.......:.. ___ ---, 
3D/2D control 
Move left 
Move Bight 
Move Qown 
Move!lp 
Zoom!n 
ZQom Out 
<9 Beset 
Figure Appendix.7 Move menu 
hi m nu pro ides the usage and FAQ of the application in detail. The information 
f the application and the author can be found in the last item (Figure Appendix.8 
and Figur pp ndix.9). 
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Qrl+F1 
Ctrl+AIt+F1 
Ctrl+AIt+F3 
o About MimicFace Ctrl+A 
Figure Appendix.8 Help menu 
Mimic Face Demo 
This is a demo application of 3D 
face model It provides functions 
of3D face morpbing and modification. 
It is a part of my PhD project. 
AD · ts reserved. 2009-2013 
I Contact ~Ie II OK 
Figure Appendix.9 About dialogue of the demo application 
(2) Toolbar Items 
Th olbar items provide a group of elements for fast access of menus functions. 
h rre pondence between the main items in the menus and toolbar are 
d m n trated in Figure Appendix. I O. 
f~o ~ ... Move Http 
!~ • Control points Flit View MOvt Holp • Bounding polygon o on flu Models Ctrl+O • ShowAxH Model Ctrt . $ CurvoModol 
CtrI . Shift · $ • SuIfK~Model Cbl+Q Lights G B 
Figure Appendix. I 0 Correspondences between items in menus and toolbar 
tail d toolbar functions are listed in this section from Figure Appendix. I I- Figure 
pp ndix.16. 
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- ~1imicflCt 
Figure Appendix. I I 3D view plane 
@ 0 FPS:l 
Figure Appendix. 12 20 view plane 
- Minichct 
@ 0 FPS:l 
Figure Appendix. 13 Control points size 
"'T'Y 
Figure Appendix.14 Bounding polygon line width 
Figure Appendix.IS NURBS curve width 
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FaceAbdd 
1==T=:;m~'" Face MOOd 
Figure Appendix.16 Control points co lour changing 
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E. Publications 
Published paper: 
Zhang, X., Zhang, S. and Hapeshi, K. (2010) 'A New Method for Face Detection in 
Colour Images for Emotional Bio-Robots', Science China (Technological Sciences), 
53( 11), pp. 2983-2988. 
The papers to be submitted and under writing: 
Review on Image Processing Theories and Techniques for Face Detection, to be 
submitted to Computer & Graphics 
NURBS and Its Application to 3D Human Face Surface Modelling, to be submitted 
to Journal of Bionics Engineering 
A New Feature-based Generic 3D Human Face Model for Emotional Bio-robots, to 
be submitted to Journal of Bionics Engineering 
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